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Zusammenfassung

Typische Mensch-Maschine Interaktion (MMI) findet bisher auf einer
sehr simplen, fast schon plumpen, Frage-Antwort Ebene statt. Zwis-
chenmenschliche Interaktion ist andererseits sehr vielschichtig und
findet auf vielseitigen rückgekoppelten Ebenen statt. Die Kommunika-
tion auf diesen Ebenen ist nicht ausschliesslich durch expliziten Infor-
mationsaustausch gewährleistet, sondern insbesondere auch durch
nonverbale Kanäle wie Mimik, Gestik und paralinguistische Ausdr ücke.
Diese Ebenen sind wiederum von Faktoren wie Stimmung, Gef ühlen
und persönlichen Zielen beeinflusst. Um eine funktionierende Inter-
aktion zwischen Menschen aufrechtzuerhalten, ist es n ötig, all diese
Kommunikationselemente richtig und effektiv zu interpretieren. Diese
Dissertation leistet einen Beitrag zum Transfer dieser, zum Zeitpunkt
der Erstellung der Arbeit, rein menschlichen F ähigkeiten in die MMI.
Um den gegebenenfalls verborgenen Benutzerzustand in nat ürlicher
MMI zu erkennen, ist es von groß er Bedeutung multimodale Daten,
die typische Situationen der MMI beinhalten, zur Verf ügung zu haben.
Die Aufnahmen des PIT Korpus, die im Rahmen dieser Dissertation
entstanden sind, dienten dem Zweck der Analyse und der Entwick-
lung eines neuen hierarchischen Annotationsschemas, das erlaubt
auf verschiedenen Ebenen, zu unterschiedlichen Zeitpunkten sowohl
objektive Beobachtungen als auch subjektiv wahrgenommene Be-
nutzerzustände zu annotieren. Des Weiteren wurde in der Arbeit
gezeigt, dass das entwickelte Schema signifikante Korrelationen in
den tieferen objektiven Ebenen mit der höheren subjektiven Ebene
aufweist.
Für einige Elemente dieser tieferen Ebenen, wie beispielsweise Lachen
bzw. die Stimmqualität, wurden im Zuge dieser Dissertation automa-
tische Klassifikatoren erstellt. Neben auf Standardans ätzen basieren-
den multimodalen Sequenzerkennern wurden auch Weiterentwicklun-
gen dieser, die insbesondere auch unsichere Information verarbeiten,
untersucht. Diese Verarbeitung stellt einen wichtigen Grundstock zur
Analyse des Benutzerzustandes dar. Weiters verarbeiten die Klassi-
fikatoren, Merkmale aus dem Sprachsignal, die zuerst in vorgeschal-
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teten Experimenten zur Erkennung von gespielten prototypischen Ex-
pressionen als nützlich identifiziert und teilweise im Laufe der Arbeit
vom Autor selbst mitentwickelt wurden.
Grundlage dieser Dissertation ist eine Vielzahl von Publikationen, die
einzelne Aspekte der Arbeit vertiefen und jedoch an manchen Stellen
über den Rahmen, der hier vorliegenden Dissertation, hinausgehen.
Einige dieser Arbeiten, die nicht direkt in diesesManuskript einflossen,
sind in Kapitel 8 aufgelistet und mit den jeweiligen Publikationen
verknüpft.



Abstract

Human computer interaction (HCI) usually takes place on a crude
question answer level. Human human interaction, however, is multi-
faceted, consisting of manifold interactive feedback loops between
interlocutors, comprising social components, moods, feelings, per-
sonal goals, nonverbal and paralinguistic conversation channels and
the like. In order to be able to establish a functioning communication
between the interlocutors it is crucial to correctly and efficiently inter-
pret these communication elements. This thesis seeks to contribute
to the transfer of these purely human capabilities to the HCI domain.
To be able to recognize the user's latent state in natural HCI, it is cru-
cial to acquire multimodal data comprising typical situations of HCI.
The PIT corpus recordings, which are part of this thesis, let to the
development and analysis of a novel hierarchical annotation scheme,
enabling the annotator to assign categories in layers with different
time scales. The categories comprise, apart from directly observable
behavior, subjective user state labels specifically tailored for HCI. The
analysis of this annotation paradigm led to several statistically signif-
icant correlations between the low level observations and the subjec-
tive user state annotations. This finding in turn supports a bottom-up
approach combining basic building blocks to infer the user's state.
Following this strategy, several of the categories of lower levels, such
as laughter and voice quality, were analyzed in automatic classifica-
tion and detection experiments. Beside standard approaches for mul-
timodal sequence analysis, newly developed classifiers incorporating
uncertain information were investigated. These classifiers process
features identified as relevant in preceding basic experiments, as well
as features developed by the author in the course of this thesis.
The foundation of this thesis is formed by a multitude of publications,
which investigate single aspects of the present work and exceed the
focus of this work at some points. Some of the investigations, that
were not directly incorporated in this manuscript, are listed in Chapter
8 and are linked to the respective publications.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

"Look Dave, I can see you're really upset about this. I honestly think
you ought to sit down calmly, take a stress pill, and think things over.",
utters HAL9000 a spaceborne computer compassionately in the bril-
liant science fiction movie "2001: A Space Odyssey", by Kubrick
(1968). But still, state of the art computer systems are far from un-
derstanding their human users in such a sophisticated manner. Cur-
rent human machine interaction only takes place on a crude explicit 1
question-answer level, whereas human human interaction is multi-
faceted consisting of manifold interactive feedback loops between in-
terlocutors, comprising social components, moods, feelings, personal
goals, nonverbal and paralinguistic conversation channels and the like
(Campbell, 2007a; Krauss et al., 1996; Kendon, 1981; Watzlawick et al.,
1969). In order to close this gap it is crucial for a machine to under-
stand and perceive the user's current interactional and affective state.
Most of the research aiming towards recognizing the user's state fo-
cuses on the recognition of his emotion (Cowie et al., 2001), often the
so called big six emotions2 introduced by Darwin (1978) and Ekman
(1993). However, it is not entirely clear what is meant by the word
emotion3 nor what types of emotion or states are relevant for human
machine interaction. Further, as stated in Russell and Barrett (1999),
traditional theory on emotion includes all kinds of extremes experi-
enced throughout human lives that never occur in human computer

1Explicit form of communication between humans and machines comprise for ex-
ample haptic input (e.g. keyboard, mouse, touchscreen) and speech.

2Anger, happiness, fear, disgust, sadness, and boredom (sometimes surprise)
3The theory and concepts on emotion, as it is stated nicely in Russell (2003), are

"parts of a folk theory inherited from human shepherding and farming ancestors", the
understanding of it became some sort of "common sense" to us all. However, re-
searchers in this field have called it a "very confused and confusing field of study"
(Ortony et al., 1988), indicating the difficulty that has to be dealt with by approaching
this field of science. Furthermore, in Russell (2003) it is mentioned that the prominent
question: "What is an emotion?" remains still unanswered and a consensus is far from
being found.
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2 Introduction

interaction. Hence, answering the question of relevance, by introduc-
ing the concept of conversational dispositions for human computer
interaction, is one of the thesis' objectives.

The communication of one's current affective state is mediated over
different channels, rendering the task of perception multimodal. A
mood change, for example, results in "sentic modulations", as intro-
duced by Picard (2000), in the tone of the voice, mimics, gestures,
body posture, and physiological parameters, such as the heart rate,
and skin conductivity. Further, sequences of states are common
and need to be modeled accordingly (Ortony et al., 1988). This in
turn characterizes some of the needs for automatic recognition ap-
proaches as well as annotation techniques. The multimodal and dy-
namic character of sentic modulations, for example, suggests hier-
archical schemes that enable one to annotate on different levels of
granularity (e.g. the tone of voice, spoken utterances, mimics, and
gestures), as well as sequential classifiers taking the history and tem-
poral dynamics into account.

However, when targeting real world applications one may never have
access to all channels at a time, physiological parameters for example
require the wiring of subjects and render the interaction less natural-
istic. Therefore, multimodal approaches are often reduced to the au-
diovisual unobtrusive analysis of interaction, as it is the case in human
human interaction. Scherer et al. (2003) and Keltner et al. (2003) list
and introduce several audiovisual cues that are evaluated and utilized
in the course of this work.

Not only the technical part is difficult to handle, but also human com-
ponents and social norms, such as the so called display rules ( Krauss
et al., 1996), as well as influencing factors of personality traits, moods
and the like (Oatley et al., 2006) are complicating the task. This in-
terplay of social rules, personality and current affective state leads
to diverse perceptions and expressions, of situations within different
human beings and even within one human. Hence, it is impossible to
generalize over holistic views on expressiveness and divide and con-
quer approaches, such as the hierarchical one proposed in Scherer
et al. (2009e) and Scherer et al. (submitted), are required to reveal
the current subject state.

All these characteristics, and issues render the recognition of the
user's state an interesting, yet difficult, task, leading to some major
research questions:

1. Which user states are relevant for human computer interaction
(HCI) and how should they be annotated?



1.2. Thesis outline 3

2. Are there basic building blocks in communication (e.g. gestures,
paralinguistic elements, etc.) and is it possible to spot them in
continuous input?

3. What are the most relevant features for the automatic recogni-
tion of the user's state?

4. Which automatic classifiers are most suited for the task?

Hence this thesis provides answers for the above questions: A flex-
ible hierarchical concept for the annotation and classification of the
hidden user's state is proposed and evaluated. The analysis of natu-
ralistic HCI, done within this work, suggests utilizing this concept, that
objectively perceivable low level observations, such as paralinguistic
events, types of utterances, etc. indicate the user's communicational
disposition. Apart from the identification and development of repre-
sentative features for the task, the thesis proves that sequential clas-
sifiers are well suited for the detection of low level observations, e.g.
laughter, in naturalistic conversations and provides future directions
towards the final goal.

1.2 Thesis outline

In this section, the thesis' structure is outlined briefly. Apart from the
main scope of the single sections, the author's publications and co-
authorships dealing with the respective topics are listed for the sake
of overview.
Chapter 2 introduces the typical recording schemes for collecting ex-
pressive data, their disadvantages and advantages, and lists the cor-
pora used for the later experiments and analysis. This chapter forms
the basis for the latter classification experiments and proposes an
annotation and structuring approach to the assessment of the user's
state in HCI. (Publications: Strauss et al. (2006, 2007); Scherer and
Strauss (2008); Scherer et al. (2008a); Strauss et al. (2008b, 2010);
Scherer et al. (2009e))
Then Chapter 3 lists the main features and novel developments used
for the automatic classification of emotions, as well as the detection
of nonverbal communication elements. (Publications: Maganti et al.
(2007); Kane et al. (under review))
Further, Chapter 4 introduces the basic classification approaches uti-
lized in the course of this thesis. (Publications: Thiel et al. (2007))
The main contribution in the field of automatic classification is pre-
sented in Chapter 5. The automatic classification of acted ex-
pressive clips is followed by the automatic detection of laughter in
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conversations and the classification of voice quality. (Publications:
Scherer et al. (2007); Scherer and Campbell (2008); Scherer et al.
(2008c,b,a,d); Schwenker et al. (2009); Scherer et al. (2009d,a,b,c);
Schwenker et al. (2010); Trentin et al. (2010); Fritzsch et al. (2010);
Walter et al. (2011); Scherer et al. (under review,a); Esparza et al.
(2011))
Finally, chapters 6 and 7 summarize and conclude the thesis by provid-
ing concluding thoughts and future directions. (Publications: Scherer
et al. (2011, submitted))
Further, it needs to be said that related work sections are found at
each of the corresponding chapters.



2 Expressive Corpora

For the understanding of the discourse and interaction, the measure-
ment of the landscape of dialogs, the recognition of emotions, or com-
municational dispositions, in the user's voice or mimics, suitable data
needs to be chosen - if available - or acquired. This data is needed
in order to be able to train and model automatic classifiers capable
of spotting the target categories or dimensions. A person's state is
communicated using facial, postural or gestural cues as well as vocal
cues, speech or paralinguistic elements (Bänziger and Scherer, 2007).
Therefore, multimodal data, that is acquired by minimally wiring peo-
ple, is crucial in this field of research, keeping usability and other prac-
tical issues in mind.
In general, there are three possible ways of acquiring data comprising
expressive speech, targeted paralinguistic and expressive utterances.
First, acted or simulated data may be used for prototyping and mod-
eling (Bänziger and Scherer, 2007; Campbell, 2007a). This controlled
method is a fast way to record data, however, it lacks some basic
necessities satisfying real-world applications, as it will be discussed
in the following Section 2.1. The second method includes the use
of various induction methods to evoke emotional states in the sub-
jects. For example, videos, slides, or photos may be shown to induce
feelings such as disgust, surprise, etc. (Scherer, 2003; Westermann
et al., 1996; Lang et al., 2008). Furthermore, there is the possibility to
induce states like stress posing difficult tasks like logical puzzles to in-
duce cognitive stress (Tolkmitt and Scherer, 1986) or simulations that
are gradually inducing stress by increasing the difficulty as it is de-
scribed in Scherer et al. (2008a). One additional induction method is
following the paradigm introduced by the psychologist John F. Kelley
in analogy to the children's novel "The Wonderful Wizard of Oz". The
Wizard-of-Oz (WOz) experiment is commonly used in many different
research areas including dialog systems, where the virtual agent is not
yet capable of fulfilling his task automatically or where the targeted
domain has not been explored to a sufficient extent yet ( Strauss et al.,
2006, 2008b). In such cases the so called wizard is taking over the
duties of the system and is able to control a relatively natural con-
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6 Expressive Corpora

versation of a human with a machine, since the participants usually
are not aware of the remote controlling wizard. Therefore, the WOz
scenario represents the compromise between acted and natural data
(Strauss et al., 2006, 2008b). In the course of this thesis such a WOz
corpus has been recorded and is introduced and evaluated in detail
in Section 2.3.1. The third and probably most challenging way to ac-
quire data, is natural and realistic data. Among the difficulties posed
by targeting this data are considerations about the recording method
and ethical issues that follow requirements such as the participant's
unawareness of being recorded (Campbell, 2004b).
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: Section
2.1 introduces arguments for and against the different recording
paradigms summing up some of the discussions in literature. In Sec-
tion 2.2 acted emotional data, the most commonly used type along
with two standard datasets, is described and introduced. Section
2.3 introduces several datasets comprising realistic spontaneous and
multimodal expressive recordings as well as an analysis of their char-
acteristics and annotations.

2.1 Discussion of Recording Paradigms

One of the central points that needs to be discussed with respect to
the choice of the recording paradigm - acted, induced or spontaneous
- is the ecological validity. For a research study to possess ecological
validity, the methods, materials and setting of the study must approx-
imate the real-life situation that is under investigation. Therefore, it
is obvious that realistic and spontaneous recordings have the highest
validity and are much more representative than biased acted and in-
duced data. However, they often suffer from some drawbacks, such
as the limited number of speakers, or noisy environments ( Scherer
et al., 2003). Furthermore, it is difficult to assess the true affective
state of the speaker in this very moment, which is why it is important
to utilize the expertise of human annotators interpreting the situation,
as mentioned in Section 2.3.1.4. This of course is accompanied by un-
certainty, subjective interpretations and opinions, as it is stated and
discussed in Scherer et al. (submitted).
It is also argued by appraisal scientists that the same situation often
results in varying reactions as well as interpretations in different indi-
viduals, which would require research on each individual's subjective
appraisal and vast amounts of data covering all sorts of situations
(Scherer et al., 2003; Ellsworth and Scherer, 2003).
Often the source of naturalistic or realistic expressive recordings are
TV shows or live news broadcasts, as for the corpus described in
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Douglas-Cowie et al. (2007). These recordings, however, might put
the ecological validity into question due to self-presentation effects
or display rules that apply strongly in situations of public behavior
(Scherer et al., 2003). In Campbell (2007a) it is further mentioned
that any form of intrusion using recording devices or sensors into the
normal life of the subject already does change the behavior. This phe-
nomenon is the so called "corpus maker's paradox". Hence, it could be
argued that only recordings in which the subjects got entirely used to
the fact that they are being recorded are valid, such a corpus is very
expensive to record and requires a lot of time (i.e. recording and anno-
tation). However, one such corpus was recorded and is introduced in
Section 2.3.2. A WOz system capable of simulating typical situations
of a target application area could be a good tradeoff. The ecological
validity in such recordings is of course limited to the simulated system
and the interaction with it, but renders a great compromise between
realism and a good cost/performance ratio.

On the other extreme, acted expressive data, as described in Section
2.2 is the least ecologically valid data. Actors are paid or asked to
play certain short clips in predefined emotions, such as the big six
emotions anger, fear, happiness etc. (Bänziger and Scherer, 2007;
Burkhardt et al., 2005). No context of the situation is given and the
expression is entirely a product of the imagination of the actor, who
are often laymen. Hence, more intense and prototypical portrayals
are expected of these corpora. It is feared that more obvious cues,
such as the loudness of the speech are exaggerated, whereas more
subtle cues such as the unbiased prosody, as found in natural expres-
sions, are omitted or underrepresented. However, if this goes too far
in a recording it can be expected that the naturalness would suffer
strongly. One way of dealing with these stereotypical expressions,
could be the use of perception tests (Scherer et al., 2003; Burkhardt
et al., 2005). The biggest advantage of this approach is obviously that
it is comparably cheap and the target labels of the clips are already
given.

That said, it is clear that the acted approach, relying on short clips
of stereotypical portrays, lacks the presence of nonverbal and par-
alinguistic communication elements, such as laughter, moans, subtle
gestures or conversational dynamics. The analysis of those, however,
is one of the major topics of this thesis and therefore acted record-
ings are solely used to identify suitable classifiers and features.
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2.2 Collections of Acted Emotional Data

2.2.1 Berlin Database of Emotional Speech (EmoDB)

In first emotion recognition experiments in this thesis (see Section 5.1)
a simple database called the Database of German Emotional Speech
(EmoDB) recorded by a group of scientists in Berlin (Burkhardt et al.,
2005) was utilized. The recordings and several data evaluations
are publicly available online on the homepage of the EmoDB 1. The
database comprises recordings of ten actors equally distributed with
respect to gender. All actors were selected by judges considering
the naturalness and recognizability of the performance in a test run
and had passed some sort of acting school. The actors were asked
to speak ten selected sentences, both short and long sentences, in
seven so called full blown emotions. In order not to bias the recordings
with regard to the contents of the sentences they were taken from
everyday life and did not contain any emotional bias. The emotions
consist of a control emotion neutral, and the emotions anger, fear, joy,
sadness, disgust, and boredom. The database has been the basis of
many analysis comprising the recognition of emotions ( Scherer et al.,
2008b,c, 2007, 2008d; Thiel et al., 2007; Vlasenko et al., 2007; Wag-
ner et al., 2007), the analysis of prosodic features (Paeschke, 2003),
articulatory feature analysis (Kienast, 2002), and research with regard
to the re-synthesis of emotional contents (Burkhardt, 2001).
The authors of the database were well aware of the facts that the
acted full blown emotions are hardly found in real life scenarios as it
is mentioned in Douglas-Cowie et al. (2000). However, considering the
tradeoff between complexity and the scope of the targeted database
acted emotions were recorded relying on the ability of the actors reen-
act a self induced emotion, known as the Stanislavski method. Impor-
tant considerations included the necessity to be able to generalize
over a reasonable number of speakers, and the same verbal content.
Furthermore, high quality recordings in an anechoic chamber consid-
ering inverse filtering were mandatory (Burkhardt et al., 2005).
Everyday conversation style sentences were chosen over nonsense
text material, that may lead to stereotypical overacting according to
Scherer (1981). Since, the structure of the chosen sentences was
simple the actors were immediately able to utter them without need-
ing a lot of effort to be able to memorize them. Therefore, possi-
ble biases of the utterances resulting of an artificial recitation style
were avoided. Furthermore, the vowel rich sentences allowed differ-
ent kinds of deletions and assimilations of segments in order to an-
alyze articulatory reductions (Burkhardt et al., 2005). Four example

1http://www.expressive-speech.net/emodb/
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Table 2.1: The distribution of the utterances according to the emotions ful-
filling the requirements of recognition and naturalness in the per-
ception test.

Fear Disgust Happiness Neutral Sadness Anger Boredom
68 46 71 78 62 126 80

sentences in German and in an English translation, two long and two
short, are listed in the following:

• Der Lappen liegt auf dem Eisschrank. (The cloth is lying on the
fridge.)
• Das will sie amMittwoch abgeben. (She will hand it in onWednes-
day.)
• Was sind denn das für Tüten, die da unter dem Tisch stehen?
(What are those bags doing under the table?)
• Sie haben es gerade hochgetragen und jetzt gehen sie wieder
runter. (They have just carried it upstairs and now they are com-
ing down again.)

As mentioned before the recordings took place in an anechoic cham-
ber at the Technical University Berlin, Technical Acoustics Depart-
ment. The audio was recorded at 48 kHz using a Sennheiser MKH40
P48microphone and a TascamDA-P1 portable DAT recorder and later
downsampled to 16 kHz. Furthermore, the subjects were wired with
a portable laryngograph. Restrictions during the single sessions for
each of the actors were given by three judges advising the actors,
for example not to shout while expressing anger or whisper express-
ing anxiety. The actors were also provided little scenarios in order to
help them induce the emotional state using the Stanislavski method
(Burkhardt et al., 2005).

In order to ensure the quality of the recordings a human perception
test with 20 subjects was performed to benchmark the quality of the
recorded data. The subjects listened to the utterances in a random
order and were allowed to listen to the samples only once. Out of more
than 800 utterances2 around 500 fulfilling the requirements of 80%
recognition and 60% naturalness3 were chosen for further analysis.
The distribution of the available 500 utterances is listed in Table 2.1.
The perception test overall yielded a mean accuracy of around 84%
(Burkhardt et al., 2005). We derived the confusion matrix for all the
emotions, which is as shown in Table 2.2. The values in the table are
listed in percent of the utterances in one emotion.

2Seven emotions times ten speakers times ten sentences plus a few duplicates.
3An entirely subjective measure.
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Table 2.2: Confusion matrix of the human perception test generated from
the available labels for each of the utterances listed in the
Database of German Emotional Speech (EmoDB).

F D H N S A B
Fear 85.3 3.9 3.1 2.8 1.3 3.5 0.0
Disgust 3.4 79.6 1.3 3.6 8.2 2.0 1.8
Happiness 2.2 2.0 83.1 6.1 1.3 4.6 0.6
Neutral 0.2 0.4 0.7 87.2 4.1 1.6 5.6
Sadness 5.8 1.7 0.4 5.6 78.4 0.3 7.9
Anger 0.7 0.8 0.8 1.3 0.2 96.0 0.2
Boredom 0.2 0.6 0.2 0.3 11.2 2.8 84.9

Table 2.3: Confusion matrix of the human performance test generated from
the available labels for each of the utterances listed in the WaSeP
database.

F D H N S A
Fear 77.3 1.3 7.9 3.2 9.5 0.7
Disgust 5.3 72.1 5.7 3.1 6.5 7.1
Happiness 0.8 0.1 75.0 22.3 1.6 0.2
Neutral 0.6 1.8 5.0 78.7 0.2 12.7
Sadness 4.6 1.1 4.3 13.2 75.8 0.9
Anger 1.1 2.9 0.3 0.8 0.7 94.3

2.2.2 Corpus of Spoken Words for Studies of Auditory
Speech and Emotional Prosody Processing
(WaSeP)

Some experiments in this work (see Section 5.1) are based on the
"Corpus of spoken words for studies of auditory speech and emo-
tional prosody processing" (WaSeP) by Wendt and Scheich (2002),
which consists of two main parts: a collection of German nouns and a
collection of phonetically balanced pseudo words, which correspond
to the phonetical rules of German language. For the study in Section
5.1 the pseudo word part has been chosen. This pseudo word set con-
sists of 222 words, repeatedly uttered by a male and a female actor
in six different emotional prosodies: neutral, joy, sadness, anger, fear,
and disgust. Furthermore, a perception test has been conducted with
74 native German listeners, who were asked to rate and name the cat-
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egory or prosody that they were just listening to, resulting in an overall
accuracy of 78.53%. Table 2.3 shows the confusion matrix of the hu-
man perception test. It is observed that the most confused emotion
is "disgust", which is conform with the assumptions of Scherer et al.
(2003).
In the dataset, each of the pseudo words consists of two syllables, in-
cluding for instance: "hebof", "kebil", or "sepau". The average duration
of the speech signal depends on the specific emotion, ranging from
0.75 sec. in the case of the "neutral" prosody, to 1.70 sec. in the case
of "disgust". Figure 2.1 shows a sample waveform of a signal from the
dataset, corresponding to the emotion "joy", as well as a comparison
between the spectrum after RASTA processing and the RASTA-PLP
cepstral coefficients are shown (see Section 3.2.3). The data was
recorded using a Sony TCD-D7 DAT-recorder and the Sennheiser MD
425 microphone in an acoustic chamber with a 44.1 kHz sample rate
and later down-sampled to 16 kHz with a 16 bit resolution.

2.3 Collections of Spontaneous Recordings

2.3.1 The PIT Corpus of German Multiparty dialogs

In the project "The computer as dialog companion? Perception and
interaction in multi-user scenarios." (Az.:23-7532.24-13-19/1) funded
by the Ministry of Science, Research, and Arts of Baden-W ürttemberg
in Germany a large multimodal, multiparty data corpus was gathered
in an extensive Wizard-of-Oz (WOz) environment (Strauss et al., 2006,
2008b). The data collection developed in the course of this project is
called "PIT corpus of German multi-party dialogs" and is used as a ba-
sis for interdisciplinary research including, speech and gaze direction
recognition, dialog modeling and proactivity of the system ( Strauss
et al., 2008a; Weidenbacher et al., 2007; Strauss, 2006; Strauss and
Jahn, 2007). Furthermore, the data set contains rich emotional and
paralinguistic contents to perform research on emotion recognition,
engagement evaluation, and usability analysis (Strauss et al., 2007,
2010).
The scenario of the recordings is a restaurant search and composed
of three dialog participants: two human subjects discussing their
choice of a restaurant, and one computer assisting them. The sup-
porting system acts as an independent dialog partner and becomes
active when addressed by the main user. A WOz approach has been
chosen for the data acquisition in order to gather controlled, but yet
natural data. In the following paragraphs the corpus is described
starting with a detailed description of the WOz architecture and the
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Figure 2.1: Original waveform of the pseudo word "hebof" acted in the emo-
tion "joy" (top), spectrum after RASTA processing (middle), and
RASTA-PLP cepstral coefficients (bottom).

necessary tools, that allow comfortable remote controlling, followed
by an example scenario introducing some of the features of the sys-
tem and an example dialog snippet. Furthermore, the recorded data
is introduced and a usability evaluation and user acceptance study is
reported.

2.3.1.1 Wizard-of-Oz Setup and Tools

The purpose of the WOz environment is to assist the development of
a dialog system and to facilitate a data collection representing a good
part of the spectrum of possible interactions and user reactions. In
order to do so, a dialog system needs to be simulated and the in-
complete functions are incurred by a human - the so called wizard.
Ideally, the participants do not realize that their artificial dialog part-
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ner is remote controlled by a human. In Figure 2.2 the utilized setup
of the system is shown (Strauss et al., 2006, 2008b). Each dialog in-
volves two human participants (marked as U1 and U2 in the figure),
who interact with the system (S) operated by the wizard situated in a
different room. Only user U1, sitting in front of the screen displaying
information, is directly communicating with the system. He addresses
the system directly or indicates willingness to communicate by looking
at the screen and camera C1 pointing towards user U1. The system
reacts to posed questions or gives hints about possible restrictions
or search queries. The dialog is recorded by three microphones and
three cameras. Each user wears a lapel microphone (M1 and M2)
usually attached to the collar of the shirt. The signal of these micro-
phones are transmitted to the wizard's workstation where they are
recorded and played back in real-time in order to give the wizard the
possibility to follow the conversation without any delay. Furthermore,
the wizard receives visual input from camera C4 over an ethernet
connection to confirm the system's visual output and its proper func-
tionality. The roommicrophone M3 records the entire scene including
the audio system output, that is produced by the speakers Sp1 and
Sp2. Camera C1 is directed towards user U1 in order to record the
systems point of view, for later eye gaze analysis for example. C2 is
positioned in the back of the two participants to get a glimpse at the
entire scene and the systems visual output displayed on the screen
marked as S. C3 concludes the scenery by recording the scene from
U1's point of view.
In the following paragraphs the software architecture designed in a
typical client-server architecture and the available repertoire of com-
mands provided to the wizard's client tool will be introduced. The WOz
system itself is entirely implemented in Java, providing a large flexibil-
ity in the choice of platforms (Scherer and Strauss, 2008). In Figure
2.3 a general overview of the setup is shown. The central part of the
setup is the wizard server which constitutes the dialog system itself,
i.e. it runs on the computer the users U1 and U2 directly interact
with. The software architecture is implemented as a Java application
running on the Sun Java Glassfish Server which is available freely for
non commercial purposes4. In order to store files including the rules,
vocabulary, and template texts, XML is used.
The client, i.e. the front-end for the wizard, transmits commands in-
ducing queries, scripts, and speech output to the server and receives
the query results from the server. The commands the wizard wants
to send to the server are typed in a text field (see Figure 2.4 (a)), that
automatically completes after typing fragments of the commands, al-
lowing the wizard to rapidly handle search queries and process re-

4http://glassfish.java.net/
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Figure 2.2: Schematic view of the Wizard-of-Oz recording setup. The pri-
mary user marked as U1 interacts with the secondary user U2
and the System S. The wizard is located in another room and re-
ceives realtime input from camera C4, and microphones M1 and
M2. The subjects receive audiovisual output from the speakers
Sp1-2 and from the screen of S. Camera C1 records the face of
U1 directly and cameras C2-3 record the scenery. The figure is
adapted from Strauss et al. (2006).
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Figure 2.3: Schematic view of the WOz system. Input is provided by the wiz-
ard to the client by typing and sending commands to the server.
The server forwards the information to the dialog manager which
after performing the database queries etc. generates the sys-
tem output. The server again communicates the output back to
the client and wizard respectively. The figure is adapted from
Scherer and Strauss (2008).

quests. Hence, no invalid or non-existent command can be typed by
the wizard reducing errors enormously.

After the server interpreted such a command sent by the wizard, it
performs a database query and returns a list of possible matching
database entries. Along with the returned database entries, an ap-
propriate template based system utterance, which can be revised and
adapted by the wizard, is returned before prompting. Furthermore,
customized sentences for flexible speech output in any unforeseen
dialog situation are also possible by simply typing in a custom text 5
and send it to the server for prompting.

As an additional feature, the client keeps track of all the transmitted
and prompted utterances, which can be reloaded by double clicking
with the mouse as well as using keyboard shortcuts.

The system is capable of providing various output modalities to the
users U1 and U2 comprising audio and visual feedback. In Figure 2.3
the possible output modalities of the system are listed. In order to
produce audible feedback, each prompt transmitted by the client is
transformed by the text to phoneme software txt2pho 6 to generate
phoneme files. These are then interpreted by MBROLA to render
WAV-files that are being played on the server (Dutoit et al., 1996).
Furthermore, the phoneme files are interpreted by the wizard server
itself to produce harmonious avatar output. The avatar moves its
mouth according to the given phonemes.

5This, however, should be avoided since it slows down the conversational flow.
6http://www.ikp.uni-bonn.de/dt/forsch/phonetik/hadifix/HADIFIXforMBROLA.html
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For an additional lively touch the avatar blinks randomly with one eye.
As it will be explained in Section 2.3.1.2, scripts, such as starting a web
browser and showing locations on maps or the schedule for the local
bus are also possible and render the system quite flexible towards
extensions (see Figure 2.4 (b)).

2.3.1.2 The Scenario

In this paragraph a typical dialog scenario appearing in the PIT corpus
is discussed. Furthermore, it gives an idea about common situations
the wizard has to deal with and how he may use the available features
to support the users U1 and U2 or resolve common problems. The
main topic of the conversations and the purpose of the simulated
system is to help the two users U1 and U2 to find a desired restaurant
in Ulm and surroundings (Strauss et al., 2006, 2008b). The system
itself acts as an independent dialog partner S simulated by the wizard,
who becomes active as soon as the users start to speak about the
specified domain. At the beginning of each dialog the users talk about
a randomly assigned scenario in form of descriptions of roles and
situations comprising roles such as employer and employee, business
colleagues, friends, or a couple in a loving relationship. The task of
the subjects then is to adopt these situations in order to widen the the
variety of different social context. Additionally, these little scenarios
provided an easy entry into conversations.
Upon an interaction request by the main user or proactively when re-
quired by the conversational situation, the system takes the initiative
and gets meaningfully involved in the communication ( Strauss et al.,
2008b).
In Figure 2.5 an example dialog recorded within the restaurant selec-
tion scenario is shown7. U1 indicates the main user directly commu-
nicating with the system S. U2 is only allowed to talk indirectly via the
main user with the dialog system. However, he plays an important
role in the course of a dialog since the wishes and preferences of
both users should be satisfied in the end.
The wizard follows the conversation and enters commands denoting
the preferences mentioned by the users, e.g. "Mexican" to specify
Mexican cuisine. Each input induces a database query upon which
the selection of matching restaurants together with an appropriate
system utterance are returned from the server. The wizard can se-
lect particular restaurants and supply any information about them
which is contained in the database, e.g. the command "info" returns a

7Since all the recordings are in German this excerpt is directly translated into En-
glish.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.4: (a) Example screenshot of the wizard client including webcam
feed and audio recording software; (b) Example screenshot of
the system comprised by an avatar and a browser window show-
ing the location of a selected restaurant using Google Maps (User
perspective). This screenshot has first been published in Scherer
and Strauss (2008).

U1: Computer, could you please give us a Mexican restaurant
in the city centre of Ulm.

S: The query for Mexican food resulted in two hits. My
suggestions are restaurant Flamenco and restaurant
Peppers.

U2: Ask him where they are.
U1: Where are the Mexican restaurants?
S: Restaurant Flamenco offers Mexican and Spanish food for

moderate prices, possesses a terrace and is located in the
city centre next to the Danube. Restaurant Peppers offers ...

U1: In which street is the restaurant?
S: Flamenco is located at number eight Inselgasse.
U1: Great! How are the prices in this restaurant?
S: Menu pops up on screen.

Figure 2.5: Excerpt from one of the recorded dialogs (Strauss et al., 2007).

string containing interesting information about a selected restaurant
(Scherer and Strauss, 2008). The wizard may then prompt the auto-
matically generated system responses that are returned to the client
after the interpretation of every command.
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2.3.1.3 Data Corpus Description

The corpus comprises 75 dialogs from three recording sessions. Prior
to each of these sessions, the system was improved considerably in-
cluding new features and advances in the performance and usability
for the wizard. The setup and tools for the third session are described
in the Section 2.3.1.2. Session I was performed in 2006. At that
stage, the system output only consisted of synthesized speech and
the display of the restaurant’s menu in HTML format when requested
(Strauss et al., 2006). For the second block of recordings (2007)
the system was enhanced. The response time of the wizard was im-
proved considerably and an avatar was integrated to represent the
system visually. Furthermore, street maps were included to be shown
on the screen. For the third recording session (2007), the system was
enhanced further to additionally present local bus schedules on the
screen. In the following only recording Session III will be discussed
as it is the most advanced and largest session with 37 dialogs. In
this session 19 dialogs were recorded with the avatar on the screen,
and 18 without the avatar. Synthesized and visual output in the form
of menus and maps were the same for all recordings in this session
(Strauss et al., 2008b). The shortest recorded dialog was 2:43 min-
utes long, the longest lasted 18:24 minutes. For an exact distribution
of dialogs and dialog duration please refer to Table 2.4.

IIIa IIIb IIIc IIId
Number of dialogs 14 11 5 7
Duration of session 5:40 h
Min dialog duration 2:43 m
Max dialog duration 18:24 m
Mean dialog duration 9:44 m
Avatar + - + -
Emotion eliciting strategy - - + +

Table 2.4: Statistical information of the PIT corpus of Session III ( Strauss
et al., 2008b). Durations are in hours (h) or minutes (m). Ses-
sion III is separated into four parts corresponding to the recording
setup (with or without avatar, and with or without emotion elicit-
ing strategy). For further information refer to Strauss and Minker
(2010).
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Figure 2.6: Typical scene taken from a recording within Session III from all
three different camera angles (from left to right: C1, C3, and
C2).

Participants The participants (n=74) were mostly students and em-
ployees of the University of Ulm, who gave written consent to partic-
ipate in this study. They were between 19 and 51 years of age (on
average 24.4 years); 31 female (41.8%)). The native language of all
participants was, German. The dialogs were recorded in German.

Audio Data The audio data was recorded using three microphones:
One lapel microphone for each participant and a room microphone
to record the entire scene including the system output. The audio
data was recorded at 16 kHz with 16 bit resolution. The recordings
of the high quality AKG CK 97-C lapel microphones microphones was
transmitted using the AKG PT40 transmitter. External Creative USB
SoundBlaster sound cards were used for the recordings. The AKG C
1000S room microphone was attached to a Sony MZ-R700 Mini Disk
recorder.

Video Data The video data was recorded using three distinct cam-
eras as shown schematically in Figure 2.2: two cameras are recording
the scenery of the interaction, whereas one camera is directly record-
ing the face of the primary user U1. The video of the scenery cam-
eras was recorded at a resolution of 720×576 pixels with a sample
frequency of 25Hz using three JVC GR-D270E cameras. In Figure 2.6
a typical scene of the interaction is shown.

2.3.1.4 Annotating the PIT Corpus

One of the challenges, when dealing with unscripted and naturalistic
interactions, as available in the PIT corpus, is the lack of knowledge
about the actual ground truth of the participants' affective states. In
contrast to acted emotional data, as described in Section 2.2, it is not
possible to fully control the behavior in WOz driven scenarios. This
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lack of control, however, is rather a feature than a problem, as this
approach provides the possibility to record users' naturalistic behav-
ior, while they are interacting with machines. Further, the situation
is complicated by the absence of a specific emotion theory with re-
spect to HCI. Common sets of emotional classes, such as the big six
introduced by Darwin and advertised by Ekman (Keltner et al., 2003;
Scherer et al., 2003), do not fit to the behavior experienced in HCI.
Users hardly ever express full blown emotions (Strauss et al., 2008b;
Gnjatovic and Roesner, 2008). Hence, it is necessary to construct a
fitting set of labels and categories, in this case called conversational
dispositions, for the data. The possible labels, developed over a pe-
riod of time, for the naturalistic interaction data are shown in Table
2.5. It can be seen that there are different layers of labels available,
allowing the annotator to provide them in different time scales. A
user's state of interest for example could last longer than a question
posed to the system and several shifts of the focus.

Further, the layers are arranged in a way that more objective labels, so
called low level annotations, of events such as laughter, or talk styles,
e.g. commands, are assigned on lower layers and subjective observa-
tions, such as the subject's states are annotated on the highest layer.
It is expected that the annotator assigns the subjective annotation
of the user's state based on several low level observations as well as
the context experienced during the course of the dialog. In order to
avoid any bias, the annotator had to annotate the subject state layers
of the dialogs in first screenings before knowing about the objective
layers. Each lower level was then annotated separately in consecutive
annotation runs. These annotations can then be used to train auto-
matic classifiers to predict the user's state on the basis of low level
observations. Several of these low level observation detection tasks
are elaborated and investigated in this thesis, such as the spotting of
laughter 5.2 or the categorization of the voice quality 5.3.

Using this annotation approach, 15 out of the previously mentioned
37 dialogs of recording Session III were annotated using the well
known labeling tool ANVIL (Kipp, 2001). In Figure 2.7 a sample screen-
shot of the annotation tool is provided for a better understanding of
the hierarchical layout. The distribution of labels over the dialogs is
listed in tables 2.6 and 2.7 for each subject respectively. Addition-
ally, the average durations and the standard deviations are listed in
the tables, providing a register of all the annotations found. Further,
alongside the listed labels, the focus of attention and the actual gaze
direction of the primary subject are annotated and analyzed in Section
2.3.1.5.

As listed, all of the categories have occurred in the dialogs and signif-
icant differences between the two human dialog partners U1 and U2
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are revealed. For instance, differences in occurrences and duration
are found with respect to the category talk style (number of occur-
rences commands, explanations, and questions), according to their
different roles in the dialog, as well as for example subject states, like
embarrassment (occurrences: U1... 40 vs. U2... 11; duration (in sec-
onds): U1... 366.4 vs. U2... 103.2). The tables show that U1 explains
(occurrences for U1 153 vs. U2 95) much more than U2, poses more
questions (occurrences: U1... 137 vs. U2... 80; duration (in seconds):
U1... 595.6 vs. U2... 352.0), which are mainly directed to the system,
and commands the system quite frequently (occurrences: U1... 61
vs. U2... 26; duration (in seconds): U1... 252.8 vs. U2... 124.6). Both
users, however, laugh equally often in the dialogs (occurrences: U1...
112 vs. U2... 107; duration (in seconds): U1... 352.9 vs. U2... 306.8).

Primary and prominent states are revealed, such as the subject state
interested (occurrences: U1... 306 vs. U2... 266; duration (in sec-
onds): U1... 4012.6 vs. U2... 3599.2), which may be a result of the
fact, that each of the participants did get into contact with the sys-
tem for the first time and therefore a certain basic interest may have
been present throughout the experiments. Further, it is seen in the
tables that positive accepting is the second most frequent user state
(occurrences: U1... 149 vs. U2... 119; duration (in seconds): U1...
904.5 vs. U2... 725.9), which is a much shorter state as interested (6
seconds in average versus 13 for user U1). The other states occur
less often, however, full blown emotional states for example were not
found in the data at all.

To sum up and emphasize: the main aspect of this annotation is the
introduction of a set of labels for user states that are relevant in HCI.
Furthermore, the labels are divided into four different levels, namely
subject state, talk style, events, and dialog role. This allows the anno-
tator to describe the data in four independent time scales and with ad-
ditional information, which is according to Cowie and Cornelius (2003)
an important requirement for dealing with emotions or dispositions
overall. Additionally, in different tasks one or more layers may be of
interest for the application due to their coarse or fine grained resolu-
tion in time, e.g. one task could be the interpretation of the flow of the
communication between a human and a machine. Where, talk style,
subject states, and dialog role are of higher importance, whereas in
an application recognizing the level of alertness of a user while driving
a car the dialog role would be less important.

This hierarchical annotation, however, requires further analysis in or-
der to be able to infer relevance of the lower levels, i.e. talk style,
focus and events, for the higher subjective annotation of the sub-
ject states. In the following three labels, namely interested, positive
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Figure 2.8: Illustration of the overlap calculation relative to the overall length
of the subject state annotation (here interested), with the lower
level observations (e.g. focus and laughter).

accepting8, and negative labels9 are statistically analyzed in order to
find significant correlates between the lower and higher levels.

In order to measure the coincidence of the simpler annotations with
the subject state, the relative overlap of these lower level labels with
the subject state was measured for all the annotated dialogs. The rel-
ative overlap r is calculated as the overlapping length o of the lower
objective label with respect to the length of the subject state anno-
tation l: r = o

l ∈ [0, 1], illustrated in Figure 2.8. The result is evaluated
using box plots where brackets with * or ** indicate significant (p <
.05) and highly significant (p < .01) differences in the overlaps cal-
culated using paired t-tests. The boxes denote 50% of the data and
the median value is shown as the middle line of the plot. Whiskers
include the furthest outlying points that are not yet outliers, i.e. more
than about 2.5 times the standard deviation from the median. Outliers
marked as crosses are further away from the median.

Thus, in Figure 2.9, it is seen that the focus of attention towards the
system differs significantly over the three targeted subject states. In
detail, U1 is labeled significantly (p = .003, 1⃝) more as focusing on the
system while he is labeled as interested contrary to negative labels.
Further, he significantly (p = .031, 2⃝) focuses the system more while
interested in contrast to the label positive accepting.

8An offer or suggestion of the system is perceived positively by the subject.
9All negative subject states combined, i.e. uninterested, embarrassed, impatient,

stressed, negative accepting, disagreement.
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are further away from the median. Significant results of paired
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In Figure 2.10, the dominant dialog role annotations are compared
to U1's subject states: if the system takes over the dominant role in
the conversation, highly significant support for the state interested
is found (vs. positive accepting p = .001, 1⃝; vs. negative labels p <
.001, 2⃝). It is also seen that if all participants are equally active in
the dialog the state positive accepting is significantly (p = .043, 3⃝)
overlapped to a higher extent.

Single turns, utterances or paralinguistic cues of subject U1 can be
investigated in Figure 2.11. It is seen that the overlap for active lis-
tening, including many feedback and back-channeling utterances and
paralinguistic cues, such as "um", or "hm", is highly significantly larger
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levels with p < .05 are marked with * and levels with p < .01
with **.
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with p < .01 with **.
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for the state of interested as opposed to the other two categories (vs.
positive accepting p = .001 , 1⃝; vs. negative labels p < .001, 2⃝). Fur-
ther, the amount of overlap with respect to the talk style explaining for
positive accepting is significantly higher compared to interested (p =
.028, 3⃝). The overlap of questions posed is not significantly higher
if the user is interested, whereas the annotations of commanding are
significantly overlapping more with the negative labels as with the two
other categories (vs. interested p = .012, 4⃝; vs. positive accepting p
= .019, 5⃝).
Additionally, Figure 2.12 displays the result of the examination of the
relevance of the labels subsumed in "events" for the identification of
the user's state in the interaction. Laughter overlaps significantly
more in the state of positive accepting as opposed to the negative
annotations (p = .012, 1⃝) and highly significantly more in contrary
to interested (p < .001, 2⃝). This finding supports the idea that U1
is commenting positively perceived suggestions with a surprised or
pleased smile or laughter. Further, the overlap of laughs with the neg-
ative labels in comparison to interested is significant too (p = .018, 3⃝).
Figure 2.12 also shows that the relative amount of overlap of the an-
notation of waiting with negative subject state labels is significantly
higher than the one for positive accepting (p = .046, 4⃝).
In Figure 2.13, a comparison of the subject state of U1 to the one of
U2 is shown. The labels interested and positive accepting correlate
between both users forming some sort of common interactional state.
The relative overlap of the interested state of U2 with the state of
interested of U1 is significantly higher (p = .022, 1⃝) than the negative
label overlap and highly significant (p = .001, 2⃝) for positive accepting.
Further, if U1 is in the state of positive accepting we can observe
significantly higher overlaps for the subject state positive accepting
of U2 (vs. interested: p = .017, 3⃝; vs. negative labels p = .010, 4⃝),
which indicates some sort of mimicry behavior of U2.

2.3.1.5 Usability Evaluation and User Acceptance

An evaluation with two different foci was conducted. A usability evalu-
ation, to acquire an overall assessment of the subjective ratings of the
system and a gaze direction analysis in order to assess the difference
in the user's gazing behavior when interacting with the computer ver-
sus the other dialog partner, has been performed. A more thorough
usability analysis can be found in Strauss and Minker (2010).
Several questionnaires were filled out by the subjects in order to as-
sess the usability parameters of the system. In the following the re-
sults of two of them is briefly discussed. The AttrakDiff questionnaire
was used to measure the attractiveness as well as the pragmatic and
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hedonic quality of the system (Hassenzahl et al., 2003). To evaluate
the direct interaction between U1 and S, a short version (16 items) of
the SASSI questionnaire was selected (Hone and Graham, 2000).
For the gaze direction evaluation, the dialogs have been annotated
manually in terms of the gaze direction of the main interaction part-
ner. For the evaluation, 16 randomly chosen videos (8 with avatar
and 8 without) were used. All dialogs were hand-annotated. Manual
annotation was chosen over an automatic approach due to the quality
of data. Thorough inspection of the dataset has shown that the natu-
ralness of the behavior of the users during the interaction - as it was
not restricted at all - includes a manifold of different gaze direction,
head pose and body pose configurations (for instance subjects tend
to squint on the screen while orienting their head towards the sec-
ondary person). Current standard approaches, as in Viola and Jones
(2004), mostly neglect the actual gaze direction and simply use the
head orientation as a rough estimate of the line of sight and there-
fore are not capable of achieving sufficiently accurate features for an
analysis of human computer interactions. We consider the recorded
data due to its naturalness and non sterile laboratory conditions a very
valuable dataset that can be utilized in order to benchmark future ap-
proaches capable of dealing with such a large variety of behavior. For
such benchmarks ground truth annotations are necessary, which only
humans can currently provide.

Usability Evaluation The evaluation of the PIT corpus is presented
in terms of the system's usability. All four different setups 10 are com-
pared using SASSISV, see Figure 2.14.
In general it can be seen that the systems with displayed avatars (IIIa,
IIIc) consistently perform better than their counterparts without dis-
playing an avatar (IIIb, IIId) in all dimensions.
It is interesting, that the perfectly working system as it was simulated
for IIIa dialogs did not always achieve the highest scores. System
configuration IIIc performs better than IIIa in the scales likability (IIIc
mean: 5.68 vs. IIIa mean: 5.54), cognitive demand (IIIc mean: 5.55
vs. IIIa mean: 5.18) and annoyance (IIIc mean: 1.5 vs. IIIa mean: 2.25).
However, by utilizing a Mann-Whitney U test no significant differences
between the two setups were found (Mann and Whitney, 1947). From
these results it might be concluded that the system does not need to
be perfect to be rated well. As IIIc is often rated better or equally well
as the error free system configuration IIIa. Due to the non significant
differences between IIIa and IIIc this is, however, only speculative.

10IIIa ... avatar / no emotion elicitation; IIIb ... no avatar / no emotion elicitation; IIIc ...
avatar / emotion elicitation; IIId ... no avatar / emotion elicitation
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Figure 2.14: Usability evaluation of Session III dialogs over the different se-
tups using SASSISV. The sets of dialogs are labeled "a" to "d"
as described in Table 2.4. High values are best, except for the
annoyance dimension, where lower values are preferable.

For the AttrakDiff evaluation, seen in Figure 2.15, again the configu-
rations with avatars perform best. Configuration IIIa scores best for
the pragmatic quality, with a mean value of 5.07. The attractiveness
of IIIc, however, outperforms setup IIIa (IIIc mean: 5.49 vs. IIIa mean:
5.03). As the sample set is quite small the results show trends rather
than significant results. As already mentioned a more thorough anal-
ysis of the dataset, with respect to the usability evaluation, is found
in Strauss and Minker (2010).

Gaze Direction Analysis The gaze direction of the main user has
been analyzed in order to assess user acceptance of the dialog sys-
tem (Strauss et al., 2010). The difference in the behavior of the user
towards the computer versus towards the other human participant
are investigated.

The same set of dialogs as for the usability evaluation is chosen for
the gaze analysis, whether the displayed avatar provokes a different
gazing behavior in contrast to the setup without a displayed avatar.
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Figure 2.15: Usability evaluation of Session III dialogs over the different se-

tups using AttrakDiff. The sets of dialogs are labeled "a" to "d"
as described in Table 2.4. High values are preferable.

For the analysis, the dialogs are divided into three phases for this eval-
uation. Phase 1 denotes the part of the dialog before the system's
first interaction. Phase 2 describes the interaction between all three
dialog partners. Phase 3 denotes the phase in the dialog when an ob-
ject other than the avatar is displayed on the screen (e.g. restaurant
menu or city map).

In figures 2.16 to 2.18, the left hand side blue plots denote the relative
focus duration of the primary user towards any of the targets if an
avatar is present or about to be shown on the screen while the right
hand side red plots indicate a system configuration without an avatar.
Figure 2.16 shows the gaze directions over the whole dialog towards
either of the three foci: Other dialog partner (U2), system (S), or else.
The stars denote significant differences (* ... p < .05 and ** ... p <
.01), while rejecting the hypothesis that the data with and without an
avatar have the same distribution, by applying standard t-tests. The
most prominent result is the highly significant difference (**) between
the amount of time the user is focusing on the second dialog partner
vs. the time spent focusing on the screen of the system, while there
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is an avatar present. Additionally, the difference of the relative focus
time towards the system if an avatar is present vs. no avatar is also
significant (*). Therefore, it could be argued that the system receives
more attention of the user if a face is present as opposed to a sterile
user interface.

*

Avatar
No Avatar
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System ElsewhereSystem Elsewhere

 

Avatar
No Avatar
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60

relative focus duration [%] relative focus duration [%]

 

**

User U2 User U2

Figure 2.16: Gazing behavior of main user (U1) towards either the second
user (U2), the system (S) or elsewhere (else) over the full di-
alogs is displayed. Significantly different results are marked
with brackets on the left side figure (* ... p < .05 and ** ... p <
.01). The mean values are displayed. On the right side figure
box plots of the observed relative focus durations are shown.
Whiskers include the furthest outlying points that are not yet
outliers, i.e. more than about 2.5 times the standard deviation
from the median represented as the middle line within the box.

In Figure 2.17 the plot is structured in the three different interac-
tion phases mentioned above. Again, blue plots indicate the presence
of an avatar, and red plots the absence of an avatar. As expected,
the user is focusing on the system significantly more if an avatar is
present. The other two phases again do not result in significant differ-
ences, which was anticipated, as visually displayed information should
provoke attention even without an avatar.

Finally, Figure 2.18 contains the same information as Figure 2.16 on
the relative focus duration towards either of the three foci during the
second interaction phase. Table 2.8 summarizes the overall results.
It can be said that the visual presence of an avatar provokes signifi-
cant changes in the subjects' gazing behavior, as it attracts their gaze
relatively more than a system without an avatar.
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Figure 2.17: The relative focus duration of main user according to differ-
ent dialog phases towards the system (S) is displayed. Phase
1 corresponds to the time before the first system's interac-
tion. Phase 2 represents the interaction between the system
and the users with no visual information displayed and Phase
3 corresponds to the time when additional visual information is
displayed. Significantly different results between the observa-
tions with or without an avatar are marked with brackets on the
left side figure (** ... p < .01). The mean values are displayed.
On the right side figure box plots of the observed relative fo-
cus durations are shown. Whiskers include the furthest outly-
ing points that are not yet outliers, i.e. more than about 2.5
times the standard deviation from the median represented as
the middle line within the box.

2.3.2 JST/CREST ESP Data

In order to acquire a large database containing spontaneous conver-
sational speech and naturally occurring emotions, the Japan Science
and Technology Agency (JST) initiated a Core Research for Evolu-
tional Science and Technology (CREST) project for Expressive Speech
Processing (ESP). Herein, daily conversations were recoded over-
coming common drawbacks, such as the lack of variety of custom-
designed single purpose databases, and high naturalness. Most of
the available data sets were composed by mainly read speech sat-
isfying dominantly speech recognition research. The goal was to
record a database not only including spoken language information
but also "paralinguistic and extralinguistic components" ( Campbell,
2004b). The corpus was designed to include emotional speech and
attitudinal aspects depending on the interlocutor and the social po-
sition of the speaker resulting in recordings of politeness, hesitation,
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no avatar avatar
U1 looking at S U2 S U2
Phase 1 5.1% 56.1% 8.0% 50.5%
Phase 2 27.8% 49.5% 52.2% 34.6%
Phase 3 77.7% 16.4% 81.3% 15.2%
dialog 38.1% 41.7% 53.2% 33.1%

Table 2.8: Gazing behavior of main user (U1) towards the second user (U2)
and the system (S) according to different phases of the dialogs.
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user

System ElsewhereSecondary
user

System Elsewhere
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No Avatar

**

Figure 2.18: Gazing behavior of main user towards either the second user
(U2), the system (S) or elsewhere (else) over Phase 2 (interac-
tion without visual information). Significantly different results
between the observations with or without an avatar are marked
with brackets on the left side figure (** ... p < .01). The mean
values are displayed. On the right side figure box plots of the
observed relative focus durations are shown. Whiskers include
the furthest outlying points that are not yet outliers, i.e. more
than about 2.5 times the standard deviation from the median
represented as the middle line within the box.

and friendliness. From this five year project, possible applications,
such as speech synthesis, speech recognition, and the development
of a grammar, incorporating these paralinguistic and extralinguistic
components were targeted (Campbell, 2004b, 2002). The recordings
resulted in a corpus of more than 1000 hours of speech data col-
lected from head mounted microphones, that were worn throughout
the day in order to get as natural recordings as possible as the partic-
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ipants get accustomed to the devices and the recordings ( Campbell,
2004d).
One of the major findings of the thorough analysis and transcriptions
was that more than half of the utterances in everyday conversations
were primarily non-verbal in content, forming an integral part of the
affect transmitting channel and building up speaker and listener rela-
tions (Campbell, 2004c).
However, considering ethical difficulties and copyright issues this data
set could not be used in the present study. Nonetheless, the technol-
ogy involved and developed in these studies formed the basis for a
follow up project informally known as the "Robot's ears" project in the
ATR Strategic Information and Communications Research and Devel-
opment Promotion Program (SCOPE) initiative (Campbell, 2005). The
scope of this initiative was the recording of a multimodal corpus of
both audio and video data in order to identify key points in meetings.
These key points include the "flow of the discourse as well as the
degree and type of participation" (Campbell et al., 2006c).
In the following Sections 2.3.2.1 and 2.3.2.2 this meeting corpus will be
introduced in detail. Starting with a description of the recording setup
and conditions in Section 2.3.2.1. An overview of the data corpus is
then given in Section 2.3.2.2.

2.3.2.1 Recording Setup

Four up to a dozen members (balanced with regard to gender and dif-
ferent degrees of seniority) of the SCOPE project gathered for actual
monthly progress and planning meetings. No scripting of any kind
was involved and the participants were absolutely free to talk. The
technical setup was as follows (Campbell et al., 2006c):
• meetings lasting about one hour up to 90 minutes (where the au-
dio recordings generally are longer since the core data including
video recordings needed calibration)
• a small centrally placed omnidirectional camera was used as a
video capturing device; one frame of the 360 degree camera
recordings is seen in 2.19
• in the first recording sessions four high quality directional mi-
crophones (Sennheiser MKH-60 P48) placed in a windmill shape
served as audio capturing devices; in following sessions this
setup was further minimized until only one microphone was used
to capture the audio signal

This scenario was chosen for several reasons including the easy setup,
the common situation of a meeting, and the relatively controlled en-
vironment (Douxchamps and Campbell , 2007). A central position for
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Figure 2.19: Frame taken from the centrally placed unobtrusive omnidirec-
tional video camera. The image was taken during a late record-
ing within the "Robot's ears" project and was published in Camp-
bell (2008). A frame of the 360 degree camera positioned in the
center of the conference table. The image includes the bound-
aries of the detected faces using the Viola-Jones approach. The
top and bottom half of the picture comprise 180 degrees of the
picture and are reconstructed from a circular picture, as it can
be seen by the bent ceiling lights and other distortions in the
outer boundaries of the picture, whereas the center - the fun-
damental part - remained consistent.

the small recording devices was chosen over lapel microphones and
single cameras in front of each participant, since intrusive recording
devices or setups inevitably change the behavior of the participants.
The evolution from the high quality windmill setup of the directional
microphones towards a small low quality microphone was also essen-
tial to reach the goal of an unobtrusive environment, where the par-
ticipants express themselves as natural as possible (Campbell et al.,
2006c; Campbell, 2007a). Furthermore, in real time systems and fu-
ture applications bulky devices like the windmill arrangement are far
from being practical.

2.3.2.2 Corpus Description

For the experiments in Section 5.2, we utilized a subset of the au-
diovisual meeting corpus. The data consists of two 90 minutes mul-
tiparty conversations (R1 and R2) with four participants, originating
from different countries and each of them speaking a different native
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language (Finnish, French, Japanese, and English). The conversation
was mainly held in English and was not constrained by any plot or goal
and the participants were allowed to move freely during the recording.
These degrees of freedom resulted in recordings of conversations,
which could also have happened between the four participants "in the
wild". The naturalness of the dialogs is further indicated by the topics
of the conversation, which include among many others:

• What happened the other day?

• The usage of names in Japanese.

• Feminine vs. masculine Japanese.

• Restaurants in Kyoto (the location of the recordings).

• Public baths and karaoke in Japan.

As in typical conversations, the recordings are characterized by many
overlaps (Campbell and Scherer, 2010), elated and less intense mo-
ments. Pauses are rather short - if they occur - as seen in Figure 2.20.
Positive values indicate overlaps between successive utterances and
negative values represent pauses. The majority of the values, how-
ever, is located around zero, indicating that the timing between ut-
terances is quite precise and the conversation is rather polite. This
can further be confirmed by inspecting Figure 2.21 and Table 2.9.
Within the figure, each line of colored rectangles represents one of
the four participants and it is clearly seen that narrative sequences
with one active speaker (e.g. minutes six and nine), elated moments
with multiple active speakers (e.g. last third of second minute), as well
as back-channeling (e.g. third minute) are present in the data. Simi-
lar plots for the rest of the conversation are found via the internet 11,
where the data is accessible too. The unconstraint scenario provides
very natural data including laughs, and other essential paralinguistic
content. The conversations were annotated manually on an utterance
base with the information from both the audio and video data. In this
context an utterance is an atomic speech unit, sometimes a whole
sentence sometimes just a word, as perceived and interpreted by the
annotator. Non-speech sounds, such as laughter or coughs were la-
beled using symbols indicating their type. In the case of laughter
"@laugh" was used. Speech including laughs, such as a laughter at
the end of an utterance as seen in Figure 2.22, was labeled accord-
ingly.
However, in the experiments presented in Section 5.2, these mixed
utterances were not used as training data for the classifiers in order
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Figure 2.20: Distribution of the overlaps and pauses respectively of consec-
utive utterances within a 90 minute conversation. Positive val-
ues indicate overlaps between successive utterances and nega-
tive values represent pauses. All values are in seconds. A clear
peak around zero is seen indicating a very fluent and polite con-
versation.

Table 2.9: Statistics on pauses and overlaps of a 90 minute multiparty con-
versation (R1). Values are all in seconds. If the value is negative
it is representing a pause between two utterances and positive if
it is an overlap. Q25% and Q75% denotes the 25% quantile and the
75% quantile respectively.

Total Median Q25% Q75%

Overall 2652 -0.15 -0.7 0.23
Pauses 1754 -0.51 -0.25 -0.98
Overlaps 898 0.56 0.22 1.33
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Figure 2.21: This diagram indicates the dynamics of the dialog. Each line
of colored rectangles represents one of the four participants.
Narrative segments with only one active speaker and elated mo-
ments with all speakers participating are visible. Furthermore,
back-channeling and other interactional phenomena are clearly
visible in the first 10 minutes of a 90 minute conversation.

not to bias the models by the included speech. However, all the data
was used for testing in the online experiments. For training a set
of around 300 laughs containing no speech of an average length of
around one second and around 4000 speech samples of an average
length of around 2 seconds are selected. The laughs that were used
for training, as in Section 5.2, comprise individual laughs as well as
group laughs. Detailed numbers of the data utilized is seen in Table
2.10, where R1 and R2 denote the two recordings.

Overall, laughter occurs in about 10% of the data. The exact number
is not assessable from the labels since, as seen in Table 2.10, some
utterances containing laughter are found but the exact length or po-
sition of the laughter is not included in the annotations. Pure laughs
are generally shorter than utterances comprising speech as well as

11http://www.speech-data.jp
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Figure 2.22: Example waveform of an utterance including a short portion
of a laugh by the same speaker at the end to the right of the
two black vertical lines. The exact on- and offset of the laugh
in such segments is unfortunately not annotated. These utter-
ances, possibly including laughs at the beginning, the middle or
end of an utterance were excluded from the training in order
not to bias the models. Furthermore, it is clearly visible, that a
precise segmentation of speech and laugh is not trivial without
thorough investigation.

speech containing laughs. Furthermore, the labels for the second
recording are generally longer than the utterances for the first one,
which could be due to different labeling styles.
Overall it is necessary to mention, that regarding all characteristics of
the naturalistic conversation recordings mentioned above (e.g. over-
laps, speech containing laughs, and very short pauses in between), ap-
proaches classifying pre-segmented laughs and speech samples are
not necessarily viable, since for example the correct segmentations
are very hard to find in this setup. The major goal of the work in Sec-
tion 5.2 was to investigate how to spot laughs in a close to real-time
manner and in a realistic application. In online recordings or analy-
sis the correct segmentations of speech and laughs are not known in
advance and segmentations are not available, as illustrated in Figure
2.22. Therefore, in Section 5.2 we have mainly focused on features
and methods that are able to detect laughs from short windows of
time rather than in longer segments.
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3 Utilized Features

Expressive behavior, communicating information about the speaker
himself and his perception and interpretation of the situation, is mul-
tifaceted and reflected in many different expressions and modalities
(Picard, 2000). The modalities include facial expressions, gestures,
change in the tone of voice, varying vocabulary, and of course phys-
iological responses, such as increased heart rate, increase or de-
crease of skin conductance parameters, or even odors ( Scherer et al.,
2003; Keltner et al., 2003; Snowdon, 2003; Keltner and Ekman, 2003).
Hence, manifold features and fusion techniques, combining the infor-
mation of the different modalities, are required in order to recognize,
categorize and interpret user, interaction, and dialog states. However,
in this work only audio and visual cues are covered due to pragmatic
decisions. As the goal of this work is to analyze the user behavior in
situations as natural as possible, unobtrusive recording devices are
essential.
This chapter discusses some of the cues used to convey affective
information, such as facial expressions, prosody and paralinguistic
dialog elements in sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2. Furthermore, several im-
portant features are listed and motivated in sections 3.2 and 3.3.

3.1 Emotional Manifestations and Expressions in
Face and Voice

3.1.1 Vocal Expression of Emotion

Following the Brunswikian lens model introduced by Scherer (1982)
the encoding of the speech signal and therefore the vocal emotional
expression underlies two major effects, namely push and pull effects.
In this case the push effects of the expressed speech signal directly
underly physiological changes. These have a direct influence on the
speech production mechanisms, while experiencing a certain emo-
tional state, such as increased respiration. On the other hand the pull

47
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effects also referred to as control mechanisms, such as display rules
or other cultural conventions, influence the production for strategic
purposes (Caffi and Janney, 1994). Not only arousal, that is directly
linked to the nervous system, influencing - among others - the respi-
ration of a person, is related to push effects, but also appraisal and
therefore the cognitive evaluation of events and situations. Two typ-
ical examples of the direct influence of push effects in appraisal can
be found in Scherer et al. (2003):

For example, appraisal of goal obstructiveness requires
strong action (e.g., fighting), which should lead to high sym-
pathetic arousal with the consequent changes for respira-
tion and muscle tension, and thereby changes in phonation
(higher f0 [fundamental frequency; authors note], different
glottal pulse shape producing energy changes in the spec-
trum). Similarly, it is predicted that an appraisal of high cop-
ing potential (e.g., power to deal with an obstacle) will lead
to orofacial changes evolutionarily linked to biting behavior.
The configuration [...] will thus affect energy distribution in
the spectrum.

In Scherer et al. (2003) a summary on different effects of emotion
on vocal expression is given and major findings of previous research
are given. In Table 3.1 some speech parameters concerning the fun-
damental frequency (f0), speech rate, and vocal effort are reported
and the effects of some emotions, comprising arousal/stress, hap-
piness, anger, sadness, fear, and boredom, on these parameters
are reported. The list of emotions is limited to commonly analyzed
categories and the differences towards normal expressions are not
founded on single studies, but on several notable studies concerning
changes in expressions under the influence of emotion. Polzehl et al.
(2009) conduct a feature selection study, utilizing a ranking scheme
based on the information gain ratio, on huge feature sets in order
to find the most meaningful features for the targeted emotion cate-
gories anger and neutral. As expected features such as intensity and
loudness were most relevant for the discrimination between the two
categories.
Some of the parameters reported in Table 3.1 are highly dependent
on speaker specific factors, e.g. age or gender, like f0 mean or on the
recording situation and the sensitivity or location of the microphone,
like the mean of intensity or loudness (Scherer et al., 2003; Polzehl
et al., 2009). Therefore, it may be of great advantage to use features,
in large scale projects or tasks with all sorts of speakers, that are
relatively invariant towards factors like the ones mentioned before.
Such robust features are presented in Section 3.2.4. These features
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represent the rate of change of frequency rather than the frequencies
themselves, which are dependent on gender, age and the like. This
is further supported by Scherer et al. (2003), who claims that the
dynamic change of pitch, respectively the f0, over time is one of the
central acoustic features underlying intonation, which is undoubtedly
an important factor of emotional expression.

Furthermore, speech is a transient signal and its states vary con-
stantly over time. Nonetheless, previous analysis often used aggre-
gated values, like the f0 mean or variations over large segments of
speech, to classify or categorize speech. It, however, still remains
to be discussed if these aggregations suffice in representing the ex-
pressed signal properly with respect to the task at hand to recognize
or analyze the user's emotional state (Scherer et al., 2003; Maganti
et al., 2007; Picard, 2000). Starting from the information presented
in Table 3.1, direct deductions include the influence of arousal on the
f0. In high arousal states such as anger, fear, and stress the f0 mean
is increased along with range, and deviation. Unfortunately, no direct
and consistent conclusions for states that are not marked as aroused
have been found yet (Scherer et al., 2003). However, in recent studies
evidence was found that distinct vocal profiles are present that can
not be mapped to one single arousal dimension, but rather require
two or more appraisal dimensions (Banse and Scherer, 1996).

Furthermore, it is quite clear that especially parameters like the vocal
effort or the type of phonation are quite dependent on the environ-
ment, where the speaker or receiver are situated. Since, the produc-
tion and perception of the vocal signal are strongly dependent on
the situation it is essential that examples are gathered in many differ-
ent environments and situations in order to gather a representative
database of vocal emotional expressions (Scherer et al., 2003). How-
ever, it seems that humans are capable of compensating for some of
these effects of loud environments. The overall vocal effort necessary
to produce a certain signal is being judged in an experiment to be less
in soft voiced utterances than loud ones, when presented in the same
perceived loudness even though the overall intensity is more than six
times higher in the amplified soft voice signal (Klasmeyer, 1999).

Emotion or information about the speaker's state is not only repre-
sented in prosody, vocal effort or the like, but also in the usage of cer-
tain paralinguistic elements. Paralinguistic dialog elements and social
signals, such as laughter, moans, the usage of different voice qual-
ities and back channels, are important factors of human to human
interaction additional to explicit speech. They are essential to convey
information such as agreement or disagreement in an efficient and
natural manner (Bousmalis et al., 2009).
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In particular, laughter is an indication for the positive perception of a
discourse element, or an indication for uncertainty considering ner-
vous or social laughter (Campbell et al., 2005). Overall, it is a very
communicative element of discourses that is necessary for "healthy"
communication and it can be used to measure engagement in inter-
action (Knox and Mirghafori, 2007; Truong and Van Leeuwen, 2005;
Kennedy and Ellis, 2004; Laskowski, 2008).
Voice qualities, such as breathy, creaky, whispery, tense, and harsh
voices, convey important information about the affective state, as well
as gender, and age of the speaker (Gobl et al., 2002; Yanushevskaya
et al., 2008; Monzo et al., 2007; Lugger et al., 2006a). In Gobl et al.
(2002) and Grichkovtsova et al. (2007) it is even stated that voice
quality does in fact contain more information on the affective state of
the speaker than intonation.
These paralinguistic elements could in general be viewed as high level
features, that are not easy to be detected in continuous recordings.
Therefore, a good part of the experiments in Chapter 5 deals with the
detection of them. The remainder of Chapter 5 deals with the analysis
of appropriate features for the classification of acted emotional clips.

3.1.2 Facial Expression of Emotion

Often facial expressions are considered as evolved distinct patterns
triggered by the experience of emotion, which are used to transmit
these experiences to others (Keltner et al., 2003). In order to clas-
sify facial expressions the Facial Action Coding System (FACS) has
been introduced. It is a very precise system utilized in many different
fields, comprising computer animation and psychology. It is capable
of distinguishing many different expressions, like fake and real smiles
respectively (i.e. non-Duchenne and Duchenne smiles). However, it
is necessary to analyze the frontal face at any point of time to give
precise predictions. Furthermore, these expressions, are considered
universal over all cultures and programmed reactions towards certain
situations. They are, however, highly influenced and suppressed by
social concepts and strategic decisions, considering display rules and
deception (Keltner et al., 2003). The most studies have been con-
ducted on a small set of emotions, the so called big six emotions,
namely anger, fear, sadness, happiness, surprise, and disgust, since
they have some sort of universal applicability. Furthermore, it is being
argued that these emotions are considered "basic", as they have so
called snapshot qualities enabling human judges to immediately rec-
ognize the emotion when seeing them for just a short period of time.
More complex emotions such as love, shame, amusement, and em-
barrassment require more information, such as the sequential flow of
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movement (Ekman, 1993). Two examples for these more complex
emotions are the expression of shame and embarrassment, which
may both be accompanied by aversion of the gaze and in the case
of embarrassment with a nervous smile (Keltner and Buswell, 1997).
In contrast to vocal expressions, there are a few distinct and imme-
diate markers in facial expressions that are strikingly relevant for the
interpretation of the facial expression. For example the contraction
of the m. zygomaticus1 is directly correlated with a positive emotional
experience, whereas the distinction between happy and angry voices
is much more unclear (Scherer et al., 2003). An other important fea-
ture for the representation of a so called Duchenne smile, which is
strongly correlated with true positive experiences, is the raising of
the cheeks by contracting the m. orbicularis leading to little wrinkles
to the lateral sides of the eyes (Keltner et al., 2003). As a third exam-
ple, disgust is very well recognized from facial expressions indicated
by the wrinkling of the nose realized by the m. levator labii. In Figure
3.1 the three mentioned muscles are highlighted for a better under-
standing of their influence on facial expressions. These examples are
all direct indicators for emotional states, however, it is very difficult to
recognize these precise features at all times for a technical system.
For example during HCI in which the human is free to move his head,
hiding parts of the face. Expression identification relying solely on
these features is therefore bound to restricted interaction scenarios
and impractical for affect aware applications.

Overall, facial expressions are considered to be recognized with a
higher precision by humans than vocal expressions (Scherer et al.,
2003). One of the major disadvantages of these studies, is the fact
that most of them have considered facial expressions as the only
modality for the experiment, but facial expressions are altered if the
person is speaking or interacting with others at the same time. There-
fore, it is necessary to have more realistic and natural multimodal
recordings in many situations where display rules play a certain role.
Additionally, it is important to mention that these prototypical emo-
tions are hardly ever present during the targeted application area of
HCI. Due to all these reasons it could be of a disadvantage to only rely
on very precise facial features and not on different modalities.

That said, it is necessary to say that video based features only play a
minor role in the present thesis and will be mentioned directly in the
experimental sections, when employed, and not in the remainder of
this chapter.

1Raising of the corners of the lips, see Figure 3.1.
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m. zygomaticus

m. levator labii

m. orbicularis

Figure 3.1: Highlighted are three important muscles in the face responsible
of visual features distinct for certain emotional expressions. The
picture is a faithful reproduction of Henry Gray's Anatomy of
the Human Body (1918) and is therefore not protected by any
copyright law.
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3.2 Spectral Features

3.2.1 Linear Predictive Coding Coefficients (LPC)

Linear predictive coding (LPC) is a popular method to represent the
spectral envelope, which corresponds to a curve fitting tightly around
the peaks of the short time log magnitude spectrum of a signal, in a
highly compressed manner.
The fundamentals of LPC are as follows (Rabiner, 1993): First, the
basic idea is that a given speech sample s(n), at time n, may be ap-
proximated through a linear combination of the past p samples,

s(n) ≈ a1s(n− 1) + · · ·+ aps(n− p), (3.1)

where the coefficients a1, . . . , ap are assumed to be constant over a
short speech segment that is being analyzed. In order to convert the
above representation to equality an excitation term Gu(n) is added,

s(n) =

p∑
k=1

aks(n− k) +Gu(n), (3.2)

where u(n) is a normalized excitation and G is the gain of the excitation
as mentioned in Rabiner (1993). Furthermore, the estimation of the
signal ŝ(n) is defined as

ŝ =

p∑
k=1

aks(n− k). (3.3)

Using these two equations an error e(n) is defined as

e(n) = s(n)− ŝ(n). (3.4)

Since the spectral characteristics of speech vary over time the coef-
ficients need to be estimated over a short segment of speech around
n. Usually the size of such a short segment N is chosen to be around
20 ms. Therefore, the mean square error En, requiring minimization,
is defined as

En =
N−1∑
m=0

[s(n+m)−
p∑

k=1

aks(n+m− k)]2 →min . (3.5)

To minimize this error, in order to obtain optimal values for the pa-
rameters ak, En is partially differentiated with respect to ak and the
result is set to zero,

∂En

∂ai
= 0, ∀i = 1, . . . , p. (3.6)
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Resulting in p equations with p unknowns:
N−1∑
m=0

s(n+m− i)s(n+m) =

p∑
k=1

ak

N−1∑
m=0

s(n+m− i)s(n+m− k), (3.7)

where i is the index of ai. The terms

rn(i− k) =
N−1∑
m=0

s(n+m− i)s(n+m− k) (3.8)

can be interpreted as the short term autocorrelation. This function is
symmetric and a more compact representation of the p equations is:

p∑
k=1

rn(|i− k|)ak = rn(i), 1 ≤ i ≤ p. (3.9)

These p equations can be written in a matrix representation resulting
in a Toeplitz matrix, that is symmetrical and the diagonal values are all
equal:

rn(0) rn(1) rn(2) . . . rn(p− 1)
rn(1) rn(0) rn(1) . . . rn(p− 2)
rn(2) rn(1) rn(0) . . . rn(p− 3)
...

...
...

...
rn(p− 1) rn(p− 2) rn(p− 3) . . . rn(0)




a1
a2
a3
...
ap

 =


rn(1)
rn(2)
rn(3)
...

rn(p)

 .

(3.10)
This linear equation system can be solved efficiently using the Durbin-
Levinson algorithm as described in Rabiner (1993). In detail the
Durbin-Levinson algorithm works recursively for i = 1, . . . , p accord-
ing to the following rules:

1. E(0) = rn(0)

2. ki =
rn(i)−

∑i−1
j=1 α

(i−1)
j rn(|i−j|)

E(i−1) , 1 ≤ i ≤ p

3. α(i)
i = ki

4. α(i)
j = α

(i−1)
j − kiα

(i−1)
i−j

5. E(i) = (1− k2i )E
(i−1)

The solution is then given as am = α
(p)
m , 1 ≤ m ≤ p, the LPC coefficients.

Usually the frame size N is chosen to be around 20 ms and a win-
dowing function, e.g. the Hamming window, suppressing the borders
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of the frame is applied in order to minimize the signal discontinuities
at the beginning and the end of each frame. The Hamming window
w(n), n = 0, . . . , N − 1 is:

w(n) = 0.54− 0.46cos( 2πn

N − 1
). (3.11)

As in Rabiner (1993) the main reasons for the popularity of LPC are,
that especially for steady state voiced regions of speech, such as
vowels with constant vocal source pressure and tract, LPC provides a
good approximation of the spectral envelope of the signal. However,
the main flaws of LPC are in the representation of unvoiced regions of
an utterance. Furthermore, the straightforward and computationally
cheap method to extract the LPC coefficients outperforms most of
the other methods to approximate the spectral envelope, like filter
bank methods such as in Section 3.2.2.

3.2.2 Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC)

The Mel frequency cepstral coefficient (MFCC) representation is mo-
tivated by biological factors, as the known perceptual variations in
the human ear (Feldtkeller and Zwicker, 1956) are modeled using a
filter bank with filters linearly spaced in lower frequencies and loga-
rithmically in higher frequencies in order to capture the phonetically
important characteristics of speech (Davis and Mermelstein, 1980).
The MFCC are extracted, following Fang et al. (2001):

1. The speech signal is divided into windowed frames. Usually a
Hamming window (see Equation 3.11) is applied to reduce dis-
continuities in the spectrum at the end of the frame (Logan,
2000).

2. For each frame calculate amplitude spectrum using short-term
fast Fourier transform (FFT).

3. Apply a filter bank of triangular filters that are equally spaced in
the Mel scale.

4. Take the log energy of every filter output.

5. Take discrete cosine transform (DCT) yielding de-correlated cep-
stral coefficients for each frame.

In Figure 3.2, first an example utterance is converted into its spectro-
gram as seen in the middle, and the bottom figure shows the calcu-
lated 12 MFCC for each frame, for the purpose of visualization (for a
step by step walkthrough please refer to Figure A.1 and Section A).
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Figure 3.2: In the top the original waveform of the audio signal is repre-
sented, followed by the short term spectrogram in the middle,
and the Mel frequency cepstral coefficient (MFCC) representa-
tion in the bottom.

The typical spacing of the perceptually motivated filters is shown in
Figure 3.3. Furthermore, the center frequencies for the twelve filters
as well as their increasing bandwidth are seen in Figure 3.4. It is im-
portant to note that the distance between the center frequencies is
not following a linear characteristic, neither are the bandwidths of the
filters.

MFCC are quite commonly used features based on short-time spec-
trum in speech recognition tasks, since they are compact representa-
tions of the speech and its spectral envelope with the characteristic
to retain most of the phonetically significant acoustic information. As
it is mentioned in Davis and Mermelstein (1980) the MFCC represen-
tation outperformed other representations, because
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Figure 3.3: Mel filter bank comprising twelve triangular filters. The increasing
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ear.
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the Mel frequency cepstrum coefficients [...] better rep-
resent the perceptually relevant aspects of the short-term
speech spectrum.

Furthermore, their wide spread application in speech recognition
speaks for itself (Rabiner, 1993). As mentioned in Davis and Mer-
melstein (1980) the key features of the MFCC include the following
important points:

• Parameters such as MFCC derived from the short-term Fourier
spectrum preserve acoustic information to a larger extent than
those relying on LPC.

• MFCC allow an improved suppression of higher frequencies that
are less relevant parts of the spectrum for speech applications.

• MFCC allow a very compact representation of the acoustic signal
since only a few coefficients suffice for the most relevant data
(mostly 8-24 coefficients).

3.2.3 Relative Spectral Perceptual Linear Predictive
Coding (RASTA-PLP)

The perceptual linear predictive (PLP) analysis is based on two percep-
tually and biologically motivated concepts, namely the critical bands,
and the equal loudness curves shown in Figure 3.5 (Hermansky,
1990). One line represents the sound pressure (dB) that is required
to perceive a sound of any frequency as loud as a reference sound
of 1 kHz. The equal loudness curve is approximated, according to
Robinson and Dadson (1956), by

E(w) = 1.151 ·

√
(w2 + 144 · 104) · w2

(w2 + 16 · 104) · (w2 + 961 · 104)
. (3.12)

It can be seen that frequencies below 1 kHz need higher sound pres-
sure levels than the reference, and sounds between 2 - 5 kHz need
less pressure.

The critical band filtering is analogous to the MFCC triangular filtering,
apart from the fact, that the filters (usually around 21) are equally
spaced in the Bark (not the Mel scale (a comparison is provided in
Figure 3.6)) and the shape of the filters is not triangular (compare
Figure 3.7).
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Figure 3.5: The lines are referenced to perceived loudness (10 - 90 Phon)
at 1 kHz. Sounds of different Hz need higher or less pressure
levels to be perceived equally as the reference sound of 1 kHz.

After the critical band analysis and equal loudness conversion, the
subsequent steps required for the relative spectral (RASTA) process-
ing extension, follow the implementation recommendations in Her-
mansky et al. (1992). After transforming the spectrum to the log-
arithmic domain and the application of RASTA filtering, the signal is
transformed back using the exponential function.

The last steps are according to the estimation of the LPC coefficients
as mentioned in Section 3.2.1. The LPC coefficients are calculated
over the critical band energies of a single frame, which is followed
by the transformation of the LPC coefficients to cepstral values. In
Figure 3.8, a comparison between the original spectrum, the spectrum
after RASTA processing and the RASTA-PLP cepstral coefficients are
presented, for visualization purposes.

In Hermansky et al. (1985), PLP speech analysis was first introduced
as a method to represent speech signals with respect to the hu-
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Figure 3.6: Spacing of the center frequencies of the Bark scaled filters and
the corresponding bandwidths.

man perception and with as few parameters as possible. However,
PLP was, as most of the other analysis techniques, sensitive towards
steady-state spectral factors caused by transmission channels, such
as telephone recordings or the usage of different microphones ( Her-
mansky et al., 1992, 1991). Therefore, Hermansky et al. (1992) in-
troduced the RASTA methodology for PLP rendering it more robust
towards these channel distortions and reducing error rates in several
speech recognition experiments with only a slightly more computa-
tionally expensive extraction method.

3.2.4 Modulation Spectral Features (ModSpec)

Short term analysis of the speech signal, such as extracting spec-
tral features from frames, not more than several milliseconds, dom-
inated speech processing for many years. However, these features
are strongly influenced by environmental noise and are therefore un-
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Figure 3.7: Critical band filter bank comprising 21 filters. The increasing
bandwidth is similar to the perceptual distribution in the human
ear and equally spaced in the Bark scale.

stable. Hermansky (1997), suggested to use the so called modula-
tion spectrum of speech to obtain information about the temporal
dynamics of the speech signal to extract reliable cues for the linguistic
context. These features, capturing the rate of change and variations
of the speech, are suspected to be relevant for affective computing
applications, as emotion and intonation are often communicated by
varying temporal dynamics in the signal (Scherer et al., 2003). There-
fore, these features are used to classify emotional speech in several
experiments found in Section 5. Furthermore, modulation spectral
features are less dependent on the speaker as f0, and are therefore
suitable for speaker independent studies.
The proposed feature is based on long term modulation spectrum.
These slow temporal modulations of speech emulate the perception
ability of the human auditory system. Earlier studies reported that the
modulation frequency components from the range between 2 and 16
Hz, with a dominant component at around 4 Hz, contain important lin-
guistic information (Hermansky, 1996; Drullman et al., 1994; Kaned-
eraa et al., 1999). Dominant components represent strong rate of
change of the vocal tract shape.
The block diagram for the feature extraction is shown in Figure 3.9
and follows the same steps as the MFCC calculation in Section 3.2.2.
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and RASTA-PLP cepstral coefficients.

The FFT for the input signal x(t) is computed over N points with a
shift of n samples. The Mel-filter bank with (usually) eight triangular
filters is applied. The center frequencies for such a bank with eight
filters is seen in Figure 3.11.

The only difference to the MFCC calculation is, that the DCT is not
performed on the average energy responses for each of the filter for
each frame (i.e. step 7⃝ in Figure A.1). The responses over several
frames are aggregated and an FFT over the energy responses for
each band is calculated separately. Thereby, the modulations of the
signal are calculated over P points, shifted by p samples. Most of the
prominent energies can be observed within the frequencies between
2 - 16 Hz. Figure 3.10 illustrates the modulation spectrum based
energies for an utterance, for the values N = 256, n = 128, P = 25
and p = 20 for the first four bands, for visualization purposes. As the
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Figure 3.9: Schematic outline of the modulation spectrum (ModSpec) fea-
ture extraction algorithm. Single boxes depict important steps
of the algorithm such as Mel filtering, and fast Fourier transfor-
mations (FFT). The waveform signal is first transformed into the
frequency domain, then the signal is filtered corresponding to
the human perception using a Mel filter bank. The filtered signal
is then split into eight bands and a secondary spectral analysis
is conducted in order to give the rate of change of frequency in
the eight bands corresponding to the final features.
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Figure 3.11: Mel filter bank for the modulation spectral feature extraction
showing the center frequencies of eight triangular filters and
the increasing bandwidths similar to the perception distribution
in the human ear.

signal is sampled at 16 kHz, N corresponds to 16 ms and n to 8 ms
resulting in a sample rate of 125 Hz. Due to the window size P , a
lead time of 200 ms of speech is necessary. After that lead time the
ModSpec features are sampled at 50Hz, i.e. one feature vector in the
modulation spectrum takes 200 ms into account with an overlap of
160 ms, due to p.

3.3 Voice Quality Features

Voice quality features are a family of features usually considered re-
sponsible to different speaking styles, the so called voice qualities. On
the one side literature is agreeing on the importance of voice quality
in manifold applications such as, expressive speech synthesis, emo-
tion or affect recognition, speaker categorization, and medical appli-
cations (Lugger et al., 2006a). However, the methods of extraction
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and the features that belong to the family are still matter of ongoing
research and refinement (Lugger et al., 2006a; Monzo et al., 2007).
Extraction methods range from obtrusive methods, like electroglot-
tography (EGG) recordings (i.e. analysis of the larynx's behavior), to
non invasive methods, that directly analyze the waveform of the audio
signal. However, these unobtrusive methods are less robust towards
noisy conditions (Lugger et al., 2006a; Monzo et al., 2007).

The voice quality features presented below are selected on the basis
of being stated to be able to characterize voice qualities across the
breathy to tense dimension. The features described below in Sec-
tions 3.3.1 - 3.3.6 describe aspects of the glottal source signal, which
is derived using automatic inverse filtering (see Section 3.3.1). Auto-
matic inverse filtering, however, can frequently produce estimates of
the glottal source signal that contain uncanceled formant oscillations
that would clearly impact the proceeding analysis (Walker and Mur-
phy, 2007). Some voice quality features can be measured without
inverse filtering, such as the feature described in Section 3.3.7. The
features are used for the classification of voice qualities (compare
Section 5.3).

3.3.1 Fundamental frequency (f0), GCI detection and
inverse filtering

For the analysis of a speech segment, the initial f0 values are ex-
tracted, using the f0 tracker which is available in the ESPS/waves+
software package. Glottal closure instants (GCI) are then located us-
ing the method described in Goncharoff and Gries (1998), which iden-
tifies peaks in the filtered energy contour of the speech signal for
identifying GCI candidates. A dynamic programming algorithm is then
used to find the path of peaks that produce maximum energy. Using
the GCI the speech signal is then automatically inverse filtered us-
ing the pitch synchronous automatic inverse filtering (PSIAIF) method
described in Alku et al. (1992).

This iterative inverse filtering method first applies a first-order high
pass filter to roughly compensate for the roll-off in the glottal source
signal in order to help approximate the vocal tract filter response us-
ing LPC (see Section 3.2.1). The method then removes this vocal tract
approximation from the speech segment yielding an approximation of
the glottal source signal. This residual signal is then inverse filtered
from the speech segment allowing improved estimation of the vocal
tract frequency response. Finally, this estimation of the vocal tract is
used to inverse filter the speech segment giving the method's estima-
tion of the glottal source signal.
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Figure 3.12: Example of a glottal flow (top) and differentiated glottal flow
(bottom) of a Liljencrants-Fant (LF) model pulse. For further
parameter explanations please refer to the text in Section 3.3.2
and Fant et al. (1985).

The features described in Sections 3.3.2 to 3.3.6 can then be mea-
sured on the output signal of this method.

3.3.2 Time based LF model parameters (Ra,Rk,Rg,EE)

The most commonly used glottal source model is the Liljencrants-Fant
(LF) model see Figure 3.12 (Fant et al., 1985). It is a five parameter
(including f0) model of differentiated glottal flow (i.e. the residual sig-
nal after inverse filtering if lip radiation has not been compensated
for). The model has two components. The first component, the open
phase, is a sinusoid function that increases exponentially

U ′
g(t) = E0e

αt sin(ωgt) for to ≤ t ≤ te, (3.13)

where to denotes the starting point of the glottal cycle, te the point
(i.e. the GCI) of the maximum excitation EE, ωg = π

Tp
, with Tp = tp − t0
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the time of glottal flow increase, α, which is responsible for the rate
of amplitude increase, is solved implicitly, and

E0 = − EE

eαTesin(ωgTe)
, (3.14)

with Te the length of the open phase.
The second component, which models the return phase, is an expo-
nential function

U ′
g(t) = −

EE

ϵTa

(
e−ϵ(t−te) − e−ϵTb

)
for te < t < tc, (3.15)

where tc is assumed to be 1
f0
, the length of the glottal cycle, Tb = tc−te,

and where ϵ is solved iteratively following Ta.
The pulse shape of the LF model can be characterized using an am-
plitude parameter, EE, and three time based parameters Ra, Rk and
Rg (see Equations 3.16-3.18). These parameters have been shown
to be suitable for characterizing a range of voice qualities including
breathiness and tenseness (Gobl, 1989).
Given an estimate of the glottal source signal the model parameters
can be derived by fitting the model to each of the glottal source
pulses. This can be done automatically using the algorithm used in
Strik et al. (1993). Though this approach is used in several applica-
tions (e.g. in Airas (2008) and Kreiman et al. (2006)) the parameters
have been shown to lack robustness in the presence of noise ( Alku
et al., 2002; Kane et al., 2010a). The parameters are also sensitive to
low frequency phase distortion which is commonly introduced even
in high quality recording systems (Walker and Murphy, 2007).

Rg =
1

2Tp · f0
(3.16)

Rk =
Te − Tp

Tp
(3.17)

Ra = Ta · f0 (3.18)

3.3.3 LF model parameters from frequency domain
methods (Raf , Rkf , Rgf , EEf )

An alternative approach for deriving LF model parameters in the fre-
quency domain was initially described in Kane et al. (2010a) and has
since been further developed.
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Figure 3.13: Schematic overview of the algorithm for the frequency domain
LF model parameter extraction in the frequency domain as de-
scribed in Kane et al. (2010a).
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Figure 3.14: The first eight harmonics [H1, ..., H8] are used as input for
two separate networks approximating the four parameters Raf ,
Rkf , Rgg , and EEf . As the parameters Raf , Rkf , and Rgg are not
independent and influence each other a joint network is trained.
EEf is trained separately.
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The subscript f is used to denote that these parameters are derived
from frequency domain measures. The method involves using the
amplitudes of the first eight harmonics (H1, ..., H8) from the glottal
source spectrum as inputs to a feed forward neural network (see
figure 3.13 and 3.14), previously trained on a large volume of LFmodel
configurations and their spectral information, in order to derive the
four parameters Raf , Rkf , Rgf , and EEf . Harmonic amplitudes are
measured from the narrowband spectrum, obtained by taking a three
pulse length segment of the glottal source signal, centered on a GCI,
and windowed using a Hamming window.
First, a dataset for the ANN training and weight estimation was cre-
ated. This involved generating a large number of LF model pulses and
recording both the parameters used for generating each pulse and
the corresponding spectral information. f0 was used as the control
parameter with f0 ∈ [50, 600]. For each of the f0 values 1000 LF model
pulses were generated, each time randomly choosing values for each
of the four other LF model parameters. Parameter value selection
was also subject to certain restrictions stated in Gobl (2003) for bio-
logical and model plausibility. The ANN training phase involved using
an eight dimensional input vector x = [H1, ...,H8] (where H1, ...,H8 are
the first eight harmonic amplitudes of the LF model pulses) and a four
dimensional target vector T = [EEf , Raf , Rkf , Rgf ]. As the harmonics
in the LF model spectrum are affected by all three shaping parame-
ters, that are interdependent of each other (Rgf , Rkf and Raf ) and
the amplitude parameter EEf in quantities that are difficult to pre-
dict, an ANN architecture designed to deal with this interaction was
implemented as seen in Figure 3.14.
After training, the ANN produce precise predictions of the parame-
ters, with correlation coefficients R between predictions and target
values (of the artificially generated parameters) > 0.9 and very low
mean absolute errors (mae) (Raf , Rkf , and Rgf network: R = 0.958,
mae = 0.029; EEf network: R = 0.981, mae = 0.012).
This approach was developed in order to improve the robustness of
the extracted parameters to the presence of noise as well as for rapid
parameter estimation, achieved by avoiding computationally expen-
sive optimization procedures. A schematic overview of the processes
involved in the extraction of the LF model parameters from the fre-
quency domain is seen in Figure 3.13.

3.3.4 Normalized amplitude quotient (NAQ)

The normalized amplitude quotient (NAQ) parameter was introduced
as a global glottal source parameter capable of differentiating breathy
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to tense voice qualities (Alku et al., 2002) and is closely related to the
Rd parameter described in Fant et al. (1995). It is calculated using:

NAQ =
fac · f0
dpeak

. (3.19)

where fac is the maximum amplitude of the glottal flow, dpeak is the
maximum negative amplitude of the differentiated glottal flow.
NAQ was shown to be more robust to noise disturbances than time
based parameters and has, as a result, been used in the analysis of
conversational speech (Campbell and Mokhtari, 2003). The parame-
ter, however, may not be as effective as a voice quality indicator when
a speaker is using a wide f0 range (Gobl and Chasaide, 2003).

3.3.5 Amplitude level difference ∆H1,2

The difference in amplitude levels (in dB) between the first two har-
monics of the narrowband glottal source spectrum (∆H1,2) is thought
to be a rough correlate of the open quotient parameter (Henrich et al.,
2001) and hence useful at discriminating breathy to tense voice qual-
ities (Airas and Alku, 2007). The narrowband spectrum is obtained
by using three-pulse length sections, centered on a GCI and using a
Hamming window (see Equation 3.11).

3.3.6 Voice quality spectral gradients (OQG, GOG, SKG,
RCG)

Lugger and Yang (2006) described a set of spectral gradient parame-
ters for characterizing voice qualities from glottal source signals, built
on work presented in Stevens and Hanson (1994) (see Table 3.2). The
parameters were stated by the authors to be strongly correlated with
typical glottal pulse shape parameters. The parameters have been
shown to be useful in the classification of voice qualities, gender and
emotion (Lugger and Yang, 2006). They have also been shown to
be reasonably robust even with the presence of noise disturbances
(Lugger et al., 2006b).

3.3.7 Peak slope

The peak slope parameter is based on features of the wavelet trans-
form. It was observed in Sturmel et al. (2009) that although only one
or two of the lowest scales (relating to high frequencies) were re-
quired for finding GCI in modal voice qualities. However, for breathier
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Table 3.2: Spectral gradient parameters (taken from Lugger and Yang
(2006)). F1p, F2p and F3p are frequencies of the harmonics near-
est the first three formants. A1p, A2p and A3p are the amplitudes
at F1p, F2p and F3p. Harmonic amplitudes are measured from the
glottal source spectrum

Open Quotient Gradient (OQG) Ĥ1−Ĥ2
f0

Glottal Opening Gradient (GOG) Ĥ1−Â1p

F1p−f0

Skewness Gradient (SKG) Ĥ1−Â2p

F2p−f0

Rate of Closure Gradient (RCG) Ĥ1−Â3p

F3p−f0

voice qualities the smoother GCI require further scales to be used.
Based on these observations a measurement was designed to iden-
tify the different GCI types and hence differentiate between breathy
and modal voice qualities, and perhaps also tense voice qualities. The
mother wavelet used is given in Equation 3.20.

g(t) = −cos(2πfnt) · exp(−
t2

2τ2
) (3.20)

The speech segment s(t) is convolved with g( t
si
), where si = 2i and

i = 0,1,2,....,5. This essentially is the application of an octave-band
filter bank with the centre frequencies being: 8 kHz, 4 kHz, 2 kHz,
1 kHz, 500 Hz and 250 Hz. Then the local maximum is measured
at each of the signals and a regression line is fit to these peaks. In
Figure 3.15 it can be seen that for an /o/ vowel produced by a male
speaker in breathy, modal and tense voice qualities the slope of the
regression line is clearly different. Hence, the parameter is simply the
slope coefficient of the regression line.
Besides not requiring inverse filtering this parameter also does not re-
quire any difficult windowing operations. When analyzing a sentence,
for instance, the wavelet-based decomposition could be carried out
initially on the entire utterance. Then peaks could be measured by
rectangular windowing each of the wavelets on the phoneme bound-
aries. Another approach would be to simply use a fixed length sliding
window.
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Figure 3.15: Peak amplitudes, from signals with different center frequen-
cies, with regression lines for an /o/ vowel produced by a male
speaker in breathy, modal and tense voice qualities





4 Classification Approaches

In this chapter the different classification approaches for automatic
emotion and paralinguistic behavior recognition tasks are introduced
and described in detail. Generally it is to say that a classifier is a
mapping f from the input space I (typically Rn) to the target space T
(usually a set of K classes Ck):

f(x) : x ∈ I → y ∈ T,

where x denotes the input vector and y the output of the classifier
f . It is necessary to have a set of samples {xµ|µ = 1, ...,M} along with
the correct target tµ, which is then used for the so called training
of the classifiers. After training it is desirable, that the classifier is
not only able to recall the training example targets, but to categorize
novel unseen input values. This characteristic of a trained classifier
is its so called generalization ability, which is of course one of the
core characteristics to judge its performance. In the following section
the different classifiers with appropriate training algorithms will be
introduced, starting with the single classifier approaches, e.g. feed-
forward neural networks (FNN), recurrent neural networks (RNN), and
statistical models, such as hidden Markov models (HMM).

4.1 Feed-forward Neural Networks

One of the most commonly used architectures, for manifold appli-
cations, such as classification, regression etc., is the so called feed-
forward neural network (FNN), which is also known as the multilayer
perceptron. A schematic overview of such an FNN is seen in Figure
4.1. The input vector x = (x1, ...xn)

T ∈ Rn is fed to the neural net-
work and processed using a transfer function f , e.g. tanh, sigmoid
functions, or the identity, to get the output y = (y1, ..., yl)

T ∈ Rl. Each
connection from a neuron in layer k to a neuron in the following layer
k+1 has a synaptic weight w(k)

ji , where i and j denote the index of the
neurons in layers k and k + 1. Usually, each neuron from the preced-
ing layer is connected to all the neurons in the following layer. For

75
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Feed-forward Neural Network
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Figure 4.1: A schematic view of a two-layer feed-forward neural network
(FNN). The input x is fed into the input layer and processed
through the hidden layers before y, the output, is generated.
The transfer function of the hidden layer is in the figure the tanh
and in the output layer a common linear identity. All layers are
fully connected with the previous layer.

exemplary reasons assume an FNN as in Figure 4.1 with only one hid-
den layer. Other networks such as deep neural networks might have
multiple hidden layers (Larochelle et al., 2009).

4.1.1 Retrieval

In a two layered architecture the input is processed as follows:

1. The activation a
(1)
i of every neuron i in the first layer is computed

by:

a
(1)
i =

n∑
k=1

w
(1)
ki xk (4.1)
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2. This activation a
(1)
i is modified by the transfer function of the

input layer f (1) to get the output of neuron i:

y
(1)
i = f (1)(a

(1)
i ) (4.2)

3. The final output y
(2)
j , ∀j = 1, ..., l is then calculated as for the first

layer:

y
(2)
j = f (2)(a

(2)
j ) = f (2)(

h∑
i=1

w
(2)
ij y

(1)
i ), (4.3)

where h denotes the number of neurons in the hidden layer and
f (2) the transfer function of the output layer. In the latter the out-
put of the network is denoted as y(xµ,w), where xµ denotes the
input vector of sample µ and w the weights within the network.

4. In the case of a classification architecture one might now assign
the class label C∗ to the input x if y∗ = argmax(y) of amultivariate
output y. In the case of a regression task, however, the output
y might be used directly.

4.1.2 Training

An FNN is initialized with random weights and is trained in order to
minimize the error at the output. The most common approach for
the training is the so called gradient descend method that adapts
the weights according to the training material until a local minimum
of error is reached. The most common approach to reach this local
minimum is the error backpropagation method (Bishop, 2006), which
will be explained representatively for several other possible methods,
as described in Riedmiller (1994) and Qian (1999).

First it is important to define an error measure of the neural network,

e.g. E(w) =
M∑
µ=1

||y(xµ,w)− tµ||2, (4.4)

the Euclidean distance between the output y and the target tµ for
sample µ. The main idea of the error backpropagation approach is to
move along the negative gradient of the error function. The first step
is to calculate the derivative of the error E with respect to a weight
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between the hidden layer and the output layer w
(2)
ij :

∂E

∂w
(2)
ij

=

M∑
µ=1

∂Eµ

∂w
(2)
ij

=

M∑
µ=1

∑
j̃

∂

∂w
(2)
ij

(y
(2)

µ,j̃
− tµ,j̃)

2 =

M∑
µ=1

∂

∂w
(2)
ij

(y
(2)
µ,j − tµ,j)

2 =

−2
M∑
µ=1

∂

∂w
(2)
ij

(y
(2)
µ,j − tµ,j)f

(2)(
∑
ĩ

w
(2)

ĩj
y
(1)

µ,̃i︸ ︷︷ ︸
a
(2)
µ,j

) =

−2
M∑
µ=1

(y
(2)
µ,j − tµ,j)f

(2)′(a
(2)
µ,j)y

(1)
µ,i = −2

M∑
µ=1

y
(1)
µ,iδ

(2)
µ,j , (4.5)

where δ
(2)
µ,j = (y

(2)
µ,j − tµ,j)f

(2)′(a
(2)
µ,j) is the error of neuron j at the out-

put for a sample µ. A batch1 learning rule for the adaptation of the
weights w

(2)
ji in the output layer is then:

w
(2)
ij = w

(2)
ij − η

∂E

∂w
(2)
ij

= w
(2)
ij + η

M∑
µ=1

y
(1)
µ,iδ

(2)
µ,j , (4.6)

where η denotes the learning rate. For the adaptation of the weights
w

(1)
ki of the hidden layer it is needed to sum up the weighted error

of the output layer and propagate it backwards through the network,
which gave the learning algorithm its name:

1One adaptation after presenting all the M samples. For the online learning rule,
where the weights are adapted after each sample µ, omit the sum over the samples.
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where δ
(1)
µ,i =

∑l
j δ

(2)
µ,jw

(2)
ij f (1)′(a

(1)
µ,i) denotes the error of neuron i in the

hidden layer for a sample µ. Again we can derive a batch learning rule
for the hidden layer of the two layered network:

w
(1)
ki = w

(1)
ki − η

∂E

∂w
(1)
ki

= w
(1)
ki + η

M∑
µ=1

xµ,kδ
(1)
µ,i , (4.8)

with the learning rate η < 1.
With these learning rules, the appropriate derivatives of the transfer
functions f (1) and f (2), and a set of samples with targets (x, t) one can
start training of an FNN.

4.2 Support Vector Machines and Their Extension
To Fuzziness

Support vector machines (SVM) have become one of the most popu-
lar classifiers in many different machine learning or pattern recogni-
tion applications (Bennett and Campbell, 2000). The principle idea is
to find a separating hyperplane that maximizes the margin between
two linearly separable classes. In the case of non linearly separable
classes the data is projected into a higher dimensional feature space
using a so called kernel trick (Schölkopf and Smola, 2001). It is sus-
pected that in a higher dimensional space a separating hyperplane is
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Figure 4.2: A schematic view of a two dimensional classification task. Class
1 is represented by circles whereas class 2 is represented with
rectangles. In this particular case the task appears to be linearly
separable. The support vectors necessary for the representation
of the hyperplane (solid line) are marked with a wider circle.

found with less difficulty. The so called support vectors are the nodes
supporting the hyperplane. The main idea of a two dimensional SVM
problem is seen in Figure 4.2, where two classes are linearly separated
by a simple hyperplane. The advantage over common MLP is that the
SVM finds the hyperplane with the maximally wide margin as opposed
to any hyperplane capable of separating the classes, which in turn is
expected to have several advantages including generalization capa-
bilities. Further, using the analytic Lagrangian optimization algorithm
a unique solution is found.
In many cases the task is to separate more than two classes. For these
applications extended architectures, like one against one SVM or one
against all SVM have been developed (Kahsay et al., 2005). These
extended architectures result in different computationally expensive
decision and training algorithms.
While dealing with naturalistic data, like voice qualities or user states
in natural recordings labels or categories might not be clear or crisp
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at all, but rather subjective to the perception of the annotator, e.g.
recognition of emotions (Table 2.2) or voice qualities (Figure 5.15).
Since the ground truth or the correct class might be fuzzy or even
unknown, the so called fuzzy SVM (FSVM) assigning memberships to
several classes to single observations have been developed by Lin
and Wang (2002) and Huang and Liu (2002). The output of those
FSVM is still crisp and no fuzzy output is generated. Therefore, so
called fuzzy-input fuzzy-output SVM (F 2SVM) capable of receiving soft
labeled data and producing soft outputs with memberships assigned
over multiple classes have been developed (Thiel et al., 2007; Borasca
et al., 2006; Thiel, 2009). These fuzzy outputs could then in turn be
used for intrinsically fuzzy targets or for the later fusion of multiple
fuzzy outputs, without losing information.

4.2.1 Training and Retrieval

In order to emphasize the differences and extensions in the F 2SVM
approach the simple standard SVM training shall be introduced in the
following.

4.2.1.1 Classical Support Vector Machines

Starting from the typical two class problem a set M of training sam-
ples (xµ, lµ) may be defined as follows:

M = {(xµ, lµ)|xµ ∈ Rn, lµ ∈ {−1,+1}, ∀µ = 1, ..., |M |}, (4.9)
where xµ denotes the µ-th sample from the input space Rn and lµ the
target labels. Using these target label as a category to divide set M
into two subsets, we can define a separating hyperplane determined
by a weight vector w ∈ Rn and a bias b ∈ R fulfilling the constraint:

lµ(wTxµ + b) ≥ 1, ∀µ = 1, ..., |M |, (4.10)
where ≥ 1 can be assumed by proper scaling of b and w. For at least
one sample xµ equality in Equation 4.10 will hold and after maximizing
themargin at least for two samples equality holds: one sample xν from
the subset of positive labels and one sample xλ from the subset with
label −1, which are the support vectors giving the method its name.
Hence, the width of the margin with respect to the weight vector w is:

wT

||w|| (xν − xλ) =
2

||w|| , (4.11)

which needs to be maximized. However, this is equal to minimizing the
following equation (Bishop, 2006):

θ(w) = ||w||2/2, (4.12)
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under constraint in Equation 4.10. In order to solve this quadratic
optimization problem so called Lagrange multipliers αµ ≥ 0 are intro-
duced, with one multiplier for each constraint, yielding the following
Lagrangian function:

L(w, b, α) = ||w||2/2−
|M |∑
µ=1

αµ{lµ(wTxµ + b)− 1}, (4.13)

with α = (α1, ..., α|M |). This Lagrangian function can be modified by
setting ∂L

∂w = 0 and ∂L
∂b = 0 leading to:

w =

|M |∑
µ=1

αµlµxµ (4.14)

and

0 =

|M |∑
µ=1

αµlµ. (4.15)

With this w and b can be eliminated from L(w, b, α) giving the dual
representation of the widest margin problem requiring maximization:

L̃(α) =

|M |∑
µ=1

αµ −
1

2

|M |∑
ν=1

|M |∑
µ=1

αναµlν lµxTν xµ, (4.16)

subject to the following constraints:

αµ ≥ 0, ∀µ = 1, ..., |M | (4.17)

and
|M |∑
µ=1

αµlµ = 0. (4.18)

This quadratic optimization problem with |M | variables can now be
solved using standard optimization methods. If an optimal solution
maximizing the margin is found, the following Karush-Kuhn-Tucker
constraints also hold (Bishop, 2006):

αµ{lµ(wTxµ + b)− 1} = 0, ∀µ = 1, ..., |M |. (4.19)

Therefore, if αµ ̸= 0 then:

lµ(wTxµ + b) = 1, (4.20)
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i.e. xµ lies on the margin and is a support vector. With these support
vectors decisions whether a novel datapoint x ∈ Rn belongs to the
positive or negative class can now be calculated as follows:

y(x) = sign(

|M |∑
µ=1

αµlµxTxµ + b). (4.21)

The bias b can be determined with the help of any support vector xν
utilizing 4.20:

b =
1

lν
−wTxν . (4.22)

Now, in real world problems a separating hyperplane might not be
found. The optimization problem 4.12 can be reformulated by intro-
ducing so called slack variables ξµ allowing a data point to be between
the hyperplane and the margin (0 ≤ ξµ < 1) or even on the wrong side
of the hyperplane (ξµ > 1). The reformulated optimization problem is
now:

θ(w, ξ) = ||w||2/2 + C

|M |∑
µ=1

ξµ →min, (4.23)

with the constraints:

lµ(wTxµ + b) ≥ 1− ξµ, ξµ ≥ 0, ∀µ = 1, ..., |M |, (4.24)

with a free parameter C > 0 regulating the amount of allowed errors
by punishing them with an increased value of C.

4.2.1.2 Fuzzy-Input Fuzzy-Output Support Vector Machines

In the following the extensions to the novel F 2SVM approach will be
introduced (Thiel et al., 2007). First of all it is necessary to define
membership values m+

µ (the membership to the positive class) and
m−

µ (the membership to the negative class) for observation µ, which
are now integrated to the optimization problem with slack variables:

θ(w, ξ+, ξ−) = ||w||2/2 + C

|M |∑
µ=1

(ξ+µ m
+
µ + ξ−µ m−

µ )→min, (4.25)

subject to the following constraints:

wTxµ + b ≥ 1− ξ+µ , with ξ+µ ≥ 0, ∀µ = 1, ..., |M |, (4.26)

and

wTxµ + b ≥ −1 + ξ−µ , with ξ−µ ≥ 0, ∀µ = 1, ..., |M |. (4.27)
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With the help of these four constraints we now can refor-
mulate the optimization problem to the Lagrangian function
L(w, b, ξ+, ξ−, α+, α−, β+, β−), by introducing the Lagrangian multipliers
α+, α−, β+, β−:

L(w, b, ξ+, ξ−, α+, α−, β+, β−) = ||w||2/2 + C

|M |∑
µ=1

(ξ+µ m
+
µ + ξ−µ m−

µ )

−
|M |∑
µ=1

α+
µ ((wTxµ + b)− 1 + ξ+µ ) +

|M |∑
µ=1

α−
µ ((wTxµ + b) + 1− ξ−µ )

−
|M |∑
µ=1

β+
µ ξ+µ −

|M |∑
µ=1

β−
µ ξ−µ . (4.28)

This Lagrangian function can now be transformed into the dual repre-
sentation by eliminating w, b, ξ+, and ξ− by inserting the partial deriva-
tives ∂L

∂w , ∂L
∂b , ∂L

∂ξ+µ
, and ∂L

∂ξ−µ
and setting them equal to zero, analogous

to 4.14 and 4.15. Finally, leading to the Lagrangian requiring maxi-
mization:

L̃(α) =

|M |∑
µ=1

α+
µ +

|M |∑
µ=1

α−
µ −

1

2

|M |∑
ν=1

|M |∑
µ=1

(α+
ν − α−

ν )(α
+
µ − α−

µ )xTν xµ, (4.29)

with α+
µ , α

−
µ ≥ 0, ∀µ = 1, ..., |M | and subject to

|M |∑
µ=1

(α+
µ − α−

µ ) = 0, (4.30)

and
0 ≤ α+

µ ≤ Cm+
µ , 0 ≤ α−

µ ≤ Cm−
µ . (4.31)

Further, we get the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions (∀µ =
1, ..., |M |)(Thiel et al., 2007):

α+
µ ((wTxµ + b)− 1 + ξ+µ ) = 0, (4.32)

and
α−
µ ((wTxµ + b) + 1− ξ−µ ) = 0. (4.33)

Therefore, the samples xµ with (α+
µ − α−

µ ) ̸= 0 are the support vectors
defining the decision function:

y(x) = sign(

|M |∑
µ=1

(α+
µ − α−

µ )xTxµ + b). (4.34)
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In order to extend this fuzzy approach to a multi-class approach in
which we do have a set of samples

M = {(xµ, lµ)|xµ ∈ Rn, lµ ∈ Rk, with
k∑

j=1

lµ,k = 1, ∀µ = 1, ..., |M |}, (4.35)

where lµ indicates the grade of membership to all of the k classes.
Note that a crisp classification problem is simply a special case of the
fuzzy one with all lµ,j = 0 except for one lµ,j∗ = 1. In order to solve this
multi class problem we may train k(k−1)

2 SVM Si,j in the one-vs-one
paradigm for each possible pair of classes i and j. The sample set for
each of the SVM to be trained is constructed as follows ( Thiel et al.,
2007):

Mi,j = {(xµ,m+
µ,i)|m

+
µ,i = lµ,i} ∪ {(xµ,m−

µ,j)|m
−
µ,j = lµ,j}. (4.36)

Suppose we have trained all of the one-vs-one SVM we can construct
a fuzzy output vector as follows:

1. Given a previously unseen sample z ∈ Rn and trained SVM Si,j ,
∀i, j = 1, ..., k.

2. Compute distances di,j(z) ∈ R for each class using all Si,j to the
respective hyperplanes.

3. Transform those distances di,j(z) using the fermi function
f(di,j) = 1

1+exp(−Adi,j)
, with A ∈ R and subject to optimization if

required. A common fixed value is A = 2.

4. Finally a pairwise coupling as in Thiel et al. (2009) and Thiel
(2009) is employed to receive the final fuzzy labels ỹ(z) ∈ Rk

one dimension for each of the k classes and with ∑k
i=1 ỹi(z) = 1.

4.2.2 Fuzzy Distance Measure

In order to be able to compare fuzzy class labels or the combined
annotator opinion2 oz ∈ Rk, with ∑k

i=1 oz,i = 1, for any sample z and
the fuzzy output of the F2SVM ỹ(z) it is important to utilize a measure
capturing the similarity or distance between oz and ỹ(z). To achieve
this, we employed the so called S1 measure:

S1(x,y) =
∑L

i=1min(xi, yi)∑L
i=1max(xi, yi)

∈ [0, 1], (4.37)

2Annotator opinions could be gathered using perception tests, as for example de-
scribed in Section 5.3
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capturing the similarity between x and y, or the D1 distance defined
as:

D1(x,y) = 1− S1(x,y) ∈ [0, 1]. (4.38)
D1 is a pseudo metric sufficing the following properties:

• Non-negativity: D1(x,y) ≥ 0, ∀x,y

• Identity of indiscernibles: D1(x,y) = 0⇔ x = y

• Symmetry: D1(x,y) = D1(y,x)

Furthermore, the following properties hold:

• Maximal distance: D1(x,y) = 1⇔ ∀i : xi = 0 ∨ yi = 0

• Minimal distance: D1(x,y) = 0⇔ x = y

Since the meaning of certain D1 values is not necessarily apparent
some example values are:

• x = [1, 0, 0], y = [1, 0, 0]:

D1(x,y) = 1− 1 + 0 + 0

1 + 0 + 0
= 0

• x = [1, 0, 0], y = [0, 1, 0]:

D1(x,y) = 1− 0 + 0 + 0

1 + 1 + 0
= 1

• x = [0.5, 0.5, 0], y = [0, 0.5, 0.5]:

D1(x,y) = 1− 0 + 0.5 + 0

0.5 + 0.5 + 0.5
=

2

3

• x = [0.1, 0.9, 0], y = [0, 0.9, 0.1]:

D1(x,y) = 1− 0 + 0.9 + 0

0.1 + 0.9 + 0.1
=

2

11

• x = [0.4, 0.2, 0.4], y = [0.3, 0.1, 0.6]:

D1(x,y) = 1− 0.3 + 0.1 + 0.4

0.4 + 0.2 + 0.6
=

1

3
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As it might become obvious from the above examples crisp decisions
as in the first two examples might result in the optimum (i.e. zero) or
worst value (i.e. one) for the distance. Whereas, the distribution of
membership values over all the classes might not result in the opti-
mum but in measures above the minimum. As it should be shown in
the last examples fitting trends in membership assignment result in
values well above zero, but also far from one. Therefore, one would
expect values of around 0.33 to be excellent values in the results of
classification experiments using this fuzzy measure.

4.2.3 SVM Gaussian Mixture Model Supervector
Approach

The basic idea of the SVM supervector extension is to adapt a statis-
tical universal background model (UBM) given by a Gaussian mixture
model (GMM) towards a given input sequence, e.g. as in Section 5.2
an utterance or a laugh, and to use a set of the parameters describ-
ing the probability density function (PDF) as input to a standard SVM.
The process of feature extraction and later classification is illustrated
in Figure 4.3. In general the UBM is a representation of the input
space, that is independent of all the underlying dependencies such
as speakers, emotion, or speech, generated using the entire training
data. A GMM is used to represent the PDF of the input space and
thus captures the general structure of the data.

Once the UBM is determined in a preprocessing step, the supervector
for a new presented input is generated using a single maximum a
posteriori (MAP) adaptation step of the EM algorithm such that the
parameters of the GMM move towards the input. The means of the
adapted GMM are then concatenated to form the supervector. The
UBM is obtained by the EM algorithm which is based on an iterative
execution of the following steps (Bilmes, 1998; Bishop, 2006):

1. Initialize the means µm, the covariances Σm and the weights wm

for the M mixture components of the GMM appropriately (e.g.
using K-means) and evaluate the initial value of the logarithmic
likelihood, for X = {x1, . . .xN}:

ln p(X|µ,Σ,w) =
N∑

n=1

ln {
M∑

m=1

wmN (xn|µm,Σm)}, (4.39)

where N (xn|µm,Σm) denotes a Gaussian function (Gauß, 1809).
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Feature 
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Preprocessing step:

Training data

Expectation maximization

GMM universal background model

MAP 
adaptation

Feature 
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Speech data

Maximum a posteriori adaptation:

Gaussian mixture models

Figure 4.3: Schematic Gaussian mixture model (GMM) supervector genera-
tion using the maximum a posteriori (MAP) adaptation approach.
In the prior step the universal background model (UBM) is gen-
erated using the training dataset and the standard expectation
maximization (EM) method to determine the parameters of the
GMM. In the MAP adaptation the UBM and novel features are
used to adapt the parameters of the GMM, which are then in
return used to build the supervector µsv .

2. Determine the conditional probability of each mixture compo-
nent m to be responsible for the input xn:

P (z = m|xn) =
wmN (xn|µm,Σm)∑M
l=1 wlN (xn|µl,Σl)

. (4.40)
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3. Calculate the new mean, covariance and weighting with respect
to the calculated responsibilities:

µnew
m =

1

Nm

N∑
n=1

P (z = m|xn)xn

Σnew
m =

1

Nm

N∑
n=1

P (z = m|xn)(xn − µnew
m )(xn − µnew

m )T

wnew
m =

Nm

N
,

where Nm =
∑N

n=1 P (z = m|xn).

4. Return to step (1) and check for stopping criterions.

The MAP adaption procedure to obtain the supervectors replaces
the initialization of step (1) with the parameters of the UBM. Then
steps (2) and (3) are evaluated once for a single input x̂ or a new
sequence {x̂1, ..., x̂N̂}. If only one iteration is performed it is not nec-
essary to reestimate the covariances and weights, because solely the
means µ̂new

m are required for the supervector. The supervector is
constructed using the adapted means:

µsv =

µ̂
new
1
...

µ̂new
M

 ,

it is now obvious that the temporal characteristics of the input are
omitted.
The supervectors are then used as features to train any SVM.

4.3 Echo State Networks

Echo state networks (ESN) are a relatively novel kind of recurrent neu-
ral networks (RNN) (Jaeger and Haas, 2004). Among the advantages
of ESN learning over other RNN learning methods is the stability to-
wards noisy inputs (Scherer et al., 2008b) and the efficient method
to adapt the weights of the network (Jaeger, 2002). Using the di-
rect pseudo inverse adaptation method, which is described in detail
in the following paragraphs, the ESN is trained in a very efficient way.
In contrast to approaches such as SVM the ESN incorporates and is
sensitive to temporal dynamics in the features, rendering it an ideal
approach for online detection tasks.
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Figure 4.4: Scheme of an echo state network. The input layer K is fully con-

nected to the dynamic reservoir M via the weights stored in the
matrix W in. Within the reservoir M, connections are set ran-
domly and sparsely. Entries wij ̸= 0 in the weight matrix W cor-
respond to connections that are set between neuron mi and mj .
The output layer L is again fully connected to the reservoir via
the weight matrix Wout and is adapted using the pseudo inverse
method during the training of the network.

As seen in Figure 4.4, the input layer K with its K neurons is fully con-
nected to the dynamic reservoir M with M neurons, and the reservoir
again is fully connected to the output layer L with L neurons. The
fundamental part of the network is the so called reservoir, which is
responsible for capturing the dynamic characteristics of the network
and the part that contains recurrent connections. Typically, it is a
collection of neurons (usually from ten to a few thousand in number),
that are loosely connected to each other. The probability of a connec-
tion wij between neuron mi and neuron mj to be set (i.e. wij ̸= 0) in the
connection matrix W is around 2-10% and usually decreases with a
rising number of neurons within the reservoir. This loose connectivity
in turn leads to several small cliques of neurons that are connected
to each other, sensitive to a certain dynamic within the data received
through the input and from other connected neurons. Any one of the
cliques observed individually may follow a seemingly random pattern,
however, if observed together with all the competing and support-
ing cliques within the large reservoir the reactions towards the input
are anything but random. Since, there are feedback and recurrent
connections within the reservoir, not only the input is taken into ac-
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count for the output, but also the current state of each of the neurons
and the history of all the inputs. Therefore, ESN are an ideal candi-
date for encoding dynamic processes such as movement patterns or
paralinguistic elements (Scherer et al., 2008b, 2009c; Krause et al.,
2009). The connection matrix is normalized to a so called spectral
radius parameter α guaranteeing that the activity within the dynamic
reservoir is kept at a certain level. The parameter α is set to a value
smaller than 1 in order to achieve the targeted characteristic of be-
havior in the reservoir. The output weights W out are adapted to train
an ESN: the optimal values for the weights from the reservoir M to
the output layer L are computed by solving the linear equation system
W out = (Z+Ŷ )T . Z+ indicates the pseudo inverse of the state collec-
tion matrix Z further described in the paragraphs below. The pseudo
inverse is chosen since the actual inverse Z−1 does not necessarily
exist, due to singularities or a non quadratic size of Z. The method
minimizes the distance between the predicted output of the ESN and
the target signal matrix Ŷ . A detailed description for the calculation
of the activation in the ESN is given in the following paragraphs.

4.3.1 Retrieval

The temporal sequence of activations of input neurons are given by
(x1, . . . ,xN ) where each vector has the length K . The internal units
take the values (z1, . . . , zN ) where each vector has the length M . They
are updated every time step n according to a new presented input
xn, as well as to the values zn−1. The vectors of the output neurons
(y1, . . . ,yN ) have the length L. Weights for the input connection are
stored inside the matrix W in ∈ RM×K , the internal connections are
stored in the matrix W ∈ RM×M and the connection to the output
neurons are held in the matrix W out ∈ RL×M

The activation of internal and output units is updated according to:

zn+1 = f(W inxn+1 +Wzn),
where f is the internal neurons' output sigmoid function. The outputs
are computed according to:

yn+1 = fout(W outzn+1),

where fout is the output neurons' output sigmoid function.

4.3.2 Training

The offline training of the ESN is given in the following:
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1. Given a sequence of inputs (x1, ...,xN ) and corresponding targets
(t1, ..., tN ).

2. Generate randomly the matrices W in andW and scale the weight
matrix W such that the maximal eigenvalue |λmax| ≤ 1.

3. Drive the network using the training data, by computing

zn+1 = f(W inxn+1 +Wzn).

4. Collect at each time the state zn as a new row into a state col-
lection matrix Z, and collect similarly at each time the sigmoid-
inverted teacher output tanh−1

(tn) into a target signal matrix Ŷ .

5. Compute the pseudo inverse Z+ of Z and put

W out = (Z+Ŷ )T (4.41)

4.4 Hidden Markov Models

While investigating naturalistic expressive data as described in Chap-
ter 2, it is important to utilize models capable of exploiting the sequen-
tial characteristics and their dependencies (Bishop, 2006). An ideal
candidate for such tasks is the so called hidden Markov model (HMM).
An HMM is described by two processes, one of which is hidden. This
hidden process is a so called Markov chain3, which is described by

3Assume a sequence X = {x1, ..., xN} of observations and

p(x1, ..., xN ) =
N∏

n=1

p(xn|x1, ..., xn−1), (4.42)

meaning that future observations are dependent on past observations. Further, it is
clear that future observations usually depend more on recent observations as on those
further in the past. This argument is often pushed to a limit with the assumption that
the next state is only dependent on the previous state, which holds true in a so called
first order Markov process. An example for such a process is a chess game where the
next move is only dependent on the current state of the board and the past moves that
led to the current state are irrelevant (Ignoring the human component of the game.).
Therefore, the joint distribution of sequence X under this model is given by:

p(x1, ..., xN ) = p(x1)

N∏
n=2

p(xn|xn−1). (4.43)

This characteristic can be softened towards an Mth order Markov chain, where the
future states are dependent on the M previous states:

p(x1, ..., xN ) = p(x1)p(x2|x1)...p(xM−1|x1, ..., xM−2)

N∏
n=M+1

p(xn|xn−M , ..., xn−1).

(4.44)
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a set Z = {z1, ..., zN} of states and transition probabilities A = {ai,j},
where ai,j denotes the probability to transition from state zi to state
zj . A is a stochastic matrix and therefore the following characteris-
tics hold: 0 ≤ ai,j ≤ 1, and ∑N

j=1 ai,j = 1, ∀i = 1, ..., N, indicating that the
probability to move from a state zi to any other state ∈ Z = 1. The sec-
ond observable process is characterized by so called emission proba-
bilities B = (b1(x), ..., bN (x)), which could be mixtures of Gaussians as in
Equation 4.39 in the case of continuous observations x, indicating the
probability to emit x in state zi. Further, π = {π1, ..., πN}, with πi indi-
cating the probability to start in state zi and

∑N
i=1 πi = 1. With these 5

parameters M = (A,B,X, Z, π) an HMM is defined, with X ⊆ Rd. Figure
4.5 shows the transition graph of an HMM having three hidden states
with GMM to generate the observations. The state of the first latent
variable depends on the probabilities assigned to the outgoing arrows
of the topmost node. Due to the fact that each transition between hid-
den states depend only on the current hidden state each transition
probability is denoted by only one parameter ak,l. Every hidden state
emits an observation with respect to the GMM densities..

In general three problems, which will be addressed in the following
paragraphs, need to be solved in order to use HMM:

1. Given an observation sequence X = {x1, ..., xT } and a model
M = (A,B,X, Z, π), what is the probability that model M pro-
duced sequence X : P (X|M). (One of the major issues here is
the efficient calculation of P (X|M))

2. Given an observation sequence X = {x1, ..., xT } and a model M =
(A,B,X, Z, π), which is the most probable or likely state sequence
z = {z1, ..., zT } that explains the observations X . As we will see in
the following the first two problems do have similar solutions.

3. How are the model parameters adapted in order to maximize
P (X|M)? Or in other words: How is the model trained?

In order to solve the above problems it is necessary to introduce two
variables: The forward variable αt(i) = P (x1, ..., xt, st = zi|M), which is
the joint probability of the first t observations x1, ..., xt and state si at
time t given the model M . For the third problem it is necessary to
calculate the backward variable βt(i) = P (xt+1, xt+2, ..., xT |st = zi,M),
which is the probability of the observations xt+1 till the end at T given
that at t the model is in state zi and the model M .
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Figure 4.5: Schematic view of a hiddenMarkovmodel (HMM). Emission prob-
abilities are noted as bi, transition probabilities are noted as ai,j ,
and starting probabilities πi, ∀i, j = 1, ..., 3.

4.4.1 Retrieval

In this paragraph the first two problems regarding retrieval are ad-
dressed. The first problem addressing the calculation of P (X|M) is
especially useful in situations in which we have more than one model
competing against each other, like in a speech recognizer where dif-
ferent word or phoneme models compete against each other and the
most likely model producing the speech signal analyzed is the winner.
However, while naively approaching the model one rapidly sees that it
is computationally expensive to calculate P (X|M): First we consider
an observation sequence X = {x1, ..., xT }, a model M = (A,B,X, Z, π)
and each possible state sequence S = {s1, ..., sT } of the length T . The
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probability that the state sequence S produced X is then:

P (X|S,M) =

T∏
t=1

P (xt|st,M), (4.45)

while assuming statistically independent observations. Therefore,
with the emission probabilities B = (b1(x), ..., bN (x)) we get:

P (X|S,M) = bs1(x1)bs2(x2)...bsT (xT ). (4.46)

Further, the probability of the sequence z given the model M , with the
start probabilities π and the transition probabilities A is:

P (S|M) = πs1as1,s2as2,s3 ...asT−1,sT (4.47)

Now the joint probability of both the state and observation sequences
is simply:

P (X,S|M) = P (X|S,M)P (S|M), (4.48)
while P (X|M) is the joint probability P (X,S|M) for all possible state
sequences z:

P (X|M) =
∑
∀z

P (X|S,M)P (S|M) =∑
∀S

πs1bs1(x1)as1,s2bs2(x2)...asT−1,sT bsT (xT ). (4.49)

This naive way of calculating P (X|M), however, is clearly computa-
tionally very expensive and growing exponentially with the length of
the sequences T and linearly with the number of possible states N
that may be reached at any point. Therefore, the complexity lies in
O(NT ). A more efficient way of calculating P (X|M) is needed and is
called the forward-backward procedure, which is implemented using
dynamic programming techniques (Rabiner, 1989):
The forward variables αt(i) can be solved iteratively with the following
rules (Rabiner, 1989):

1. t = 1:
α1(i) = πibi(x1), ∀i ∈ {1, ..., N} (4.50)

2. t→ t+ 1:

αt+1(j) =
N∑
i=1

αt(i)ai,jbj(xt+1), ∀j ∈ {1, ..., N}, 1 ≤ t ≤ T − 1

(4.51)
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3. Termination:

P (X|M) =
N∑
i=1

αT (i) (4.52)

The initialization is done by using the starting probabilities πi for all
the states i joined with the emission probabilities bi(x1). The induction
step is the sum over all the forward variables αt(i) for all possible
states at time t times the probability ai,j to move from state si to sj in
step t+1 times the probability bj(xt+1), that xt+1 is emitted in sj . Finally,
the termination step gives the desired P (X|M). It is easily seen that
the complexity of this inductive calculation is only in O(N2) rather than
O(NT ).

With this forward calculation, also problem two may be solved by sim-
ply changing the induction in Equation 4.51 to the following, resulting
in the so called Viterbi algorithm (Viterbi, 1967):

αt+1(j) = max
i∈{1,...,N}

αt(i)ai,jbj(xt+1), (4.53)

where the sum is replaced by the maximum calculation to find the
optimal path. Further, the optimal state sequence S∗ is received as:

s∗t+1(i) = argmax
i

αt(i)ai,j . (4.54)

And as before the backward variable β may be solved inductively:

1. t = T :
βT (i) = 1, ∀i ∈ {1, ..., N} (4.55)

2. t+ 1→ t:

βt(i) =
N∑
j=1

ai,jbj(xt+1)βt+1(j), ∀t = T − 1, ..., 1, i ∈ {1, ..., N}.

(4.56)

Again the initialization is simply defining βT (i) to be 1 for all i. For the
induction step it is necessary to account for all the possible states zj
in step t+1 by using the transition probabilities ai,j , the emission prob-
abilities bj(xt+1) to emit xt+1 in state zj , and the remaining sequence
βt+1(j). As for the forward part the computation lies in O(N2).
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4.4.2 Training

The training of an HMM is achieved by optimizing the model parame-
ters in order to maximize P (X|M), the probability that model M pro-
duces a set of sequences X . In order to solve this problem the so
called Baum-Welch algorithm is applied (Rabiner, 1989). Using the
forward and backward variables αt(i) and βt(i), two new variables are
defined as:

γt(i) = P (st = zi|X,M) = αt(i)βt(i), (4.57)
the probability being in state zi at t given the observation sequence
X and the model M and we further define

δt(i, j) = P (st = zi, st+1 = zj |X,M) = αt(i)ai,jbj(xt+1)βt+1(i), (4.58)

the probability of being in state zi at time t and transitioning to zj at
t+ 1. We can now adapt the parameters of the model M :

π̄i = γ1(i), (4.59)

āi,j =

∑T−1
t=0 δt(i, j)∑T−1
t=0 γt(i)

, (4.60)

and
b̄i(x) =

∑T
t=0 γt(i)1[xt=x]∑T

t=0 γt(i)
, (4.61)

resulting in the new model M̄ = (Ā, B̄,X, Z, π̄).
It has been shown that either M is already a local maximum or
P (X|M̄) > P (X|M) meaning that iteratively exchanging M and M̄ re-
sults in a locally optimized model in linear complexity (Rabiner, 1989).





5 Experiments and Results

This chapter presents and discusses some of the experiments and re-
sults that have been conducted in the course of this thesis. In general
the chapter is separated into two distinct parts, namely the analysis
of acted emotional data (Section 5.1) and the examination of paralin-
guistic communication elements (Sections 5.2 and 5.3).
The analysis of acted expressions resembles a starting point for the
investigation of affective states and structures the search for suitable
features as well as classifiers for the task of automatic subject states
or conversational disposition classification and detection. However,
the benefits of this analysis are of course limited due to the biased
nature of the utilized expressions and portrayals of actors. Therefore,
Section 5.1.3 summarizes some of the major shortcomings and mo-
tivates the latter experiments analyzing and spotting so called high
level features, such as laughter (see Section 5.2) or voice quality (see
Section 5.3).
Finally, Section 5.4 concludes the chapter by putting both parts into
context and gives an overview of experiments to come. For thorough
discussions on the results of the single experiments in this chapter
please refer to the separate discussion sections of the respective
experiments.

5.1 Basic Emotion Classification Experiments

Since the exploration of realistic datasets is difficult and may lead to
some dead ends, many researchers in the field of emotion recognition
and affective computing try to explore suitable classifiers and repre-
sentative features (see Section 2.3). Recordings collected from ac-
tors portraying several predefined emotions, as found in the EmoDB
and WaSeP datasets described in Section 2.2, are utilized for this
purpose. The recognition results produced using these datasets are
not only comparable to related experiments utilizing other automatic
classification setups, but also to human perception experiments.

99
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The following sections are organized as follows: first in Section 5.1.1
some of the prominent related work is introduced and discussed and
Section 5.1.2 shows a fusion approach exploring the capabilities of
different independent audio-based feature sets for the classification
of expressive audio clips. The results are compared to related work
and the capabilities of human perception in the specific tasks.
However, these basic emotion classification experiments have several
drawbacks and shortcomings which need to be overcome in order to
succeed in leaping from the laboratory conditions to the real world
applications. These issues will be discussed in Section 5.1.3, which
concludes the exploration for suitable classifiers and features to solve
these basic affective computing tasks.

5.1.1 Related Work

While searching for suitable classifiers and feature sets, several dif-
ferent approaches towards the classification of acted emotional ex-
pressions from audio and video have been conducted in the literature
especially on the standard German dataset EmoDB.
For example in Vlasenko et al. (2007) frame- and turn-level classi-
fication approaches are compared with each other. Frame-level in
this case means, that short audio segments (25ms in length) of the
recorded utterances are used to estimate the portrayed emotions
using GMM. However, the single frame-wise decisions are again com-
bined to form a turn-level or utterance based decision summing the
likelihoods of each frame-wise decision. Using this majority vote-like
approach and MFCC features an accuracy of 77.1% is reached af-
ter identifying the optimal number of mixtures for the GMM before-
hand. The turn-level approach, utilizing manifold features comprising
pitch, energy, MFCC, formants etc. and several statistical functionals
of them, such as mean, maximum, and standard deviation, performs
slightly worse and yields 74.9% accuracy. After speaker normaliza-
tion and feature selection the result improves to 83.2%. Further the
combination of both frame- and turn-level approaches reaches an ac-
curacy of 89.9%. However, as Vlasenko et al. (2007) remain unclear
about the usage of validation sets for the optimization of the number
of mixtures, speaker normalization, and feature selection the reported
performance might be overestimated.
On the same set including all seven emotional categories in EmoDB,
Wagner et al. (2007) thoroughly analyze and compare HMM and SVM
using MFCC and energy based features. It is shown that HMM clearly
outperform SVM on a word level analysis (36.6% accuracy for SVM
vs. 48.6% accuracy for HMM), whereas on an utterance basis it is the
other way around, with 73.3% accuracy for SVM and 69.5% accuracy
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for HMM. Slightly improved results (i.e. 77.4% accuracy), using similar
features with additional pitch statistics and a correlation based fea-
ture selection (Hall and Smith, 1998), are achieved in Vogt and André
(2005).
In Schwenker et al. (2009), we conduct an analysis using the SVM
GMM supervector approach (compare Section 4.2.3) and utilizing PLP
and ModSpec features, achieving similar accuracies. The approach
yields a classification performance of 79.0% on the seven available
emotion categories, which is comparable to the result of the human
perception test reported in Section 2.2.1 with 84% accuracy.
Reduced sets of emotion categories with different collections of
acted emotions are also subject to scientific investigation, e.g. in Lee
et al. (2004) four different emotions, namely anger, happiness, sad-
ness, and neutral, are classified. Using HMM on phoneme basis with
speech recognition typical features, an accuracy of 76.1% is achieved,
whereas a human perception test only yielded 68.3% accuracy.
In Dellaert et al. (1996) four emotions, namely happiness, anger, fear,
and sadness, were classified using a collection of k-nearest neighbor
experts (with k = 11) on different feature subsets. The whole feature
set comprised f0 and speaking rate1 related statistics. Additionally,
cubic splines were fit to the voiced parts of the speech signal and
their parameters are used as features. Utilizing a majority vote fusion
a classification accuracy of 79.5% could be achieved after finding an
optimal set of experts as well as an optimal subset of features for
each expert. Again no further details on the usage of validation sets
is given in Dellaert et al. (1996) and therefore the results might as well
be biased.
Further, in Scherer et al. (2008c) it is investigated how ESN may be
suitable classifiers for the detection of angry and neutral speech in
continuous expressive speech. A frame-wise (200ms) accuracy for
the two class problem of 85.0% could be achieved, while concatenat-
ing angry and neutral utterances taken from EmoDB. In an additional
experiment the ESN also prove to be stable classifiers in cases of
added noise.

5.1.2 Multiple Feature Set Classifier Fusion for Emotion
Classification

In the following, two reference experiments with two acted emotional
datasets, namely WaSeP and EmoDB, are introduced and discussed.

1Calculated as the reciprocal of the mean length of the voiced elements within an
utterance.
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Figure 5.1: Schematic overview of the multiple feature set classification of
crisp emotions. The alignment of dynamic and static features
is achieved by HMM encodings of dynamic features. Encodings
and static features are used for classification in one against one
F2SVM. The fuzzy outputs of the classifiers are combined in a
decision level fusion step.

Both experiments serve the purpose of investigating suitable features
for the classification of expressive speech data. The datasets include
five2 and six3 basic emotions, additionally neutral is included as a tar-
get class. The approach, explained in detail in Section 5.1.2.1, utilizes
eight different sets of audio features (compare sections 3.2 and 3.3).
The feature sets comprise the dynamic features MFCC, their deriva-
tive (∆MFCC), PLP, ModSpec, and voice quality. The static sets, f0,
energy (i.e. statistics on the waveform directly), and periodicity fea-
tures (i.e. autocorrelation measure), include several statistics on the
signal and the first derivative (e.g. mean, standard deviation, median,
first and third quartile over a whole clip). Each feature set as well as
their combination are investigated in the approach. The combination
of the feature sets should in turn be able to yield improvements for
the classification if the sets are sufficiently diverse, by compensating
for the respective confusions. The results of the approach are listed
in Section 5.1.2.2 and discussed in Section 5.1.2.3.

2The WaSeP dataset includes: fear, disgust, happiness, sadness, and anger.
3The EmoDB dataset includes: fear, disgust, happiness, sadness, anger, and bore-

dom.
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5.1.2.1 Approach

As short expressive clips of varying lengths in different emotional
categories are evaluated in the following, using dynamic features ex-
tracted on short segments of speech (usually around 32ms windows),
as well as static features (one set of features per clip), we need to align
the extracted features to have the same lengths. In this experiment
HMM, as in Bicego et al. (2003), are used to encode the sequential
data to have a fixed number of dimensions, regardless of clip lengths.
These encoded feature sets are then in a further step used to train
feature set specific F2SVM, which are combined to form a joint deci-
sion in a fusion step. Figure 5.1 shows a schematic overview of the
architecture.
To achieve the alignment of the features we train a reference set of
HMM M = {M1, ...,MR}, with R denoting the number of reference
models, with respective reference observations X = {X1, ..., XR}, that
are not considered for training or testing the F 2SVM. All the remaining
observations (X̃ = {X̃1, ..., X̃N}) in the dataset are then transformed to
be represented by a single R-dimensional point in the new reference
space by calculating their log-likelihood with respect to the trained
reference HMM:

D(X̃j) =
1

Tj
·


logP (X̃j |M1)

logP (X̃j |M2)
...

logP (X̃j |MR)

 , ∀j = 1, ..., N, (5.1)

where T represents the length of the observation sequence X̃j , N the
number of samples, and log P (X̃j |Mi), ∀i = 1, ..., R the log-likelihood
of reference model Mi calculated according to Section 4.4.1.

5.1.2.2 Experiments and Results

The experiments were carried out on the two reference datasets
WaSeP and EmoDB, introduced in sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2. For each
of the datasets two reference models for each emotional category
were trained as reference HMM. Hence, R = 12 for the WaSeP dataset
experiments and R = 14 for the ones of EmoDB. Every HMM is ini-
tialized randomly with two states and with two GMM per state, which
empirically proved to be a good tradeoff between speed and accu-
racy. For each of the HMM five randomly chosen samples of the
corresponding emotional category were used to train the HMM, and
discarded for the subsequent F2SVM training and testing.
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Figure 5.2: Confusion matrices of the classification experiment for the
WaSeP dataset. Ten fold cross validations with a 90% training
and 10% test dataset split for the evaluation of SVM were con-
ducted. The matrices are ordered in descending order of accu-
racy starting with the fusion of all independent feature sets. Each
row sums up to one as they represent the actual label whereas
the columns (following the same order from left to right as the
rows from top to bottom) represent the output of the classifier.
Warm colors (red) represent high values and cold colors (blue)
low values respectively. The color bar to the right shows the
coding.

With the remainder of the samples for each dataset separately stan-
dard ten fold cross validation experiments were conducted with a 90%
training and 10% testing split. As introduced in Section 4.2.1.2 one
against one F2SVM were trained for each of the feature sets sepa-
rately. The obtained fuzzy outputs of the different feature set SVM
were then combined to form a joint decision. In the following the
results for the two datasets are listed separately.
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Table 5.1: Confusion matrix for the multiplication fusion of the WaSeP
dataset evaluation over a ten fold cross validation. Each row sums
up to one as they represent the actual label whereas the columns
represent the output of the classifier. Bold numbers represent the
accuracy of the respective emotion. The capital letters for each
column are the respective starting letters of the corresponding
emotion.

F D H N S A
Fear 0.80 0.03 0.08 0.01 0.02 0.06
Disgust 0.01 0.88 0.05 0.00 0.04 0.03
Happiness 0.08 0.02 0.71 0.12 0.04 0.03
Neutral 0.00 0.01 0.16 0.82 0.01 0.00
Sadness 0.02 0.00 0.03 0.01 0.95 0.00
Anger 0.01 0.07 0.02 0.03 0.00 0.86

Table 5.2: This table shows the F1 measures as in Equation 5.2 with the cor-
responding precision and recall of the single emotional categories
for the multiplication fusion of the WaSeP dataset evaluation over
a ten fold cross validation.

F1 Precision Recall
Fear 0.83 0.86 0.80
Disgust 0.85 0.82 0.88
Happiness 0.70 0.68 0.71
Neutral 0.83 0.84 0.82
Sadness 0.92 0.90 0.95
Anger 0.87 0.89 0.86

WaSeP results The results achieved by the approach for the full
WaSeP dataset are reported in Figure 5.2, where the confusion matri-
ces are color coded for each of the feature sets as well as the fusion
approach. Warm colors (i.e. red) indicate high values and cold colors
(e.g. blue) indicate low values. Hence, red colored squares on the
diagonal and blue elsewhere are desired and indicate good classifi-
cation results. These color codings were chosen, as it is possible to
rapidly spot common confusions between the basic emotional cate-
gories, which shall be discussed in Section 5.1.2.3. As seen in Figure
5.2, the fusion approach performs at an average accuracy rate of
0.84, with only 16% errors. It is highly significantly outperforming the
single best feature set approach, i.e. MFCC, in a paired t-test with
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Table 5.4: Confusion matrix for the multiplication fusion of the EmoDB
dataset evaluation over a ten fold cross validation. Each row sums
up to one as they represent the actual label whereas the columns
represent the output of the classifier. Bold numbers represent the
accuracy of the respective emotion. The capital letters for each
column are the respective starting letters of the corresponding
emotion.

F D H N S A B
Fear 0.77 0.01 0.10 0.01 0.06 0.00 0.05
Disgust 0.10 0.69 0.04 0.04 0.07 0.01 0.05
Happiness 0.08 0.02 0.53 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.33
Neutral 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.80 0.16 0.03 0.00
Sadness 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.06 0.92 0.00 0.00
Anger 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.07 0.89 0.00
Boredom 0.04 0.01 0.14 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.81

p < 0.001. The exact values for this fusion approach are reported
in tables 5.1 and 5.2, as it is outperforming all other approaches.
Happiness is the emotion recognized with the least accuracy at 71%,
whereas sadness is classified almost perfectly at 95% accuracy. The
most confusions found in the matrix are between neutral and happi-
ness (0.16 and 0.12). Table 5.2 additionally reports the corresponding
F1 values calculated as in Equation 5.2, as well as the precision and
recall values for the single emotions.

Table 5.3 reports the F1 values for the single feature sets as well as
the fusion. For the sake of clarity, only a few statistically significant
findings that were prominent in an analysis of variance (ANOVA) test
with the use of the Tukey-Kramer method in order to correct for mul-
tiple comparisons, are reported in the table. Fear (marked with ⋆) for
example is classified best using MFCC features only or the fusion ap-
proach. Both outperform the rest significantly, whereas no significant
difference was found between them. In contrast to that the classifica-
tion rate of disgust (marked as †) is significantly improved using the
fusion as opposed to all other methods. ModSpec and MFCC are the
runners up with no significant difference between them. For sadness
(marked with ‡) the energy feature set is performing best along with
the fusion approach (difference is not significant).

Some additional results on gender specific data subsets (male and
female data only) are found in Appendix B.
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Figure 5.3: Confusion matrices of the classification experiment for the
EmoDB dataset. Ten fold cross validations with a 90% training
and 10% test dataset split for the evaluation of SVM were con-
ducted. The matrices are ordered in descending order of accu-
racy starting with the fusion of all independent feature sets. Each
row sums up to one as they represent the actual label whereas
the columns (following the same order from left to right as the
rows from top to bottom) represent the output of the classifier.
Warm colors (red) represent high values and cold colors (blue)
low values respectively. The color bar to the right shows the
coding.
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Table 5.5: This table shows the F1 measures as in Equation 5.2 with the cor-
responding precision and recall of the single emotional categories
for the multiplication fusion of the EmoDB dataset evaluation over
a ten fold cross validation.

F1 Precision Recall
Fear 0.77 0.76 0.77
Disgust 0.76 0.84 0.69
Happiness 0.56 0.59 0.53
Neutral 0.83 0.88 0.80
Sadness 0.82 0.74 0.92
Anger 0.91 0.93 0.89
Boredom 0.80 0.79 0.81

EmoDB results The confusion matrices for the EmoDB dataset are
again color coded and reported in Figure 5.3. The best result is again
achieved using the fusion method, which is highly significantly out-
performing the best feature set approach, namely MFCC, in a paired
t-test with p < 0.001. Again the exact values for the fusion approach
are listed in tables 5.4 and 5.5 separately. As in the previous WaSeP
results sadness is classified with the highest accuracy rate at 0.92
and happiness with the lowest accuracy rate at 0.53. The strongest
confusion is reported between happiness and boredom at 0.33. The
confusions between neutral and sadness are again quite strong.

Table 5.6 reports the F1 values for the single feature sets as well as the
fusion. Again, only a few significant differences that were prominent
in an analysis of variance (ANOVA) test with the use of the Tukey-
Kramer method are reported. For the emotion fear (marked with ⋆)
the fusion is significantly outperforming all the other single feature
set approaches. MFCC and f0 are significantly better than the other
feature sets, but do not vary significantly between each other. For
the emotion happiness (marked with †) the result of the MFCC ap-
proach could not be significantly improved by the fusion of all the
feature sets. Further, the emotion sadness (marked with ‡) was well
classified using ∆MFCC features (statistically outperforming all other
single feature sets) as a single set. The best performance, however,
was again achieved using the fusion approach, which is statistically
significantly outperforming the ∆MFCC only approach.
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5.1.2.3 Discussion

Overall the classification accuracies achieved in this experiment are
in line with the findings in the literature as similar results are reported
(see Section 5.1.1). In the following some highlights and detailed anal-
ysis of the results are provided.
First and foremost the color coded confusion matrices (Figures 5.2
and 5.3) show clear improvements for the fusion approaches (i.e.
warm colors on the diagonal). It seems that most of the confusions
of the single feature set approaches are possible to be compensated
for. The matrices also reveal weak spots such as happiness for both
datasets. Especially in Figure 5.3 the confusions of happiness with
boredom become quite clear in the fusion matrix. Unfortunately it
seems that this confusion with boredom is common to almost all the
feature sets, which makes it more difficult to compensate. Other con-
fusions such as those between sadness and neutral for the EmoDB
database are common to a few feature sets (i.e. MFCC, PLP, Mod-
Spec, and somewhat periodicity features), but in the fusion approach
sadness becomes the best classified emotion and mainly the confu-
sions of neutral data with sadness remain (compare Table 5.4).
In tables 5.3 and 5.6 various features reveal expertise for classifying
one or two emotions, such as energy based features seem to work well
for the WaSeP dataset to classify sadness, whereas all other emotions
do not seem to be classified that well. Unfortunately this finding does
not hold for the EmoDB dataset, which could be a result of the explic-
itly mentioned loudness compensations4 while recording (Burkhardt
et al., 2005). It further turns out that energy is the least accurate
single feature set (compare Figure 5.3).
As reported in Table 5.5 the recall for sadness is quite high as opposed
to its precision (0.92 recall vs. 0.74 precision) indicating that sadness
attracts quite some of the confusions, which is confirmed in Table 5.4.
Additionally, the confusion matrices in tables 2.2 and 2.3 allow for a
comparison between the machine performance and the human per-
ception capabilities. A first glance at them shows that human and ma-
chine performances are quite similar on an overall scale. The average
scores for both datasets are quite similar (Overall accuracy EmoDB
84% human performance vs. 77% fusion approach; WaSeP 78% hu-
man performance vs. 84% fusion approach), however, there are a few
patterns that seem to diverge quite strongly. Glancing at the WaSeP
dataset (compare tables 2.3 and 5.1) for example reveals, that a lot of
human perception errors are due to votes for the class neutral. This
suggests that human judges often chose neutral as the perceived cat-

4Actors were asked to refrain from using loud or silent voices to convey emotions.
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egory, when they are in doubt or couldn't identify the emotion clearly.
The automatic classification, however, does not make this decision 5.
For the results of the WaSeP dataset happiness attracts most of the
errors.
It is seen that happiness is badly recognized in both automatic clas-
sification experiments. For the human perception tests this finding is
not confirmed. Some findings in the literature, however, reinforce this
finding, as in Scherer et al. (2001), where happiness only reached an
accuracy of 48%. In Wendt (2007) it is also reported that the recog-
nition performance of humans with respect to the male recordings of
happiness is as low as 66%, with the main confusions towards neutral
speech, which is in line with the automatic classification in Table 5.1.
The best recognized emotion in the human perception experiments
is anger (WaSeP 94% and EmoDB 96%). The automatic classification
approaches do not reach such high levels of accuracy (WaSeP 87%
and EmoDB 89%), but still perform remarkably well. The automatic
approaches reach great performances for sad expressions, which hu-
mans seem to confuse quite frequently for both datasets. For the
emotion sadness, in Wendt (2007) a gender difference is reported,
as the female sad expressions are only recognized at an accuracy of
65% and mostly confused with neutral.
In accordance to Van Bezooyen (1984) and Scherer et al. (1991), the
least recalled emotion in the human perception tests of the WaSeP
dataset is disgust. It is also among the worst in EmoDB, only second
to sadness. This effect was initially present in the experiments with
standard features. The introduction of the periodicity features, that
have a high F1 value and accuracy for disgust, yielded an improvement
on the fusion rates of about 20%, as seen in Table 5.3. This type of
features capture the length of syllables, and vowels as they represent
statistics on periodic (i.e. mostly vowels) parts of the audio signal. A
statistical analysis of the lengths of the pseudo words recorded for
the WaSeP corpus revealed a significant increase for the recordings
of disgust, which we tried to utilize for the automatic classification.
To sum up, the type of confusions by humans and the automatic ap-
proaches are quite diverse. This finding could be a result of the fact,
that the emotional categories bear meaning for the human judges.
Additionally, everybody has a concept in mind that either is fulfilled by
the actor or not. Therefore, the reasons for picking a wrong category
do not entirely depend on the similarity between recordings within the
corpus (as it is for the machine), but rather between the expectations
and the concept of the human judge and the recordings presented.

5Partly of course since neutral as a category does not bear any meaning to the
machine.
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Nonetheless, it is important to compare these performances in order
to prevent jumping to conclusions and making false assumptions.

5.1.3 Shortcomings of the Basic Classification Approach

Leaping from the laboratory conditions, that are present while gather-
ing and investigating acted expressive clips, to the real world requires
suitable classifiers, and representative features. Basic classification
approaches, analyzing acted emotional data, which is biased with re-
spect to the interpretation of the actor (see Section 2), help to under-
stand the features bearing information about the expressed affective
state as well as to identify suitable classifiers. However, their benefit
is limited. Firstly, clips are often recorded in only a single modality
as in Burkhardt et al. (2005). As it is stated in Picard (2000) and
Scherer et al. (2009e) (and by many others (Beale and Peter, 2008;
Douglas-Cowie et al., 2007)) realistic emotional expressions are in-
herently multimodal and more subtle as in prototypically portrayed
recordings (Strauss et al., 2008b). Another issue is the interplay of
emotion, mood, personality, and of course the personal goals while
interacting with interlocutors (i.e. fellow humans or machines), influ-
encing the expressions and interpretation of situations leading to af-
fective states (Oatley et al., 2006; Ortony et al., 1988). This interplay,
however, is mostly ignored within the analysis of basic classification
approaches and further biases the approach.
Furthermore, the on- and offsets of the emotional state or subject dis-
position towards a machine is not known beforehand. This requires
sequential approaches to extract features as well as sequential clas-
sifiers, e.g. HMM or ESN, instead of the ones often used for the anal-
ysis of expressive clips. In Scherer et al. (2008c) and Scherer et al.
(2008b) for example ESN were investigated to classify emotion in a
sequential input.
One of the most important issues, however, is the lack of knowledge
about relevant affective states or user dispositions in HCI. Basic emo-
tions such as the big six (Ekman, 1993; Keltner et al., 2003) hardly
ever occur in natural HCI. Therefore, the analysis of spontaneous
and naturalistic conversations and the layered annotation approaches
as introduced in Scherer et al. (2009e) (also see sections 2.3.1 and
2.3.1.4) are of great value. With this layered annotation approach,
it is possible to identify high level features, that are proven to carry
important information about the subject state, such as laughter (see
Table 2.12), conversational dynamics (Egger et al., 2010; Campbell
and Scherer, 2010) (see Table 2.10), the focus of attention (Strauss
et al., 2010) (see Table 2.9), the type of utterance or listening behavior
(see Table 2.11), and the importance of voice quality to identify the
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speaker's affective state (Kane et al., 2010b; Gobl et al., 2002; Ryan
et al., 2003). Therefore, we investigate the possibility and capability
of sequential and non-sequential classifiers to identify such high level
features within naturalistic, multiparty, and multimodal recordings in
sections 5.2 and 5.36.

5.2 Laughter Detection in Natural Discourses

This experiment aims towards spotting laughter in naturalistic multi-
party conversations, since it is an important paralinguistic dialog el-
ement (Knox and Mirghafori, 2007; Truong and Van Leeuwen, 2005;
Kennedy and Ellis, 2004; Laskowski, 2008). Unobtrusive audiovisual
recording devices and three distinct classification approaches are
evaluated and compared in the following.
Laughter is acoustically highly variable and is expressed in many
forms, such as giggles, exhaled or inhaled laughs, or even snort like
laughter exist. Therefore, it is suspected, that laughs are difficult to
model and to detect (Campbell et al., 2005; Truong and Van Leeuwen,
2007b). Similar findings are discussed in Laskowski (2009), where
voiced and unvoiced laughs were explicitly modeled in separate GMM
in order to improve the accuracy of the approach.
Specifically, the challenges of spotting laughter in naturalistic conver-
sations include the finding of on- and offsets or at least the frequency
and occurrences of laughter in the discourse by online classification
approaches. Offline approaches, with known segmentations, are only
useful if recordings are annotated beforehand, which won't be the
case in real-world applications. Further, the discrimination of speech,
silence and laughs poses difficulties as well as the variability of uttered
laughs. However, the repetitive structure of laugh bursts (typically
sequences of laugh syllables) might be a good starting point for the
spotting. In the following we review a part of the manifold scientific
literature considering laughter detection and classification.
Modeling and detecting laughter in natural discourses has been the
topic of comparable research: in Kennedy and Ellis (2004) one sec-
ond short segments of audio data are considered. For each of these
segments the decision whether one of the speakers laughed or not,
is being made using MFCC and SVM. A correct acceptance of 87%
and a false alarm rate of 13% was achieved with the approach. One
of the obvious disadvantages of this approach is that pre-annotated
selected segments of one second in length are used and therefore

6Further, high level features such as the analysis of conversational dynamics are
found in Egger et al. (2010), Campbell and Scherer (2010), and Scherer et al. (2008a).
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no accurate on- and offsets of the laughs can be detected. This ex-
periment tries to overcome this disadvantage by detecting laughs in
an online approach using RNN.

Truong and Van Leeuwen (2005), Truong and Van Leeuwen (2007a),
and Truong and Van Leeuwen (2007b) recognized laughter in previ-
ously segmented audio data of different lengths taken from a manu-
ally labeled meeting corpus containing data from close head mounted
microphones. They used pitch, ModSpec, PLP and energy related fea-
tures in order to train GMM. They achieved an equal error rate (EER)
of 13.4% using PLP features on pre-segmented audio samples of an
average length of 2 seconds for laughter and 2.2 seconds for speech.
In their second approach Truong and Van Leeuwen (2007b) extracted
PLP features from 32 ms windows every 16 ms using three GMM for
modeling laughter, speech, and silence. Silence was included since
it was a major part of their data. On segmenting the whole meet-
ing an EER of 10.9% was achieved. In a further approach they al-
lowed for a very accurate detection of laugh on- and offsets every
16 ms. However, the approach does not consider the average length
of a so called laughter syllable, mentioned in the work of Knox and
Mirghafori (2007), of around 200 ms since only 32 ms of speech are
considered for each decision. These laughter syllables are repeated
in a typical laugh burst and it is believed that these repetitive syllables
and their features are a good representation of laughs. This issue is
approached in this experiment using audio features extracted over
speech segments corresponding to the average length of a laughter
syllable with a window shift of 20 ms leading to a theoretical on- and
offset accuracy of 20 ms (compare Section 3.2.4).

In Knox and Mirghafori (2007) the same data set as in Truong and
Van Leeuwen (2005) and Truong and Van Leeuwen (2007b) was used
for laughter detection. After narrowing down the sample rate of their
feature extractor to a frequency of 100 Hz (a frame every 10 ms) a
standard multi layer perceptron (MLP) with one hidden layer was used
for classification. The input to the MLP was updated every 10 ms,
however, the input feature vector provided context to the decision by
considering 750 ms including the 37 preceding and following frames
of the current frame, for which the decision is computed by the MLP.
The extracted features include MFCC and PLP. Using this approach
an EER of 7.9% was achieved.

Some interesting work has been presented recently in Laskowski
(2009) where naturalistic meetings available as the ICSI Meeting Cor-
pus (Janin et al., 2003) were analyzed. For the approach HMM were
utilized in order to distinguish four different states namely speech,
silence, and voiced as well as unvoiced laughter. For the task 41 fea-
tures were extracted each 100 ms comprising MFCC features and
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their first and second order differences. For each of the categories
a GMM with 64 components was used to model the data. The overall
performance in the final experiment reached an accuracy of around
90% with a precision of 0.45 for voiced laughter. The goal in this
work, however, was to detect emotion-bearing laughter with a mini-
mum length of 2.5 seconds in order to predict the states of the par-
ticipants.
Furthermore, recent research activity has been put into the investi-
gation of audiovisual laughter recognition (Petridis and Pantic, 2009),
where neural networks were employed to distinguish between voiced
and unvoiced laughter, as well as speech. The data, comprising pre-
segmented laughs and utterances of a minimal length of 450 ms and
selected laughs satisfying the criterion that a lay person would per-
ceive the laugh as a laugh, was partly self recorded as well as taken
from the AMI corpus (Carletta et al., 2005). Individual recordings of
audio and video for each subject was available in the study. The ex-
tracted audio features included MFCC features, as well as pitch and
energy features. The fine grained visual features relied on the rela-
tions between 20 manually initialized corners and extremities in the
face, that were then automatically tracked using a particle filter. The
experiments resulted in accuracies of 88.2% in the two class prob-
lem (laugh vs. speech), with an F1 score of 0.88, and 74.7% accuracy
in the three class problem (voiced laughter vs. unvoiced laughter
vs. speech). With F1 scores of 0.67 for unvoiced laughters, 0.70 for
voiced laughter, and 0.88 for speech. Unfortunately, no information
on classification rates of the single modalities were given. Further-
more, the precise video features required manual initialization which
renders the approach only marginally useful in online applications. In
contrast to that, we only extract coarse features from the video, that
can be tracked and extracted without manual initialization from the
panoramic video available due to our experimental setup, see Section
5.2.1.
Another multimodal approach using audiovisual data is described in
Akinori et al. (2005), where two separate frame-by-frame approaches
are used to detect laughter using audiovisual information. The video
classification is based on six basic features describing the form of the
lips and the cheeks. The features are extracted based on a basic face
detection utilizing the skin color. The eyes are detected calculating
the center of gravity for the upper left respectively upper right quad-
rant of the face. In a further step candidates for the nose as well as
the lips are detected using an edge detector. Then a linear discrimi-
nant analysis is used to distinguish laughing faces from normal faces
on a frame-wise basis. For the audio data a standard GMM approach
is used to model speech and laughter using MFCC and ∆MFCC fea-
tures. The outputs of the two classifiers is then combined in a fusion
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layer by using the logical AND, i.e. a laugh is only present if a detected
laugh in the video coincides with a detected laugh in the audio modal-
ity. Using this approach recall and precision rates of around 0.7 are
achieved improving the results of the single modalities significantly.
In the available videos only the face of one speaker is visible enabling
approaches like skin color detection and smile detection, which is un-
fortunately not as realistic and natural as the panoramic view of a
scene that is investigated in this experiment. But apart from the nat-
uralness of the data the approaches are very much alike.
In the current work we examine different approaches to recognize
laughter in a meeting corpus (Campbell, 2008), comprising analysis of
audio and video data. Therefore, a set of different methods has been
evaluated to cover state-of-the-art and relatively novel approaches. In
the first approach ESN (Jaeger and Haas, 2004), that are sensitive to
the sequential characteristics of presented features, are used. ESN
are utilized in many different tasks, but one of the most striking ad-
vantages is their rapid adaptation due to the direct pseudo inverse
training approach (see Section 4.3). Apart from the unimodal ESN,
we investigate a multimodal approach incorporating the video data
containing primary features, such as head and body movement.
Secondly, we investigate complex standard multimodal HMM ap-
proaches, which also fully utilize the sequential characteristics of the
data, in offline and online laughter detection experiments. HMM are
known for their versatile applicability, however, they are complex and
computationally more expensive to train and adapt (see Section 4.4).
The third approach is using so called GMM supervectors ( Zhao et al.,
2008; Campbell et al., 2006b,a) as input for a standard SVM classi-
fier (Schölkopf and Smola, 2001). The supervectors are derived as
adaptations of a statistical UBM (see Section 4.2.3).
All three methods were investigated using different modalities, namely
ModSpec (compare Section 3.2.4) from the audio channel and coarse
movement features from the video channel. ModSpec features are
extracted every 20 ms (i.e. 50 Hz sample rate) and comprise data
of 200 ms in order to be able to give accurate on- and offset posi-
tions of laughs, but also to comprise about an entire "laughter sylla-
ble" in one frame (Knox and Mirghafori, 2007). Video features based
on the movement have been extracted with a sample rate of 10 Hz,
as further described in Section 5.2.1. Further, multimodal approaches
were examined by combining decisions based on the individual modal-
ities. Additionally, we investigated another classical feature ( Herman-
sky et al., 1985, 1992), namely PLP (see Section 3.2.3) in the HMM
and SVM approaches. The complexity for the ESN approach, how-
ever, would have exploded using such a high dimensional input (21
spectral features per frame) with a sample rate of 100Hz.
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Figure 5.4: Schematic outline of the video feature extraction algorithm. Sin-
gle boxes depict intermediate steps such as block-matching al-
gorithms, Viola-Jones face detection, or pruning. First the circu-
lar image is rectified and faces are detected within the rectified
image. The result of the detection algorithm is then pruned by
eliminating false positives violating certain constraints and over-
laps. Due to the frame based Viola-Jones approach, tracking is
performed to fill gaps using a block-matching algorithm. And in a
final step the features, namely movement of the face and activity
in face and body, are extracted.

Comparing these three different approaches is one of the foci of the
present work. Therefore, accuracies of the detection of laughs in nat-
uralistic conversations will be compared in offline and online experi-
ments as well as the architectures and possible fields of application 7.
Another main goal of this work is to provide a classification approach
that is only relying on unobtrusive recording gear, namely a centrally
placed microphone and an unobtrusive 360 degrees panoramic cam-
era, since it is particularly important to provide a natural environment
for unbiased communication (Campbell, 2007a). The importance of
the issue of biased subject behavior is further investigated and em-
phasized in experiments researching implied social presence with eye
trackers influencing the looking behavior of subjects (Risko and King-
stone, 2010). However, constraining ourselves to unobtrusive record-
ing devices only allows the extraction and analysis of basic features,
which in turn could impair the detection accuracy of the approach.

5.2.1 Video Based Features: Movement of Face and
Body

The video features are extracted from 360 degree recordings (com-
pare Section 2.3.2.2) of a centrally placed camera and the extraction
of the video features is described in more detail in Douxchamps and
Campbell (2007). However, a short overview of the algorithm is given
in the following. The circular images are rectified using the linear
sub-pixel resampling method before the face detection algorithm is

7Note that offline experiments refer to short clip classification with known on- and
offsets for laughs and utterances. An offline experiment is, however, not feasible while
using ESN due to the necessary initialization phase.
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applied. As it can be seen in Figure 2.19 only objects that are posi-
tioned towards the top of the image are deformed, but faces and bod-
ies of the participants are almost undistorted. Straight ceiling lamps,
for example, result in curved lamps, but faces stay proportional. It is
clear that this additional imperfect, but necessary, processing step is
a compromise taken due to the wish for unobtrusive recording de-
vices. A camera recording each face separately would result in much
more detailed features, but the behavior of the participants might be
biased due to the presence of intimidating cameras.
Adequate reconstructions of the faces are crucial in this step to
ensure proper accuracy in the following Viola-Jones face detection
steps. In order to simplify the approach the standard Haar cascades
provided with OpenCV8 to detect the most important target patterns
available in the data, namely profile and frontal faces, are used. Next,
the detected regions are pruned of false positives and largely over-
lapping faces. Pruning is applied if falsely detected faces are violat-
ing constraints such as size or location of false positives. For the last
step, in order to ensure the continuous detection of the faces, a basic
tracking algorithm was implemented, since the Viola-Jones algorithm
is frame-based and does not take previous frames into account for
the resulting hypothesis. If a detected face region overlaps largely
with a detected region of the previous frame no further tracking has
to be done. However, if one of the faces could not be detected via
Viola-Jones from one frame to the other a block-matching algorithm,
limited to a compact region surrounding the previous region, is utilized
to close the gap.
The final sample rate of the face tracking using the Viola-Jones ap-
proach is 10 Hz and the provided data comprises coordinates of the
faces at each frame composed by the exact pixel position of the top
left corner and the bottom right corner of the surrounding box as
seen in Figure 2.19. However, since motion artifacts are pretty com-
mon using Viola-Jones the movement is not extracted from the de-
tected face regions, but by a similar block-matching algorithm as used
for tracking. The coordinates are highly dependent on the distance
of the person to the camera and therefore relative movement data
of the face and body were taken as input to the classifiers. For each
detected face a value representing the relative movement within one
person's face and a value representing the movement located below
the face, i.e. the body and gestures, was used as input for the ap-
proaches. The values were normalized to a mean value of 0 and a
standard deviation of 1. Therefore, the movement is within the range
of [−1, 1] for each tracked face and body individually resulting in a fea-
ture vector of eight dimensions. These activity measures could be in-

8http://opencv.willowgarage.com/
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terpreted as gestural and facial activity for each person. A schematic
overview of the mentioned steps is shown in Figure 5.4.

5.2.2 Experiments and Results

In the following the experiments and results achieved, while analyz-
ing the recordings R1 and R2 (compare Section 2.3.2.2), are reported.
Further, the classifier setups follow the descriptions for SVM in Sec-
tion 4.2, for HMM in Section 4.4, and for ESN in Section 4.3. The
extracted audio features ModSpec are described in Section 3.2.4 and
the PLP features in Section 3.2.3. The video based features are de-
scribed in Section 5.2.1.
For each experiment a standard ten fold cross validation has been
conducted. A randomly chosen tenth of the pool of data is excluded
from training in each fold of the offline experiments. For the online
experiments in which all the dialog data is presented sequentially one
continuous tenth of the conversations is cut from the recordings and
used for testing.
Apart from simple accuracies for the offline and online classification
experiments, it is necessary, due to the skewed distribution of the
target and background class9, to introduce a second performance
measure, i.e. the F1 score. If a "spike"10 in the output is found within
the bounds of an utterance, which is containing a laugh, we count
this output as a hit. If a spike is outside the bounds of any labeled
laugh it is counted as a false alarm, and if no spike is present within
the boundaries it is a miss. Using these three values it is now possi-
ble to quantify the detection abilities of the approaches using the F1

measure
F1 = 2 · P ·R

P +R
, (5.2)

where P denotes the precision (ratio of hits to all hits and false alarms)
and R the recall (ratio of hits to all laughs in the set) of the approach.
Table 5.7 summarizes all the important results.

5.2.2.1 Echo State Network Results

The ESN architecture, only investigated in the online experiments, is
taking advantage of the features' sequential characteristics as well
as the conversations' dynamic nature. Since the ESN requires some
time to compensate the initialization, it is not feasible to utilize ESN in
an offline experiment, where only short segments are presented one

9Utterances are more frequent than laughs.
10As seen in some of the figures in the discussion of the paper (Section 5.2.3).
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Table 5.7: Classification results (in % error) of the offline (pre-segmented
laughs and utterances) and the online experiments. Further, the
F1 scores, with precision (P) and recall (R), for the online experi-
ments are listed. The features used as inputs for the algorithms
mentioned in sections 3.2 and 5.2.1 are denoted by the abbrevia-
tions in the brackets. SVM, ESN and HMMdenote the employed al-
gorithms explained in Chapter 4. The name extensionMMdenotes
the multimodal fusion approaches as introduced in Section 5.2.2,
the combined modalities are mentioned in the brackets. Due to
the necessary initialization period of the ESN an offline approach
is not feasible. These entries are marked as not available (n/a).

Method (Feature set) Offline Online F1 P R
ESN (ModSpec) n/a 13.4 0.62 0.50 0.81
ESN (Movement) n/a 17.8 0.46 0.38 0.58
ESN MM (ModSpec,Movement) n/a 9.1 0.63 0.52 0.81
HMM (ModSpec) 9.4 6.7 0.68 0.63 0.75
HMM (Movement) 30.2 26.8 0.56 0.42 0.85
HMM (PLP) 10.1 6.8 0.70 0.66 0.75
HMM MM (ModSpec,Movement) 8.2 7.4 0.62 0.59 0.65
HMM MM (PLP,Movement) 7.3 7.3 0.69 0.67 0.71
HMM MM (ModSpec,PLP) 6.5 6.5 0.72 0.64 0.80
HMM MM (ModSpec,Movement,PLP) 6.3 7.1 0.69 0.70 0.68
SVM (ModSpec) 4.1 7.6 0.48 0.93 0.32
SVM (PLP) 7.0 8.1 0.44 0.53 0.38
SVM MM (ModSpec,PLP) 3.7 7.2 0.38 0.95 0.24

at a time. The used ESN consists of a dynamic reservoir comprising
1500 neurons. The probability for a connection between neurons mi

and mj within the reservoir is set to 2%. The spectral width α is set
to 0.15.

The ESN was trained on speech data and pure laughs in order not
to bias it with mixed data. One tenth of the first recording R1 was
kept for testing and the rest including R2 was used for training. The
ESN, in contrast to the SVM utilized in one of the experiments, rec-
ognizes laughter on each frame. Since on- and offsets of utterances
and laughs are only known in offline experiments, the main task of
the online classification is to spot and segment them in a continuous
input. An average misclassification rate on frame-wise decisions of
13.4% was achieved by the ESN using audio data only (ModSpec).
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∑ Post-
processing
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Figure 5.5: Schematic view of the echo state network (ESN) fusion archi-
tecture. Outputs of two separate ESN are weighted according
to their accuracy from single modality experiments and summed
before post processing. The fusion technique used could be sub-
stituted by any other method, e.g. trained methods like decision
templates or other artificial neural networks.

A second unimodal ESN was trained on the available video data. Thus,
a performance of 17.8% of error was achieved.
In order to improve this result further, we constructed a multimodal
approach incorporating the video features as shown in Figure 5.5. By
simply buffering the output of the ESN processing the movement data
for five frames, the sample rates of the features were equalized.
Hence, two separate ESN are trained for the two modalities and form
the core of the fusion architecture, as seen in Figure 5.5. After train-
ing in the test phase, the outputs are added using different weight-
ing for each ESN. It became evident that a weighting of 0.7 for the
audio related ESN and a weight of 0.3 for the movement ESN, cor-
responding to the single performances using only one modality, was
optimal. The overall error decreased from 13.4% (ModSpec) to only
9.1% (ModSpec and movement).
Considering the F1 measures the performance could be increased as
well. It slightly rose from 0.62 to 0.63 by increasing the precision. The
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Figure 5.6: Architecture of the multimodal hidden Markov model (HMM) ap-
proach. Up to three different modalities, two from the audio
channel and one from the video, are merged in the approach. For
each modality the log-likelihood of laughter, utterances respec-
tively, is calculated and summed up in order to have an overall
decision for a given sequence.

ESN solely trained on the video features only achieved an F1 score of
0.46, due to its lower precision and recall.
Unfortunately, PLP features could not be used in the ESN approach
due to the high input dimensionality and the increased sample rate.
The necessary memory in order to calculate the pseudo inverse ex-
ceeds the capacity of machines at our disposal.

5.2.2.2 Hidden Markov Model Results

As already explained in Section 4.4 the HMM used in the task of laugh-
ter and utterance discrimination are based on observations modeled
by GMM. Therefore, it is necessary to determine the optimal number
of hidden states and mixture components according to the applica-
tion and to the size of the training data. Further degrees of freedom
considered are: the type of the model, i.e. left to right or fully con-
nected model, and the characteristics of the covariance matrices of
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Figure 5.7: Window of the HMM in the online experiment. The length of the
window which is shifted over the online data corresponds to the
average length of the laughter and utterance labels of the offline
data. Each of the features have been extracted using a different
sample rate such that the windows cover a varying number of
observations. The results of the HMM of one modality yields a
prediction assumed to occur at the end of the window, marked
with a dashed rectangle.

the GMM. The video and the audio observations have different tem-
poral resolutions, therefore a normalization of the likelihood is applied
before combining the results. The fusion of different modalities and
features is illustrated in Figure 5.6 and has been achieved by summing
the log-likelihoods of the modalities returned from the HMM before
discrimination.
In the offline experiment the parameters yielding optimal results are:
a left to right HMM with eight hidden states, GMM with eight mixture
components and with full covariance matrices. The parameter search
applied clearly favored unrestricted covariances and showed a slight
improvement when utilizing left to right models.
In the unimodal approaches an overall error rate of 9.4% was achieved
for the ModSpec features and 30.2% for the video based features.
Combining both modalities worsened the accuracy, due to the bad
results for the video feature based HMM. Therefore, we decided to
introduce another modality, namely PLP (see Section 3.2.3), to the
fusion. The same features were used in other approaches to the
topic (Truong and Van Leeuwen, 2005, 2007a,b). This secondary au-
dio based modality led to an error rate close to the ModSpec based
HMM, i.e. 10.1% and the fusion of all three modalities rendered the
best results and an error rate of 6.3%. The overall error rate of the full
fusion architecture steadily rendered the best results in comparison
to the other partial fusion architectures, as seen in Table 5.7.
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The parameters for the online experiments are set according to the
previously found offline parameters. The length of the sequences
tested by the HMM is set to the average length of utterances and
laughters, i.e. 1.2 seconds. Figure 5.7 shows the implication of the
different sample frequencies of the modalities on the window size.
Further, the position at the end of the window, for which the prediction
is calculated, is marked in the figure.
Again the audio based feature sets outperformed the video based
HMM. The ModSpec based HMM yielded an error rate of 6.7%, and
the PLP trained HMM 6.8%, whereas the movement based HMM led
to 26.8%. The full fusion architecture, however, is outperformed in
the online experiment by the partial fusion of both the audio feature
sets, which achieved an error rate of 6.5%. The same trend is seen
considering the F1 scores of the HMM. The unimodal HMM (ModSpec
only 0.68; Movement only 0.56; PLP only 0.70) are outperformed by
the partial fusion of the audio feature sets scoring at 0.72, the best
performing online approach in the whole study. The other combina-
tions of modalities score below, as seen in Table 5.7.

5.2.2.3 Gaussian Mixture Model Supervector Results

In order to calculate the GMM supervectors for standard binary SVM
with L2-soft margin penalization (Rossi and Villa, 2006), we generated
a UBM, as described in Section 4.2. The utilized audio recordings have
been processed according to sections 3.2.3 and 3.2.4 in advance. The
data for the UBM consisted of laughs and randomly selected speech
samples of an average length of two seconds. We used 20 mixture
components to derive the supervectors which results in a 160 dimen-
sional vector since the ModSpec features posses eight dimensions.
Respectively the supervectors for the PLP features have 168 dimen-
sions since the PLP features themselves have a dimensionality of 21
and only eight mixture components were adapted.
Using the SVM together with the supervectors for themovement data,
no meaningful results could be achieved. We could not find any pa-
rameter set for the SVM that did not result in a complete attraction
of decisions towards one class. In any case either the class speech
or laughter did attract all the decisions.
During testing, the utterances left in the test set are fed into the
MAP adaptation algorithm in order to get concatenated mean vec-
tors, which are then classified by the trained SVM. The recognition
results, as reported in Table 5.7, yielded an average error over the
ten folds of 4.1% for the SVM based on the ModSpec modality. Fur-
ther, an average error for the PLP modality of 7.0% was achieved.
The fusion of both, done by simply summing the output confidences,
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depending on the distance of the supervector towards the separating
hyperplane, yielded slightly less errors (i.e. 3.7% on average).
For the online experiment, UBM were generated using laughter seg-
ments and randomly selected speech samples for the SVM training.
For testing a window of 1.2 seconds like for the HMMwas shifted over
the whole conversation and passed to the MAP adaptation to gener-
ate the supervectors for the classification. This experiment resulted
as expected in a higher error rate and an average error of 7.6% was
achieved for the ModSpec modality and 8.1% for the PLP modality.
The combination of both modalities led to an average error of 7.2%,
which is slightly below the unimodal approaches.
However, while considering the F1 measure performance dropped
from 0.48 for the ModSpec and 0.44 for the PLP based SVM to only
0.38 for the fusion of both. Using the fusion the precision is slightly
higher at around 0.95.

5.2.3 Discussion

In the offline experiment, the SVM outperformed the sequence anal-
ysis approaches making use of the known on- and offsets of the pre-
segmented laughter and utterances. The SVM produced one decision
per segment with an accuracy of 96.3% while combining the deci-
sions of both audio channels. The video based SVM did not result
in meaningful data, since one class always attracted all the decisions.
This result might be an effect of the removal of temporal dynamics
while generating the supervectors. Further, the coarse video features
might only transport meaningful information while sequences of them
are considered.
In the same experimental setup, the HMM approach yielded around
90% of accuracy for the unimodal audio approaches (ModSpec and
PLP) and around 93% for the multimodal approaches. The best of-
fline result for the HMM approach was achieved by the full fusion
approach, yielding an accuracy of 93.7%. Movement alone resulted
in only 69.8% of accuracy, which is quite low. Unfortunately, as men-
tioned before, an offline approach for the ESN architecture is not
feasible, due to its initialization phase. Offline classification, further,
is of minor relevance for the present study, since it is based on pre-
viously annotated sequences and therefore less suitable in practical
real life applications.
Considering online experiments in which the task is to spot laughs in
a continuous stream of input the ESN and HMM outperformed the
SVM clearly, with respect to the F1 measures. The SVM struggles to
give correct predictions on the 1.2 second segments. F1 scores of
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Figure 5.8: Fusion echo state network (ESN) output after post processing
(ModSpec and movement data). The blue spikes correspond to
the output, blue circles depict hits and red crosses correspond
to human labels. Almost all laughs labeled by humans are hit at
least once with a strong output by the ESN. The fact that not
the whole episodes are detected with strong outputs of the ESN
is strongly due to the human labeling technique, denoting whole
conversational terms as laughter as opposed to laughter only,
which is used for the training of the network.

0.48 for the ModSpec based, 0.44 for the PLP based approach and
0.38 for the combination were achieved. However, the combination
resulted in a very high precision of 0.95. The main reason for the low
F1 scores are the very low recall rates, which are due to the difficulty
to train an SVM on such a skewed dataset.

In contrast to that, the sequence analysis approaches (ESN and HMM)
are not that sensitive to the distribution of the classes, which is seen
in the higher F1 scores. The audio based ESN approach achieved an
F1 score of 0.62, which could further be improved to 0.63 by incor-
porating the less precise video modality.

The highest online performance yielded the partial multimodal HMM
combining the two audio feature sets. An F1 score of 0.72 was
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Figure 5.9: Partial fusion output of the best performing HMM (ModSpec and
PLP). The blue spikes correspond to the output, i.e. the sub-
tracted log likelihood, blue circles depict hits and red crosses
correspond to human labels. Almost all laughs labeled by hu-
mans are hit at least once with a strong output.

achieved in this experiment. It is interesting that the video modal-
ity does not improve the results in the full multimodal case, as on
movement alone the HMM fail to correctly spot laughter. The video
based HMM basically suspected a laugh in most of the segments and
achieved a very high recall, with the tradeoff of a low precision.

In many applications, simply the frequency of the occurrences of
laughs might already be a sufficient indicator for the quality or type
of a conversation. For this kind of laughter spotting task, a high F1

score is a great indicator for the performance. In order to receive a
more intuitive look upon the results we took a closer look at the output
of the approaches and the human annotations. In Figure 5.8, three
parts of the ESN output for the conversation R1 are seen. Manually
annotated laughter labels are indicated by red crosses and the output
of the multimodal ESN is displayed in blue. The same three parts of
the conversation are shown together with the best performing HMM
output in Figure 5.9. Both classifiers clearly peak at most of the an-
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Figure 5.10: Close up look at the echo state network (ESN) output after
post processing (ModSpec and movement data). The blue
spikes correspond to the output, blue circles depict hits and red
crosses correspond to human labels. Human labels often are
longer utterances that contain laughs at the end, as in this snip-
pet for example the second and third laughter segments from
the left are the following utterances with laughter at the end: "I
do not know how how to call you @laugh" and "ota, ota, otaku
no baai wa? @laugh". Where the second turn is in Japanese.
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Figure 5.11: Comparison between the three possible modalities for the echo
state networks (ESN): (a) fusion approach (ModSpec and move-
ment features), (b) speech only (ModSpec) and (c) movement
only. The first chunk of the analyzed conversation R1 is shown
and contains about 8 minutes and 16 seconds of dialog.

notated laughs. Only a few laughs are omitted and some are falsely
inserted.
It is interesting that some labels are quite long, but the ESN for exam-
ple peaks at the end or beginning. Figure 5.10 shows an exemplary
close up view at around 21500 frames on the time axis (abscissa). In
this particular view laughs appear at the end of the laughter labels.
The second and third laughter segments from the left are: "I do not
know how how to call you @laugh" and "ota, ota, otaku no baai wa?
@laugh"11. The ESN here achieves to spike at the correct spot of
the utterance, which would in this particular case even improve the
human annotation.
A comparison of the individual modalities and the multimodal ap-
proaches is seen in figures 5.11, and 5.12. The combined outputs are
more stable in comparison to the unimodal outputs in many cases. In

11Japanese sentence.
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Figure 5.12: Comparison between the seven possible modality combina-
tions, for the hidden Markov model (HMM) approach, in de-
scending order of accuracy: (a) partial fusion approach (PLP,
and ModSpec), (b) speech only (ModSpec), (c) speech only
(PLP), (d) fusion approach (PLP, ModSpec, and movement fea-
tures), (e) partial fusion approach (PLP, and movement fea-
tures), (f) partial fusion approach (ModSpec, and movement
features), and (g) movement features only. The first part of
the analyzed conversation R1 is shown and contains about 8
minutes and 16 seconds of the dialog.
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particular comparably many false alarms are present using movement
features only.

Overall, an SVM is a good tool for the recognition of laughter if the
data is already segmented and labeled accordingly, as the results
show. However, it is not able to perform tasks such as online recog-
nition of laughter or annotating unsegmented data without human
assistance. On the other hand the ESN and HMM approaches (uni-
and multimodal) may be used for labeling data in a bootstrapping ap-
proach or for the online recognition of laughs. Furthermore, they are
capable of recognizing a large portion of laughter as shown in contin-
uous and spontaneous recordings.

As it can be seen from the results, multimodal information does in-
deed improve the spotting and classification of laughs, however, it
is not a straightforward process. One has to carefully choose the
modalities that should be combined, since some, as in the case of the
video features in this study, might even worsen the results.

Most importantly in this study the different modalities cancel out false
alarms, as seen in figures 5.11 and 5.12 and in the precisions listed
in Table 5.7. Unfortunately, the misses of the different modalities are
often the same.

Also, while comparing the results of the ESN and HMM approaches,
similar decisions are produced leading to the assumption that these
laughs are quite difficult to spot for both statistics (compare figures
5.8 and 5.9). Possibly these laughs are not well represented in the
feature space of the current approach and it might be necessary to
utilize further data, e.g. another modality or more recordings, to spot
them. Nonetheless, it is apparent that the multimodal approach does
in fact contribute to the stability and accuracy of the spotting algo-
rithm.

From a technical and computational point of view, the employed clas-
sifiers are all capable of running in real-time after they have been
trained offline. However, the complexity of the training is quite dif-
ferent for the architectures. The ESN can be trained very efficiently
as already mentioned using the direct pseudo inverse approach (see
Section 4.3). As expected, the computationally most expensive ap-
proaches during training are the HMM and SVM, with the GMM adap-
tation, architectures. All in all it would be possible to implement either
the HMM or ESN approach in a real-time application "in the wild", since
the time consuming training may be performed offline and reasonable
F1 scores could be achieved.
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5.2.4 Conclusions

The work presented here and in Scherer et al. (accepted for pub-
lication) investigates the offline and online detection of laughter in
naturalistic conversations. In order to have a benchmark for a realis-
tic application, multiparty natural discourse recordings were used as
data (see Section 2.3.2.2), consisting in total of two videos of around
90 minutes in length. The conversations were not restricted by any
constraints and were therefore as natural as possible, comprising all
sorts of gestures, laughter, and noise sources such as drinking a cup
of coffee or people entering the room. This naturalness of the con-
versation was further supported by unobtrusive recording devices
placed centrally on the table. A 360 degree camera capturing coarse
movements of the upper body halves of the participants and a single
microphone were employed. The participants themselves were not
wired with any close-up microphone nor intimidated by any camera
facing them directly.
This multimodal data was then used in several detection and classifi-
cation experiments including an SVM approach using GMM supervec-
tors, in an ESN approach, and an HMM architecture. Results compa-
rable to related work were achieved. The most accurate architecture
in the experiments for the online spotting of laughs in naturalistic con-
versational data using the features available in the unobtrusive exper-
imental setup turned out to be the HMM approach using two audio
feature sets (ModSpec and PLP features). An accuracy of 93.5% and
an F1 value of 0.72 could be achieved using this approach. As seen in
figures 5.9 and C.2 most of the laughs could be spotted. The second
best performing online approach was the multimodal ESN approach
with an F1 value of 0.63. The SVM outperform the other approaches
in the offline experiments with only 3.7% error, however, they fail to
spot most of the laughter in the online experiments.
Since laughter is an indicator for the positive perception of a dis-
course element, we consider the detection of laughter to be an essen-
tial part in aiming for the goal of measuring the quality and degree of
interaction. Laughter is one of the main features to signal participant
involvement (Laskowski, 2008) as well as an indication for a positive
affective state of the human participant, and therefore invaluable for
the analysis of both human human and human computer interaction.

5.3 Voice Quality Classification

The dynamic use of voice qualities in spoken language can reveal use-
ful information on a speaker's attitude, mood and affective states.
This information may be very desirable for a range of, both input and
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output, speech technology applications. However, voice quality anno-
tation of speech signals may frequently produce far from consistent
labeling. Groups of annotators may disagree on the perceived voice
quality, but whom should one trust or is the truth somewhere in be-
tween? This experiment looks to include voice quality features (see
Section 3.3) as inputs to an F2SVM algorithm (see Section 4.2.1.2),
which should in turn be capable of softly categorizing voice quality
recordings. The F2SVM is compared to standard approaches, that do
not incorporate fuzzy information in order to assess the usefulness
of the information contained in uncertain labeling.
The term voice quality refers to the timbre or coloring of a speaker's
voice. It includes but is not limited to what is perceived by the listener
as pitch and loudness. For an individual speaker their voice quality
is composed of longer term settings of the vocal system combined
with dynamic shifts in the system for communicative purposes ( Laver,
1979; Mackenzie Beck, 2005).
From a speech production point of view it is the mode of phonation,
or manner in which the vocal folds vibrate, that is largely responsible
for producing what is perceived as a person's voice quality ( Laver,
1980). This is what some have called the narrower view of voice qual-
ity (Laver, 1980; Mackenzie Beck, 2005) and indeed for voice quali-
ties on the breathy to tense dimension (i.e. those investigated in the
present experiment), phonation plays a primary role ( Laver, 1980).
However, it is in fact the settings of the entire vocal apparatus that
affect a person's voice quality and for some voice qualities (e.g., whis-
per) there may be no vocal fold vibration and, hence, phonation does
not contribute to the perceived vocal timbre.
Nevertheless, it has been shown in previous studies that developing
feature sets separately for both the source and filter components
can provide better modeling of speech (Krishnamurthy and Childers,
1986). Further, although some voice quality measurements can be
taken directly from the speech waveform (e.g. in Hillenbrand et al.
(1994) and Ishi et al. (2008)), source-based feature sets have been
shown to be crucial in the fine grained modeling of an array of voice
quality types (Gobl and Nı́ Chasaide, 1992).
In order to separate the impact of the vocal tract from the speech
signal, researchers usually apply knowledge from the acoustic theory
of speech production (Fant, 1960). The theory, which provides a sim-
plified model of the speech production process regards the speech
signal S(z) (in the z-domain), as the end result of a linear combina-
tion of the glottal flow, G(z), with the vocal tract filter, V (z), and lip
radiation L(z) (see Equation 5.3).

S(z) = G(z)V (z)L(z) (5.3)
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The vocal tract filter can be described using an all pole model by
considering it to be a combined set of lossless tubes (Markel and
Gray, 1982). If such an all pole vocal tract model can be derived this
can facilitate the design of an all-zero filter to be used for removing
the effect of the vocal tract from the speech signal. The lip radiation
component is typically modeled as a first order differentiator, however,
as it can be convenient to work with the differentiated glottal flow
signal (G′(z) in Equation 5.4) no further compensation needs to be
applied. Indeed in the present work we will refer to the differentiated
glottal flow signal as the glottal source signal.

G′(z) =
S(z)

V (z)
(5.4)

However, as neither the glottal flow nor the vocal tract components
are directly observable and as both components vary dynamically in
running speech this inverse filtering operation is known to be prob-
lematic. Algorithms have been developed to tackle this inverse filter-
ing problem using different approaches (e.g., closed-phase methods
(Alku et al., 2009), phase based methods (Drugman et al., 2009), iter-
ative methods (Alku et al., 1992)). Despite the attention this problem
has received from the research community it is yet to be considered a
solved problem and most methods produce incomplete formant can-
cellation when analyzing running speech and non-modal voice quali-
ties.
The next step involves applying a set of parameters to describe the
perceptually important aspects of the pulses of the glottal source sig-
nal. A problem at this stage is the requirement of strictly maintained
recording conditions (Walker and Murphy, 2007). Some of these re-
quirements include the use of a microphone with a flat frequency
response down to at least f0 (Svec et al., 2009), a linear phase re-
sponse (particularly at low frequencies) (Walker and Murphy, 2007)
and low noise levels (Wong et al., 1979). These necessary conditions
provide an immense obstacle to the study of voice qualities in authen-
tic communicative settings and, hence, one current direction of our
research is to develop robust features that can alleviate these strict
requirements (Kane et al., 2010b).
As regards spoken communication voice quality is used in certain lan-
guages for contrastive linguistic function (e.g. in Gujarati the words
meaning "twelve" [ba

¨
R] and "outside" [baR], and "last year" [pO

¨
R] and

"early morning" [pOR] are contrasted solely on the presence or absence
of breathiness in the vowels (Ladefoged and Maddieson, 1996)). A
speaker's voice quality is also an important feature of paralinguistic
signaling in speech and can provide the listener with information per-
taining to the speaker's affective state (Gobl, 2003; Campbell, 2007b).
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The use of breathiness has been studied in connection with politeness
particularly among male speakers of Japanese ( Ito, 2004). Breathy
voice has also been generally observed in association with intimacy
and familiarity (Laver, 1980). Tense voice on the other hand has been
reported in more active affective states, e.g. anger and happiness
(Gobl and Nı́ Chasaide, 2003; Yanushevskaya et al., 2005).
The use of voice qualities is also a tool used by speakers for man-
aging spoken discourse. A study on Finnish interactive speech pro-
vided evidence of creaky voice qualities being consistently used by
Finnish speakers for turn-yielding functions, in contrast with glottal
stops which were frequently used for turn-holding (Ogden, 2001).
From the above examples it can be seen that voice quality can pro-
vide useful insights into the speaker's intentions and mood, and in-
deed voice quality features have also been utilized in order to improve
emotion classification (Lugger and Yang, 2008). It follows that robust
characterization of voice qualities may be desirable for both input (i.e.
recognition) and output (i.e. synthesis) ends of speech technology
applications. Voice quality descriptions have been included in various
speech synthesis systems in order to provide platforms for more ex-
pressive synthesis (e.g. see Campbell (2004a), Raito et al. (2008), and
Cabral et al. (2008)). In terms of speech recognition systems robust
parameters describing the speaker's voice quality would help deter-
mine the intention of the spoken utterance which may be ambiguous
if only the linguistic elements are detected.
It follows that the purpose of this study is to put forward a framework
for identifying voice qualities on a tense to breathy continuum.
A set of features from the literature that are relevant for the identifica-
tion of these voice qualities is found in Section 3.3. Further, the issue
of hidden ground truths is addressed in sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2.3.
The annotation of breathy to tense voice qualities can be difficult and
annotators need to rely on their own subjective perception of the ut-
terance. As a result it is likely that annotators may disagree somewhat
on the voice quality label of a given speech segment. Mixed voice
qualities could be present in the speech signal and a gradual answer
may be necessary as opposed to a discrete label. Therefore, we elab-
orate methods for handling this sort of fuzzy labeling in the present
work. F2SVM, introduced in Thiel et al. (2007), Borasca et al. (2006),
and Thiel (2009) and Section 4.2.1.2, are an ideal candidate for this
type of task receiving a fuzzy membership label as input with the fea-
tures for training and producing fuzzy memberships 12 as output. We
compare the performance of this F2SVM in manifold experiments with

12Interpretable in two ways: first degree of membership to different classes at the
same time or as probabilities for single classes. For further information please refer to
sections 4.2.1.2 and 5.3.3.
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standard methods, that receive crisp targets and produce crisp out-
puts, in these experiments.

The usefulness of the F2SVM for the classification of emotion from
speech and facial expressions using fuzzy teacher signals has already
been shown in Thiel et al. (2007) and Thiel (2009), where they out-
performed standard SVM that relied on crisp labels. The accuracy
gain was solely achieved by introducing fuzzy labels as teacher sig-
nals, as in the present experiment. However, in that study no exper-
iments to fit the mixed labels of human annotators were conducted
using fuzzy measures such as the D1 distance measure introduced in
Section 4.2.2. The D1 measure is adapted from the well known S1 sim-
ilarity measure introduced by Dubois and Prade (1980). The measure
is one of the most common to compare fuzzy labels, e.g. in multiple
classifier systems, which is why we chose it for this study.

Although there has been considerable research done on describing
the acoustic and physiological characteristics of voice qualities (see
e.g. Gobl and Nı́ Chasaide (1992), Hillenbrand and Houde (1996),
Childers and Lee (1991), and Blomgren et al. (1998)) there has been
far less work done on automatic classification of voice qualities using
combinations of features. The main work in this area has been done
in the domain of pathological voice types.

Some comparable work, was conducted in Wester (1998): HMM and
a regression approach were employed to categorize speech signals,
that were generally of a longer duration than the signals in this study.
The task was to match the annotated degree (form 0 to 4) on three
voice quality scales, namely breathiness, roughness and deviance.
Accuracies of about 50% within each of the three scales could be
achieved in the study. However, the speech material used was mainly
pathological voices, which weakens its comparability with the present
study.

A further study involving voice quality classification of non-
pathological voices was conducted in Lugger et al. (2008). The study
looked at the use of HMM for representing voice quality contours and
compared results with K-means classification. Results showed crisp
classification accuracy of 39% for modal, 57% for breathy, 77% for
creaky and 61% for rough voice qualities.

The remainder of this section is organized as follows: Section 5.3.1
introduces the data used for the study as well as the voice quality ex-
pert evaluation and annotation of it. Section 5.3.2 describes and lists
the results of the manifold experiments. Finally, sections 5.3.3 and
5.3.4 discuss and conclude the voice quality recognition experiments.
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5.3.1 Data Evaluation

5.3.1.1 Speech data

There is a distinctive lack of widely available speech data with voice
quality annotation. Further, as voice quality annotation schemes differ
and as the annotator's interpretation of voice quality labels may not
be consistent, large scale data collections are difficult to get. The
speech data for this experiment comes from the recordings used in
Airas and Alku (2007) and was provided to us by the authors. The
original data were speech recordings of 6 female and 5 male speakers
aged between 18 and 48 years (with a mean of 30). The speakers
were asked to produce eight Finnish vowels /A e i o u y æ ø/ using
breathy, normal and tense phonation types. Participants were trained
to produce the voice qualities before recording. While conducting the
recording, speakers were asked to repeat the utterance with stronger
emphasis on the voice quality when it was necessary. Each utterance
was repeated three times resulting in 792 speech segments.
The speech was recorded using a unidirectional Sennheiser electret
microphone with a preamp (LD MPA10e Dual Channel Microphone
Preamplifier) and a digital audio recorder (iRiver iHP-140). Audio was
digitized at 44.1 kHz. The impulse response of the recording system
was obtained using a maximum length sequences (MLS) method ( Rife
and Vanderkooy, 1989). Analysis of the impulse response reveals a
very flat amplitude response down to the very low frequencies (e.g.
frequencies 60-100 Hz show a 0.026 dB variance in the amplitude
response and 20-60 Hz a variance of 0.768 dB). The phase response
of the recording system is linear down to the low frequencies.
Also, included in the current study were 10 sonorant-only (all voiced)
sentences, produced in three voice qualities (breathy, modal and
tense) by one male speaker (i.e. 30 sentences in total). The utter-
ances were produced in a semi-anechoic room and audio was cap-
tured using high quality recording equipment (a B&K 4191 free-field
microphone and a B&K 7749 pre-amplifier). Audio was digitized at
44.1 kHz (using a Lynx-two sound card) and then downsampled to 16
kHz. Sentences were then manually annotated on the phoneme level
(446 phoneme segments in total).
The speaker is active in voice quality research and produced the 30
sentences repeatedly until it was deemed that the voice quality had
been successfully maintained throughout the entire sentence. This
process required several iterations of re-recording. The sentences
were then listened to independently by another researcher also ex-
perienced in voice quality research as well as with Laver's labeling
scheme. She confirmed that the sentences were produced consis-
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tently using three discrete voice qualities and that these voice qualities
corresponded to Laver's description of breathy, modal and tense. She
did comment, however, that the perceptual distance of the breathy
sentences compared to the modal sentences was greater than the
tense sentences compared to the modal sentences. Following this
process we are confident that the sentences do indeed correspond
to the voice quality labels and that they are suitable for use in the
current study.

5.3.1.2 Expert voice quality label assessment

For the purpose of the current study we required three indepen-
dent sets of voice qualities to be used for the analysis. The initial
labeling of the speech samples (i.e. breathy, normal and tense) was
deemed inappropriate as a person's "normal" voice quality could, for
instance, be intrinsically breathy or tense and, hence, this would result
in three overlapping sets of voice qualities. Instead we opted to use
a voice quality labeling system based on Laver's framework ( Laver,
1980). The label "modal", which replaced "normal", under Laver's
framework has particular physiological and acoustic attributes which
means that not every speaker's "normal" voice quality would be con-
sidered "modal".

In order to decide on the new labeling listening tests were conducted
with three participants. All participants were experienced in voice
quality research and were also familiar with Laver's labeling frame-
work (Laver, 1980). The participants were required to rate the speech
samples on a forced choice five point scale (see Table 5.8). Samples
were presented to the participants in a randomized order, resulting in
an inter-rater agreement of κ = 0.526. A criteria was defined based on
the numerical values of the participants ratings in order to determine
whether samples were to be considered "included" or "excluded". If
the mean rating for a given sample was more than 0.75 (in numeri-
cal scores) away from its original voice quality label then the sample
was considered "excluded". Samples were also excluded if the stan-
dard deviation of its ratings were more than 1, as this demonstrated
disagreement on the part of the participants on the labeling to be
used. This resulted in 314 of the 792 total samples being considered
"excluded", with 478 being allocated the class "included". For the sub-
set "included", an inter-rater agreement of κ = 0.717 is reached. This
subset contains no samples for which the maximum annotator opinion
diverges from the actual intended label, rendering a fair comparison
between the crisp and fuzzy-input approaches. However, in the sec-
ond part of the experiments described in Section 5.3.2.3 the whole
set of 792 samples was used.
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Table 5.8: Possible voice quality labels to be given to speech samples by ex-
pert judges (left column) and their numerical value (right column)

Voice quality Number given
breathy 1
breathy/modal 2
modal 3
modal/tense 4
tense 5
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Figure 5.13: Schematic system overview, including data preprocessing (i.e.
inverse filtering), feature extraction, and classification.

5.3.2 Experiments and Results

In the following we have listed the results of the manifold recogni-
tion experiments (11 overall) that we conducted, Table 5.9 lists all the
conducted experiments, the used data and targets. Basically, there
is one major distinction separating the experiments into two groups,
namely the crisp classification experiments, for benchmarking and
comparison to standard methods, and the fuzzy output experiments,
with the target to match the mixed votes of the annotators. For the
crisp experiments we chose the reduced dataset 13, by excluding the
samples for which the annotators did not clearly chose the targeted
voice quality. The standard methods of choice for comparison were

13Set only includes samples for which the intended voice quality coincides with the
maximum membership assignment by the annotators.
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naive Bayes (NB) classifier, providing a rough baseline, and standard
crisp SVM utilizing the same radial basis function (RBF) kernel as the
F2SVM.
Furthermore, for both groups an additional experiment partition cri-
terium exists: ten fold cross validation experiments as well as leave
one speaker out experiments were conducted. In the former we ran-
domized the dataset and split it into ten training and test sets, plus
one validation fold for parameter optimization. The leave one speaker
out experiment, in order to verify generalization abilities of the ap-
proaches over different speakers within the Finnish vowel set data,
was executed as follows: for each fold one of the eleven speakers
was left out of the training set and was solely used for testing.
Additionally, the generalization ability of all three methods, i.e. NB,
SVM, and F2SVM, is compared in a cross corpus experiment using
the sentence dataset introduced in Section 5.3.1.1.
For all the F2SVM experiments it was necessary to generate fuzzy in-
puts resembling the degree of membership of each sample towards
all of the three classes. For each of the recordings these member-
ship values were calculated using the labels mentioned in Table 5.8,
as indicated by all the experts. These newly calculated values were
then used as the teacher signal for the F2SVM in the experiments.
The exact assignment of the membership values follows the pseudo
algorithm in Figure 5.14. In Figure 5.15 the assigned memberships
for each of the voice qualities as calculated is visualized using box
plots.
The voice quality features used as input to the classification ap-
proaches are selected on the basis of being stated to be able to char-
acterize voice qualities across the breathy to tense dimension. The
full set of features includes the LF model parameters from the time
and the frequency domain (Ra, Rk, Rg, EE, Raf , Rkf , Rgf , and EEf ),
the normalized amplitude quotient (NAQ), the amplitude level differ-
ence ∆H1,2, and the voice quality spectral gradients (OQG, GOG, SKG,
and RCG). They are introduced in detail in sections 3.3.1 to 3.3.7.

5.3.2.1 Crisp classification experiments

In Table 5.10 the error rates of all of the crisp classification exper-
iments are listed. It is clearly visible that in all the experiments the
F2SVM outperforms the other baseline approaches. For the cross
validation experiments using all the available speakers 12.14% error
(standard deviation σ = 3.11) was achieved, and only a slight decrease
was observed while leaving one speaker out (13.88% error; σ = 3.89).
In contrast to these results the standard SVM receiving the actual
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Algorithm 5.3.1: membershipAssignment()

comment: Assign memberships mx

for each x ∈ data

mx ← {0, 0, 0}
for each e ∈ experts

lx ← e(x)
if lx is 1
mx(breathy)← mx(breathy) + 1
if lx is 2{
mx(breathy)← mx(breathy) + 0.5
mx(modal)← mx(modal) + 0.5
if lx is 3
mx(modal)← mx(modal) + 1
if lx is 4{
mx(modal)← mx(modal) + 0.5
mx(tense)← mx(tense) + 0.5
if lx is 5
mx(tense)← mx(tense) + 1

mx ← mx/nexp

return (mx)

Figure 5.14: Pseudocode snippet explaining the assignment of membership
values to the recordings. x denotes a recording, mx the mem-
bership assignment for x, e an expert, and e(x) the opinion of
expert e on sample x. nexp is the number of available experts.
The final membership assignment with ∑

mx = 1 is returned.

label as target in training resulted in 16.09% error (σ = 4.59) in the
cross validation and 18.33% (σ = 6.99) in leave one speaker out. Both
times the F2SVM outperforms the standard SVM statistically signif-
icantly in paired t-tests (cross validation p = .02; leave one speaker
out p = .04). The baseline performance of the NB classifier results in
errors slightly over 20% for both the cross validation and the leave
one speaker out experiment. Both times the naive Bayes classifier
is strongly outperformed by the F2SVM (cross validation p < .001;
leave one speaker out p = .008). No statistically significant difference
between the standard SVM and the NB classifier was found.
The confusion matrices of these experiments can be seen in tables
5.11 (cross validation experiment) and 5.12 (leave one speaker out
experiment). All approaches result in very similar confusion matrices
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Figure 5.15: Distribution of the memberships as assigned by the annota-
tors following the membership assignment algorithm in Figure
5.14. The top row resembles the membership assignments for
all speakers, the middle row for male speakers and the bottom
row for female speakers. The letters denote the voice quality
in the following order: breathy, modal, tense. The center line
denotes the median and the box is limited by the third and first
quartile. Whiskers include the furthest outlying points that are
not yet outliers, i.e. more than about 2.5 times the standard
deviation, away from the median. Outliers marked as crosses
are further away from the median.

where almost no confusion between breathy and tense voice qualities
are present. For the F2SVM and the NB classifier these errors are
not reported in the cross validation experiments, further, in the leave
one speaker out experiment they do not exceed 1%. In the standard
SVM case breathy is confused with tense in 6% of the cases for the
leave one speaker out experiment (only 3% in the cross validation
experiment). The errors of the NB between neighboring voice qualities
are, however, more frequent as in the other approaches.

Besides the experiments with all speakers of the dataset we con-
ducted experiments with male and female speakers only. The error
rates, reported in Table D.1 and confusion matrices, tables D.2 to
D.5, are listed in Appendix D. Generally speaking the results for the
male speakers are better as opposed to female speakers only. For
the cross validation the error rate for the male speakers is just above
11% error and 14% for the female speakers using the F 2SVM ap-
proach. The results for the leave one speaker out experiment is just a
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Table 5.13: Error (in %) comparison of naive Bayes (NB), standard sup-
port vector machine (SVM) and fuzzy-input fuzzy-output
support vector machine (F2SVM) outputs for crisp cross
corpus experiments with frame-wise error rates as well as tem-
porally integrated errors over full sentence length. The classi-
fiers are trained on the Finnish vowel set data and tested on the
sentence data (compare Section 5.3.1.1). The error is calculated
by comparing to the true label.

Frame-wise Temporally integrated
Naive Bayes 29.53 30.00
SVM 33.33 30.00
F2SVM 17.66 3.33

bit worse with 15.17% for the female speakers, again with the F 2SVM.
For the male speakers the error stays almost the same. Again the
baseline approaches are outperformed by the F 2SVM in all the cases.
For the cross validation experiment error rates of 12.86% (male only)
and 18.64% (female only) with the standard SVM were achieved. In
the leave one speaker out experiment the SVM approach yield 11.80%
(male only) and 17.85% (female only) error. As for the experiments
with all speakers, the confusions regarding the modal voice quality are
responsible for the majority of the errors. The confusions between
the other two voice qualities, breathy and tense, reach only small per-
centages of error, as seen in tables D.2 to D.5. In contrast to that
accuracies for the breathy voice quality go up to 97% in the leave
one speaker out experiment for male speakers only and while using a
standard SVM.

5.3.2.2 Cross corpus experiments

In order to further check the generalization ability of the approach
a cross corpus experiment was conducted. All the mentioned meth-
ods, i.e. NB classifier, standard SVM, and F 2SVM, were trained on
the Finnish vowel set data and tested on the sentence dataset. The
errors in % are listed in Table 5.13 comprising the errors on a frame-
wise basis including vowels and consonants and the errors achieved
after integrating the decisions of the approaches over the whole sen-
tences, which were recorded in a constant voice quality. It is seen, that
the F2SVM approach (frame-wise error 17.66%; sentence level 3.33%)
again outperforms the other two reference approaches clearly. The
two perform around 30% error for all cases. In the case of the sen-
tence level integration of the decision the F 2SVM only mistakes one
breathy sentence as a modal sentence.
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The confusion matrices for the approaches on the frame level are
shown in Table 5.14. It is seen that the reference approaches perform
poorly for breathy and modal voice qualities, whereas they hardly ever
confuse the tense quality. In contrast to that the F 2SVM performs
best with respect to the breathy voice quality. Confusions of breathy
and tense are again very rare.

5.3.2.3 Fuzzy classification experiments

As mentioned above we conducted a second type of experiments in
which we did not target high accuracy rates as in the experiments re-
ported in sections 5.3.2.1 and 5.3.2.2, but sufficiently low D1 measures
as described in Section 4.2.2. For the fuzzy classification experiments
we utilized the full dataset available. The targets were the assigned
memberships of the annotators to each of the samples as explained in
Figure 5.14. Since the standard SVM and NB approaches do not yield
fuzzy outputs that are comparable to the F 2SVM results we decided
to utilize the actual crisp label of a recording as well as the combined
annotator opinion as a benchmark.
If the actual label of a recording x was breathy the fuzzy memberships
mx = {1, 0, 0}. This is then compared to the classification output as well
as the annotator opinions using the distance measure D1 introduced
in Equation 4.38. In Table 5.15 the full set of mean D1 measures for
the experiments is listed. The top line compares the perception of the
annotators to the classification of the F2SVM. The next one compares
the classification with the actual target label of the recording. Finally
the perception of the annotators is compared to the target labels,
as a baseline. It is seen that the baseline outperforms the F 2SVM in
all the cases. However, the mean D1 measures for the classification
are quite close to the human performance and there is no statistically
significant difference found.
As an additional benchmark, we included the confusion matrices of
the experiments by hardening the output of the classifier as well as
the annotator opinion, i.e. the maximum of the assigned memberships
denotes the crisp label. These matrices are found in Table 5.16. Since
all of the samples available in the dataset were taken into considera-
tion in these experiments the results show less accuracy, but the error
types stay the same: Confusions involving modal are still responsible
for the majority of the errors.

5.3.3 Discussion

The most striking result drawn from the experiments is the capabil-
ity of the F2SVM to classify the voice qualities more accurately than
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a standard SVM with the same features as input and kernel func-
tion (RBF kernel) (see crisp classification results shown in Table 5.10).
Therefore, it seems quite obvious that there is some information
present in the fuzzy targets during training that improves the gen-
eralization capabilities of the classifier. As these experiments were
conducted on the reduced dataset with an inter-rater agreement of
κ = 0.717 the training of all approaches was conducted on a set for
which the maximum of the annotators' membership assignments al-
ways coincides with the actual target label, in order to render a fair
comparison.
Furthermore, the underlying model employed during expert annota-
tion, described in Section 5.3.1.2, allowing the annotator to assign a
label between breathy and modal (the value 2 in Table 5.8) and a value
between modal and tense (the value 4 in Table 5.8) seems proven by
the classification results shown in Section 5.3.2. This conclusion can
be drawn since all the classifiers, comprising NB, standard SVM, and
F2SVM, confuse neighboring classes more often than the two extreme
classes, breathy and tense. This statement is underlined by almost all
the confusion matrices found in this section. Furthermore, human
perception results as shown in Figure 5.15 show similar confusions
due to the increased assignment of memberships to modal in the
breathy and tense cases.
Overall, the approach is apparently stable over untrained speakers
and generalizes well. This, however, is not only the case for the fuzzy
approach but also for the two baseline approaches, indicating that the
features are representing the voice qualities quite well and are quite
independent of the speakers (compare leave one speaker out results
in Table 5.10).
The generalization capabilities of the approaches were further com-
pared in a cross corpus experiment. The classifiers were trained us-
ing the features extracted from the Finnish vowel set data and tested
on the features of the sentence data, including features correspond-
ing to voiced-consonants and vowels alike. The F 2SVM clearly out-
performed the reference approaches, with an accuracy of around
82% for the frame-wise decisions. Further, after integrating the de-
cisions over the whole sentences the accuracy rose up to more than
95%, meaning that only one out of the thirty sentences was confused.
Whereas this result is encouraging, it needs to be stated that in nat-
ural recordings it is not expected that a speaker's voice quality is
constant over a full sentence as in the investigated corpus, nor are
the boundaries of the voice quality known beforehand.
The interpretation of the fuzzy experimental results as reported in
Section 5.3.2.3 is not as straight forward as for the crisp classification
results. The output ỹ(x) ∈ R (with ∑k

i=1 ỹi(x) = 1) of the F2SVM can be
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interpreted basically in two ways: the values ỹi(x) may be interpreted
as degree of membership to class i ∈ {1, ..., k}, allowing for mixed
states of two or more voice qualities at the same time. Further, they
can be interpreted in a probabilistic manner, where the values ỹi(x)
denote the probability of x belonging to class i. And therefore we can
interpret i∗ = argmaxi ỹi(x) as the crisp and most probable decision
of the F2SVM. In Section 5.3.2 we list results for both interpretations.
We, however, believe that the degree of membership interpretation is
more suitable, but it is harder to interpret in terms of accuracy and
therefore we included both of the results.
First for the degree of membership interpretation, it can be observed,
that human performance is not quite reached. While comparing the
distance of the actual class labels towards the expert annotations,
with the one for the automatic classification towards the expert an-
notations, the former always outperforms the latter with respect to
the D1 measure. However, the values are not that much higher as
seen in Table 5.15, and no significant difference was found between
the observed D1 measures.
By interpreting the results as probabilities for one class, we can gain
another set of confusion matrices, that makes it a bit easier to quan-
tify the error, however, it does not support the idea of mixed voice
qualities being present to different degrees. The confusion matrices
found in Table 5.16 show similar results as in the crisp classification
experiments, but less accuracy, which is of course due to the ad-
ditional samples used in the experiment14. The matrices are filled by
comparing the most probable F2SVM output to the most probable ex-
pert opinion. An accuracy of around 74% was achieved in the cross
validation experiment. For the leave one speaker out experiments (all
speakers) 76% accuracy was achieved. However, at this point it is
important to say that the F2SVM were not optimized towards opti-
mal accuracy for the probabilistic interpretation of the output, but
for the degree of membership interpretation. Therefore, these accu-
racies well above chance and 70% are a byproduct of the training to
minimize the D1 measure.

5.3.4 Conclusion

In the present experiment we investigated the capability of F 2SVM
to classify voice quality samples from a vowel corpus, as well as in a
cross corpus study using data taken from full sentences. The results
in Section 5.3.2 show high accuracy rates in many experiments includ-
ing cross validation and leave one speaker out validation conditions

14No sample of the 792 was excluded according to the criteria in Section 5.3.1.2 for
all the fuzzy experiments.
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as well as comparing crisp and fuzzy measures. Additionally, it has
shown strong generalization capabilities in cross corpus analysis and
leave one speaker out experiments. The proposed method outper-
formed its competitors (standard SVM, and NB) in crisp classification
experiments clearly, by only utilizing the information present in fuzzy
labels during training. This is a very encouraging result supporting the
value of fuzzy interpretations of voice quality data and annotations.
The results are very promising for future work including the extension
of the approach to running speech and more naturalistic data.
One of the shortcomings of the present study is, that we only consid-
ered acted voice quality samples. However, we believe the findings
here help pave the way to improved voice quality analysis in realistic
speech data by considering fuzzy classification. The analysis of the
sentence corpus is a first step into that direction and it seemingly
worked very well.
When considering realistic data recorded outside ideal laboratory con-
ditions the voice quality ground truth will again not be known. There-
fore, expert ratings, that lead to fuzzy labels and mixed categories,
are required to assess the quality of an automatic and robust voice
quality classifier. Realistic data further requires alternative measures
for the assessment of accuracy, which is why we introduced the D1

measure to determine the distance of a fuzzy result towards a fuzzy
target.
Unfortunately, the results here using the D1 measure are not easily
comparable with other studies or indeed with other classifiers in the
present study. We hope that future research involving the classifica-
tion of data with fuzzy ground truths (e.g., voice qualities and affective
states) will utilize a measure of this nature which would facilitate the
comparability of similar results.

5.4 Conclusions: Contributions to the Analysis of
the User's State

This chapter answers research questions 3 and 4 of this thesis (see
Chapter 1), namely the identification of the most representative fea-
tures and classifiers for the automatic analysis of user behavior. In
Section 5.1 the experiments with ideal recordings of acted emotional
expressions show, that standard features, such as MFCC and PLP,
allow for quite good classification results, as confirmed in Vlasenko
et al. (2007),Wagner et al. (2007), and Schwenker et al. (2009). Even
though, one needs to be careful, when using for example MFCC out-
side optimal recording scenarios, as they are quite sensitive to noise
(Hermansky et al., 1992, 1991).
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As seen in Figure 5.2, also newly developed features, such as Mod-
Spec and voice quality features, show potential for the classification
of emotional recordings (Lugger and Yang, 2008; Schwenker et al.,
2009; Scherer et al., 2009d). These findings are supported in Yanu-
shevskaya et al. (2005) and Yanushevskaya et al. (2008), where vari-
ations of voice quality are confirmed to be representative for several
affective states, such as joy, indignation, or stress. Further, in Scherer
et al. (2003) temporal dynamics in intonation, as captured using Mod-
Spec features (see Section 3.2.4), are confirmed to convey emotion.

As identified earlier (see Section 5.1.2.3), single feature sets tend to
help classifying one or two certain categories, while their overall score
might be far from optimal (e.g. compare energy feature set in Table
5.2). Therefore, it is suspected, that a combination of classifiers uti-
lizing various feature sets could improve the results significantly, by
correcting their respective errors. This suspicion could indeed be con-
firmed in the experiments (see tables 5.3 and 5.6) and is further sup-
ported by findings in the literature (Lugger and Yang, 2008; Scherer
et al., 2009d, 2008d). One major requirement for the improvement
using classifier fusion is, that the errors the single classifiers commit
diverge enough (Kuncheva, 2004). Hence, if a certain type of error is
common to all or several classifiers, as for the category happiness for
the EmoDB dataset (compare Figure 5.3), little to no improvement is
expected.

As only simple fusion schemes have been implemented in Section
5.1.2.1, the combination of various feature sets or modalities, as for
example in Walter et al. (2011), bears space for improvements. Ad-
ditionally, as more and more representative features for the identi-
fication of expressive behavior are identified and optimized (i.e. im-
prove robustness, speed, etc.), ensembles of classifiers will gradu-
ally emerge and improve performances. Therefore, novel approaches
should allow for extensions of this kind by being generic enough to
profit from improvements in feature extraction and combination tech-
niques.

These findings are all based on the classification of prototypically
acted expressive clips, that are possibly quite far from the expected
user behavior in natural HCI (compare Section 5.1.3). The categories
that are recorded in such databases (see Section 2.2) are a good
starting point and provide potential to compare performances, but the
findings are not directly applicable to the more realistic data. Novel
categories need to be defined and detected in sequential noisy data.
Further, due to the lack of a theory for users' states in HCI, it is neces-
sary to identify and spot basic building blocks that take us a step fur-
ther to understand the observed behavior and states a user might be
in (see Section 2.3.1.4 and Chapter 6). For this reason, we conducted
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the experiments found in sections 5.2 and 5.3. Here, we spot laughter
in continuous natural conversations or identify the voice quality of a
speech sample. In these experiments, the findings of previous ones,
as in Section 5.1, are helpful, but not sufficient as the requirements
are different. Whereas, the fusion of feature sets from audiovisual
sources helps to spot laughter, static classifiers, as F 2SVM (see Sec-
tion 4.2), do not succeed. Sequential classifiers as ESN (Section 4.3)
and HMM (Section 4.4) making use of the dynamics represented in
features, like ModSpec or PLP, are better suited for the task. With
respect to the classification of voice qualities, which are rather a con-
tinuous concept than hard categories, crisp classification outputs do
not suffice anymore (Scherer et al., under review). Fuzzy measures,
and uncertainty need to be incorporated into approaches dealing with
realistic corpora and mixed categories.
How these findings for classifiers and features could be incorporated
in an overall architecture to analyze the user's state in HCI is motivated
and discussed in Chapter 6.





6 Discussion: How it all adds up

How the manifold fields of research covered in this thesis all add up to
a bigger picture, integrating the various aspects that were discussed,
investigated, and evaluated throughout the preceding chapters, is be-
ing discussed in the following. As this work seeks to answer several
research questions, raised in the introduction, they shall be repeated
here for the sake of overview:

1. Which user states are relevant for HCI and how should they be
annotated?

2. Are there basic building blocks in communication (e.g. gestures,
paralinguistic elements, etc.) and is it possible to spot them in
continuous input?

3. What are the most relevant features for the automatic recogni-
tion of the user's state?1

4. Which automatic classifiers are most suited for the task? 2

The first question deals with the search for relevant HCI user states
and suitable annotation schemes, since the commonly used proto-
typical emotion categories (e.g. anger, happiness, sadness) hardly
ever occur. Oftentimes annotations are rigid and limited to fixed utter-
ances (Scherer et al., 2009e; Gnjatovic and Roesner, 2008). Rigid an-
notations often render the annotation task unnecessarily difficult and
sometimes awkward for the annotators. Therefore, Section 2.3.1.4
introduces a hierarchical annotation scheme with labels grouped into
several layers, introduced in Scherer et al. (2009e), and later links the
different categories of labels in order to reveal the dynamics of pat-
terns and correlations among them. These annotations are grouped
into various sets, combining labels of similar character, i.e. subjective
user state labels, as well as coarse and fine grained observations, such

1This question has already been answered in Section 5.4.
2This question has in part been answered in Section 5.4.
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as dialog roles or laughter (compare Table 2.5). Where, the respective
user state is - even for human annotators - only indirectly inferable
using background information (i.e. the context of the interaction) and
the observation of the participants' behavior.
The constant identification and interpretation of nonverbal commu-
nication cues, which is done by humans to assess opinions on the
qualities of an interaction, has been and is a vibrant field of research.
Nonverbal and paralinguistic communication cues comprise mim-
ics (e.g. smiles, lifting of eyebrows etc.), often coded as facial action
units, gestures (e.g. hand gesturing etc.), posture of the body, moans,
grunts, backchannels, laughter, pauses, and many more ( Ekman and
Friesen, 1978; Krauss et al., 1996; Bousmalis et al., 2009; Campbell,
2004c; Campbell et al., 2005; Watzlawick et al., 1969). In Rosenberg
and Sillince (2000) for example it is stated that nonverbal communica-
tion is used to increase one's visibility in face to face communication
and "in many ways resembles a dramatic performance". Watzlawick
et al. (1969) go as far as calling communication a conditio sine qua
non of human life, as for example even staring to the ground in a
large waiting room communicates the unwillingness to communicate
to others. Kendon (1983) directly links speech and gesture to form a
unit, in order to for example emphasize a verbal unit. The intertwined
structure of linguistic and paralinguistic information is discussed in
Campbell (2007a) and is commented as "alternating in an irregular
but well-formed way to jointly create an impression of meaning". The
identification of gestures, mimics and paralinguistic cues transmitting
agreement (e.g. laughter, head nod, and mimicry) or disagreement
(e.g. head shake, scratching the head, and gaze aversion) in various
ways is summarized by Bousmalis et al. (2009). Whereas, none of the
mentioned elements are sufficient as a single event to unambiguously
convey agreement or disagreement, combinations following certain
temporal patterns (that could of course vary) often suffice. This in
turn is supporting a hierarchical building block structure as pro-
posed in the annotation scheme used in this thesis.
The proposed set of communicational dispositions (see Table 2.5),
which is not based on a psychological theory, but is rather a prag-
matic proposal, proofs to be sufficiently well represented in the PIT
corpus (see Section 2.3.1). Many occurrences of the available cate-
gories could be annotated in the proposed way (compare tables 2.6
and 2.7). The annotations are organized in layers as temporal at-
tributes, and can be assigned with varying lengths and offsets. Hence,
it is possible to overlap longer lasting states, such as the dominant di-
alog role, in one layer and multiple short events, such as the focus
of the user, in another layer. This softens the often rigid and strict
annotation schemes used in many applications. Even though, this an-
notation scheme has mainly advantages (e.g. flexible and extendable
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set of categories and layers, hierarchical and intuitive structure, rele-
vant subject states, and exchangeable top layer categories), there are
also a few non-negligible disadvantages. The time and effort required
to annotate in all these different layers for example is large. Further,
the issue of how to assess inter-rater agreement of continuous la-
bels is unsolved. The issue of high workload for the annotators will
be reduced little by little using bootstrap approaches, such as active
learning (Settles, 2009) in combination with classification approaches,
e.g. laughter spotting (Section 5.2) or gaze detection (Layher et al.,
under review). Further, the proposed approach is not exhaustive and
extensions are straightforward. In Yanushevskaya et al. (2008) for
instance it has been shown that voice quality can be used to infer
the affective state of the speaker and Section 5.3 shows the capabil-
ity to automatically recognize it. Additionally, the subject state layer
comprising the so called conversational dispositions is not compul-
sory, but could in principal be exchanged by other schemes, such as
dimensional affect annotations or other categories.

The answer to the second research question is twofold: the first part
of the question, whether or not there are basic building blocks, that
help infer the subject state is answered in Section 2.3.1.4, where coin-
cidences of directly observable patterns and different user states are
examined to relate the user's hidden state to the direct observa-
tions. The second part of the question relates to findings in Chapter
5, where automatic classification and detection approaches are
presented to spot patterns, e.g. laughter in conversations.

The analysis of the annotations revealed several significant coinci-
dences between the direct observations and hidden user states: sig-
nificant correlations of the relative overlap between the user's focus
with respect to his state of interest were found (compare Figure 2.9).
Apart from the focus, also the dialog role and the dynamics of the
conversation could be identified as a relevant feature for the inter-
pretation of the user's state (see Figure 2.10). The dynamics of the
conversation were not directly identified and discussed in this the-
sis, however, a few publications aiming into that direction originated
within this thesis (Campbell and Scherer, 2010; Egger et al., 2010;
Oertel et al., 2011; Jokinen and Scherer, under review). Additionally,
significant coincidences of laughter with the state of positive accept-
ing were found as well and shown in Figure 2.12.

As laughter proofs to play an important role in the subjective inter-
pretation of the user's state for human annotators and is a crucial in-
dicator of the quality of interaction and participant involvement ( Knox
and Mirghafori, 2007; Truong and Van Leeuwen, 2005; Kennedy and
Ellis, 2004; Laskowski, 2008), the automatic spotting of laughter in
conversations was targeted in this thesis. Section 5.2 investigates
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the offline and online spotting of laughter in naturalistic multiparty
conversations. The conversations, as they were not scripted and not
restricted, are rich in nonverbal communication behavior, including
laughter. Further, only noisy data sources were available, i.e. an un-
obtrusive 360 degree camera, capturing coarse movements of the
participants' upper body halves, and a single microphone. The multi-
modal analysis using three different classification approaches, namely
an SVM using GMM supervectors, an ESN architecture, and an HMM
architecture, led to comparable results as in related work (see Sec-
tion 5.2). Even though, the approaches in the literature often analyze
data from more restricted and controlled recordings, and depend on
fine grained features, which may be unrealistic in real-world applica-
tions. The most precise method for the online spotting of laughs, in
our experiments, turned out to be the HMM architecture using two
separate audio feature sets (ModSpec and PLP features). An accu-
racy of 93.5% and an F1 value of 0.72 could be achieved using this
approach. As seen in figures 5.9 and C.2 most of the laughs could
be spotted. The drawback of this method, however, is that it is quite
complicated to train and requires a lot of parameter tuning and ex-
pertise, whereas the ESN approach is quite straightforward and fast
to train using the direct pseudo inverse adaptation method. The ESN
utilizing information from both audio and video (see Figure 5.5) per-
formed quite well being the second best approach with an F1 value of
0.63 and 9% error (see figures 5.8 and C.1; compare Table 5.7). The
SVM outperform the other methods in the offline experiments with
only 3.7% error, whereas they fail to spot most of the laughter in the
online experiments.

Additional paralinguistic cues, such as voice quality (e.g. breathy,
tense, and modal voices) are classified with high precision (as pre-
sented in Section 5.3 and in Scherer et al. (under review)), however,
the approach is yet to be tested on running speech. As voice quality
is thought to be very important for the assessment of the affective
state of the speaker, it is rarely automatically classified and recog-
nized as it is a quite difficult task (Lugger et al., 2006a; Yanushevskaya
et al., 2005, 2008). The annotation scheme of Section 2.3.1.4 does
not include the categories of voice quality, but it could be extended
to include them. While dealing with voice quality - a probably con-
tinuous observation (see sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.3) - uncertainty and
mixed categories play a certain role, in contrast to more or less unam-
biguous categories, such as laughter. This of course complicates the
problem, but in cases with an inherently fuzzy or continuous struc-
ture confusions of human expert annotators bear information that
can improve classification rates, as the experiments with the F 2SVM
achieve significantly higher accuracy rates than standard SVM with
the same features as input and the same kernel function (compare
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Table 5.10). The F2SVM using specifically designed voice quality fea-
tures (compare Section 3.3) achieved 86% accuracy in the crisp leave
one speaker out experiments, with similar confusions as the human
experts (see Table 5.12 and Figure 5.15).

Further, the F2SVM proof to generalize well as 82% accuracy for
frame-wise decisions was achieved in a cross corpus experiment. The
classifiers were trained using the features extracted from the Finnish
vowel set data and tested on the features of a sentence dataset, in-
cluding observations corresponding to consonants and vowels alike
(see Section 5.3.1.1 for further information on the datasets). After
integrating the decisions over the whole sentences the accuracy rose
up to more than 95% (with only one sentence misclassified). 3

This crisp output classification does not entirely fit the concept that
voice quality rather is a continuous dimensional quality, with possible
mixed classes, than a rigid category. Therefore, the D1 measure (see
Section 4.2.2) was used, indicating the distance between two fuzzy
sets (i.e. the fuzzy target and the fuzzy classifier output). The F 2SVM
almost reached human performance, with no statistically significant
difference observed.

When extending the proposed approach to realistic data recorded
outside ideal laboratory conditions the ground truth will not be known.
Therefore, expert ratings as proposed for other nonverbal or par-
alinguistic behavior, that may lead to fuzzy labels and mixed cate-
gories, are required to assess the quality of an automatic and robust
voice quality classifier. Additionally, each speaker possesses his own
habitual voice quality which may or may not relate closely to Laver's
description of modal voice (i.e. efficient vocal fold vibration with little
or no aspiration noise) (Laver, 1980). For instance, a given speaker's
habitual voice quality may be inherently breathy, whereas for another
speaker the same quality of breathiness may be quite a deviation
from their habitual voice quality. However, the deviations from the
speaker's baseline bear most information about his attitude or affec-
tive state, not the speaker's absolute voice quality setting. 4

Apart from more or less directly observable behavior, there is an ad-
ditional set of non-observable physiological measures (i.e. electroen-
cephalography, skin conductivity, electromyography, blood volume
pulse, and respiration), that bear information about the affective state
of a person (Kim and André, 2008). Whereas, the collection of these
measures somewhat intensifies the issues associated with the corpus
maker's paradox (Campbell, 2007a), they still can improve the perfor-

3Voice quality remained constant over full sentences. This, however, is not expected
for natural recordings.

4Methods to establish speaker dependent baselines are part of the future work.
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mance and advance the understanding of the underlying processes
(Schels et al., accepted for publication; Walter et al., 2011).

The next step, would now be to integrate the multimodal detec-
tions of these low-level cues and observations, using their dynamic
structure, and their distribution over time to infer the user's state, as
humans do. However, how the dynamics and in what order, or dis-
tribution these observations have to be present in the behavior of
the subject, is not entirely clear. There are, as listed in Scherer et al.
(2003), Keltner et al. (2003), Campbell (2007a), Pantic et al. (2011) or
in Bousmalis et al. (2009), many different cues and behaviors associ-
ated with certain types of affective states or dispositions. But, none
of them is associated to HCI directly, nor is there some sort of definite
ruleset available that one could try to re-implement or utilize in order
to infer the user's state. Considering the individual differences and
varying personalities, and behavioral types or even situations that one
can find oneself in, it is very unlikely, that such a ruleset could actually
be found (Picard, 2000). Therefore, an approach has to purely rely on
statistics of observations for a limited scenario, in order to minimize
the amount of required data and to limit the variability of expressions.
Further, it should be possible for the approach to discover these pat-
terns itself and personalize to a certain user, as the deviations from
the baseline are most important. Hence, a hierarchical classifier ar-
chitecture, satisfying research question four, needs to incorporate a
few characteristics that shall be briefly discussed in the following.

In Figure 6.1 a schematic overview of such a hierarchical architecture
is shown. The highlighted areas of the lower part of the hierarchy
are part of the findings and investigations of this thesis. Lower levels
are incorporated using sequential classifiers in higher levels. From
bottom to top the time covered for decisions is growing, while the
complexity of the decisions is increasing as well, for humans during
annotation (subjective decisions vs. direct observations) as well as for
the machine. One of the issues, directly connected to the increasing
time windows is, that from layer to layer the amount of data available
for training is reduced, resulting in the need for large amounts of
data, rendering the approach expensive in terms of annotation and
recording. Further, classifiers with a limited amount of parameters,
that require adaptation during training, are required.

It is clear, that the architecture needs to be able to incorporate the de-
tections and decisions from previous layers. However, as the layers
are of course not perfect in their decisions it is important for the
machine to incorporate uncertain information using paradigms,
such as fuzzy approaches (discussed in sections 4.2 and 5.3) or the
Dempster-Shafer calculus (Dempster, 2008). An additional source of
uncertainty, that needs to be resolved, is the sometimes ambiguous
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nature of human expressions , as tears might be those of joy or
pain, or as a smile might convey sympathy or contempt (Watzlawick
et al., 1969). Only the combination of multiple observations and the
knowledge about the context of the interaction might be able to re-
solve those ambiguities.
The situation may be further complicated by the lack or failure of
certain sensory information . In a mobile scenario, for example, a
frontal camera observing the user's facial expressions is unlikely to
be available, whereas temperature or blood volume pulse informa-
tion could be available using wearable sensors (e.g. pulse monitor
wristbands, mobile phones). These physiological informations again
might not be disposable while interacting with public devices, for pri-
vacy and practical reasons. In Scherer et al. (submitted) we discuss
requirements and propose a possible generic architecture for the hi-
erarchical analysis and inference of the user's state in HCI in more
detail.
As this thesis provides tools, ideas, and resources for the analysis
of human behavior and the interpretation of their current affective
or communicational state, it is still to be positioned at the beginning
of an emerging field of research, backed with several projects, e.g.
FASTNET5 (Focus on Action in Social Talk: Network-Enabling Tech-
nology), SSPNET6 (Social Signal Processing Network) or the SFB/TRR
62 Companion-Technology for Cognitive Technical Systems project 7.
The final solution to the very ambitious task of analyzing and inter-
preting the user's state in HCI is of course far from being found,
however, the arguments and results of this "divide and conquer"-
inspired bottom-up approach seem most promising and should be
investigated, evaluated, and analyzed further in the years to come.

5http://www.tcd.ie/slscs/research/projects/current/fastnet.php
6http://sspnet.eu/
7http://www.sfb-trr-62.de/



7 Summary and Conclusions

This thesis contributed on several different levels to the understand-
ing and analysis of a subject's current affective or conversational dis-
position. As the title of the manuscript states a transition from the
crisp or sometimes full-blown emotions to a novel set of conversa-
tional dispositions was successfully proposed. Nonetheless, these
crisp emotional categories were utilized as a starting point for the
analysis and development of relevant and representative features, as
well as the investigation of suitable classifiers, for the identification
and classification of acted expressive clips. Two newly utilized fea-
ture sets for the analysis of expressive data, namely modulation spec-
trum features and the extraction of Liljencrants-Fant model parame-
ters from the frequency domain were developed within this thesis.
Further, the performances of various types of classifiers for static
and sequential data were evaluated with the result, that fuzzy-input
fuzzy-output support vector machines (F 2SVM) work best in the case
of static and uncertain data and ensembles of echo state networks
are well suited for sequential data, besides standard hidden Markov
model approaches.
The thorough evaluation of the multiparty human computer interac-
tion (HCI) PIT corpus, which was recorded within this thesis, yielded an
original annotation scheme arranged in multiple layers. The single lay-
ers are self-contained sets of categories, comprising talk styles, dialog
events, gaze directions, and the subjectively annotated user states or
communication dispositions. With the help of these elaborate anno-
tations it was possible to identify basic building blocks of nonverbal
and paralinguistic elements that correlate with certain subject state
annotations. This in turn supported the idea that the human percep-
tion and interpretation of behavior might be structured artificially in a
bottom-up manner and that the temporal dynamics and occurrences
of these basic building blocks indeed help to infer the user's state in
HCI.
With this strategy in mind, several experiments to spot some of the
low level observations in natural conversations, utilizing the preceding
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findings, were conducted: For example the important and universally
understood paralinguistic communication element laughter was spot-
ted with high precision usingmultimodal sequential classifiers. Results
comparable to those in the literature by using features from unobtru-
sive sources were achieved. Another outstanding result yielded the
classification of voice qualities with F2SVM. The utilization of the infor-
mation available in uncertain human annotations led to statistically sig-
nificant improvements in classification experiments. Which confirms
the assumption that, while dealing with realistic and natural data, one
has to cope with uncertainty, mixed states, and hidden ground truths.
Overall, the thesis is positioned at the beginning of a rapidly emerging
field of research, analyzing the human nonverbal and paralinguistic
behavior or social signals, to which it could contribute not only with
resources, tools, and technical solutions, but also with introducing
novel ideas for a step by step understanding of the phenomenons.
The original publications and the major contributions of this thesis are
summarized in Chapter 8.

7.1 Future Work

Apart from the integration of the findings of the lower layers in hi-
erarchical classifier systems this thesis poses several novel research
questions and future directions pushing the frontier forward. Future
enhancements and developments should definitely include the inves-
tigation of novel features, representing variations in speech, since
the developed modulation spectrum or voice quality features helped
a great deal in identifying relevant cues. Further, the development of
a nonverbal or paralinguistic dictionary, which is either subject or ap-
plication dependent, of some sort could be developed using thorough
statistical analysis of various corpora.
The expansion of the annotation scheme to incorporate more and
application specific behavioral patterns alongside the feature devel-
opment should be part of future approaches as well. Possible can-
didates to include are detailed gesture annotations, or voice qual-
ity categories. The conversational or communication dispositions are
also subject to further refinement. However, as these steps further
complicate the annotation of data, effort should be invested in boot-
strapping semi-automatic approaches to reduce the costs required
to prepare the data to be processed.
Additionally, the development of a hierarchical architecture incorpo-
rating the low level cues as well as the development of novel and
improved sequential classifiers is crucial and should be investigated
in the future.



8 Summary of Major
Contributions

Naturalistic human computer interaction: scenarios for
data acquisition and annotation

In order to be able to tackle the goal of user state recognition in
naturalistic human computer interaction (HCI) it is crucial to record
multimodal data comprising typical situations common in HCI. Effort
has been invested by the author of this thesis to record the PIT corpus
described in Section 2.3.1.

To enable a wizard to control the system it was first of all necessary
to implement the suitable client server architecture for the Wizard-
of-Oz recording setup. This setup is presented in Section 2.3.1.1 and
resulted in Scherer and Strauss (2008).

The corpus itself was published (Strauss et al., 2006, 2008b) and an-
alyzed with respect to usability and gaze directions with the help and
expertise of the author (Strauss et al., 2007, 2010), some of the re-
sults are mentioned in Section 2.3.1.5.

Most importantly it was necessary to find an annotation scheme for
the multiparty HCI recordings. The best fit, as described in Section
2.3.1.4, is a hierarchical scheme allowing annotations in different lev-
els with varying time granularities and complexities ( Scherer et al.,
2009e). Further, it was shown that several of the annotators' low level
observations are statistically significant indicators for the higher sub-
jectively annotated subject states. This scheme reproduces a relevant
representation of the user's states, while remaining flexible towards
changes in the higher levels. These findings were recently submitted
as Scherer et al. (2011).
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Automatic detection of paralinguistic observations

A major contribution of this thesis is the development of approaches
to automatically detect events and characteristics of speech and in-
teraction found in the lower level annotations (see sections 5.2 and
5.3). Laughter, for example, can be spotted in naturalistic multiparty
conversations using coarse features and unobtrusive sensors, with a
high precision, utilizing sequential multimodal classifiers. Fuzzy anno-
tations improve results for the classification of uncertain voice qual-
ities, which can in turn be utilized for the assessment of the user's
state. These findings resulted in several major publications of the
author, two of which are journal publications (Scherer et al., 2009c;
Scherer and Campbell, 2008; Scherer et al., accepted for publica-
tion,u).

The analysis and automatic detection of dialog roles, turn taking and
interlocutor involvement in conversations, that also prove to be statis-
tically significant for the recognition of the subject's state (compare
Section 2.3.1.4) has been shown in Campbell and Scherer (2010); Eg-
ger et al. (2010); Oertel et al. (2011) and a journal publication (Jokinen
and Scherer, under review). Further, the assessment of the user's cur-
rent stress level was investigated as well (Scherer et al., 2008a).

Basic investigations on classifiers and features for
emotion classification

The exploration of classifiers for acted expressive clips also forms
one of the contributions of this thesis. In the course of this investiga-
tion multiple classifier systems, sequential classifiers and standard ap-
proaches were compared and evaluated. The major finding was that
the fusion of multiple feature sets from the audio channel resulted
in the best classification rates and that sequential classifiers, such as
echo state networks, are suitable and reliable classifiers for the task
of emotion classification. Some of the key findings are discussed and
presented in Section 5.1 and resulted in several publications (Scherer
et al., 2007, 2008c,b,d; Schwenker et al., 2009; Scherer et al., 2009d;
Schwenker et al., 2010; Trentin et al., 2010).

Along with the development of novel classifiers, new feature types
representing prosody and the rate of change of frequency, the so
called modulation spectral features, were introduced with consider-
able success to the emotion recognition community (Maganti et al.,
2007). Additionally the development of representative voice quality
features was supported within the course of this thesis ( Kane et al.,
under review).
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Additional investigations

Additional work, not included in this thesis, comprise the extension of
the well known Geneva Emotion Wheel to annotate temporal dynamics
within emotional clips (Scherer et al., 2010) as well as the development
of a process engine for pattern recognition and information fusion
tasks called PEPR1 published in Scherer et al. (2009a), Scherer et al.
(2009b) and Fritzsch et al. (2010). This engine allows the real time
processing of the algorithms and signal processing tasks introduced
in this work over distributed machines. Last but not least the author
of this thesis participated in the development of the F 2SVM (Thiel
et al., 2007) and the analysis of physiological data for the recogni-
tion of emotions (Walter et al., 2011) and the detection of electroen-
cephalography events resulting in a journal publication ( Schels et al.,
accepted for publication).

1http://pepr-framework.org





A Mel Frequency Cepstral
Coefficient Extraction

As seen in Figure A.1, the waveform of a speech signal 1⃝ is trans-
formed to its spectrogram representation 2⃝ by applying the short-
term frame-wise Fourier transformation (STFT). Each of the spectra
of the frames 3⃝ is filtered applying a triangular filter bank 4⃝, com-
prising filters equally spaced in the Mel scale, to capture human per-
ception capabilities. The average energy of the logarithm of the filter
responses (i.e. 5⃝) is calculated 6⃝. Further, these values are trans-
formed to represent the cepstrum of a single frame 7⃝ (i.e. the MFCC
of the frame), using the discrete cosine transformation (DCT), follow-
ing Davis and Mermelstein (1980):

MFCCi =

K∑
k=1

Xk cos(i(k −
1

2
)
π

K
), i = 1, ...,M, (A.1)

with K the number of triangular filters, Xk the average log energy
of the k-th filter response, and M the number of cepstrum coeffi-
cients. The aggregation of those MFCCi over all frames then forms
the MFCC features of the speech sample 8⃝.
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174 Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficient Extraction
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to its MFCC representation 8⃝ following the algorithm explained
in Section 3.2.2 and Appendix A.



B Extended Crisp Classification
Results

Tables B.1 and B.3 show the gender specific confusion matrices of
the crisp classification experiments introduced in Section 5.1. Tables
B.2 and B.4 list the F1 measures and figures B.1 and B.2 show the
confusion matrices in color for all the different feature sets with their
respective mean accuracies.

Table B.1: Confusion matrix for the multiplication fusion of the WaSeP
dataset (female only) evaluation over ten independent feature
generation sets as well as ten fold cross validations for each of
them. Each row sums up to one as they represent the actual label
whereas the columns represent the output of the classifier. Bold
numbers represent the accuracy of the respective emotion. The
capital letters for each column are the respective starting letters
of the corresponding emotion categories.

F D H N S A
Fear 0.74 0.04 0.16 0.01 0.01 0.05
Disgust 0.02 0.90 0.04 0.01 0.01 0.03
Happiness 0.03 0.02 0.77 0.13 0.02 0.03
Neutral 0.00 0.00 0.09 0.87 0.04 0.00
Sadness 0.01 0.00 0.02 0.05 0.91 0.00
Anger 0.01 0.07 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.88
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Table B.2: This table shows the accuracies of the single emotional categories
for the multiplication fusion of the WaSeP dataset ( female only)
evaluation over ten independent feature generation sets as well
as ten fold cross validations for each of them. Further, the F1

measure as in (5.2) with the corresponding precision and recall is
listed for each emotion.

Accuracy F1 Precision Recall
Fear 0.74 0.80 0.88 0.74
Disgust 0.90 0.88 0.87 0.90
Happiness 0.77 0.76 0.74 0.77
Neutral 0.87 0.84 0.82 0.87
Sadness 0.91 0.92 0.93 0.91
Anger 0.88 0.89 0.90 0.88

Table B.3: Confusion matrix for the multiplication fusion of the WaSeP
dataset (male only) evaluation over ten independent feature gen-
eration sets as well as ten fold cross validations for each of them.
Each row sums up to one as they represent the actual label
whereas the columns represent the output of the classifier. Bold
numbers represent the accuracy of the respective emotion. The
capital letters for each column are the respective starting letters
of the corresponding emotion categories.

F D H N S A
Fear 0.87 0.01 0.06 0.01 0.00 0.05
Disgust 0.01 0.92 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.01
Happiness 0.13 0.07 0.67 0.09 0.01 0.04
Neutral 0.00 0.01 0.06 0.93 0.00 0.00
Sadness 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.99 0.00
Anger 0.01 0.07 0.04 0.02 0.00 0.85
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Figure B.1: Confusion matrices of the classification experiment over ten
independent feature generation sets for the WaSeP dataset
(female only). For each of these sets ten fold cross validations
with a 90% training and 10% test dataset split for the evaluation
of SVM were conducted. The matrices are ordered in descend-
ing order of accuracy starting with the fusion of all independent
feature sets. Each row sums up to one as they represent the
actual label whereas the columns (following the same order from
left to right as the rows from top to bottom) represent the out-
put of the classifier. Warm colors (red) represent high values
and cold colors (blue) low values respectively. The color bar to
the right shows the coding.
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Figure B.2: Confusion matrices of the classification experiment over ten in-
dependent feature generation sets for the WaSeP dataset (male
only). For each of these sets ten fold cross validations with a
90% training and 10% test dataset split for the evaluation of
SVM were conducted. The matrices are ordered in descending
order of accuracy starting with the fusion of all independent fea-
ture sets. Each row sums up to one as they represent the actual
label whereas the columns (following the same order from left to
right as the rows from top to bottom) represent the output of
the classifier. Warm colors (red) represent high values and cold
colors (blue) low values respectively. The color bar to the right
shows the coding.
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Table B.4: This table shows the accuracies of the single emotional categories
for the multiplication fusion of the WaSeP dataset (male only)
evaluation over ten independent feature generation sets as well
as ten fold cross validations for each of them. Further, the F1

measure as in (5.2) with the corresponding precision and recall is
listed for each emotion.

Accuracy F1 Precision Recall
Fear 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.87
Disgust 0.92 0.85 0.78 0.92
Happiness 0.67 0.71 0.75 0.67
Neutral 0.93 0.91 0.89 0.93
Sadness 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99
Anger 0.85 0.87 0.90 0.85





C Extended Laughter Detection
Results

Figure C.1 (multimodal ESN output) and Figure C.2 (multimodal HMM
output) show the remaining seven parts of the fusion experiments of
figures 5.8 and 5.9.
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Figure C.1: Fusion echo state network output after post processing. The
blue spikes correspond to the output, blue circles depict hits
and red crosses correspond to human labels.
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Figure C.2: Remaining parts of the multimodal (ModSpec and PLP feature
modalities) hidden Markov model output. The blue spikes cor-
respond to laugh predictions, blue circles depict hits and red
crosses correspond to human labels.





D Extended Voice Quality
Results

In this appendix you will find additional confusion matrices completing
the analysis and overview of the experiments in Section 5.3. Overall it
can be seen that the results, respectively the confusions, are following
the trends of the results mentioned in sections 5.3.2 and 5.3.3.

Table D.1: Error (in %) comparison of naive Bayes (NB), standard support
vector machine (SVM) and fuzzy-input fuzzy-output support
vector machine (F2SVM) outputs for gender specific (male and
female separated) crisp cross validation (10 fold) and leave one
speaker out experiments. The error is calculated by comparing
to the true label. The experiments were conducted on the reduced
dataset.

Cross validation Leave out one speaker
Male Speakers Error (%) Standard dev. Error (%) Standard dev.
Naive Bayes 15.24 6.27 22.41 10.81
SVM 12.86 5.52 11.80 5.99
F2SVM 11.43 6.43 11.22 3.74
Female Speakers Error (%) Standard dev. Error (%) Standard dev.
Naive Bayes 20.16 8.51 25.21 11.27
SVM 18.64 9.38 17.85 5.89
F2SVM 14.19 6.81 15.17 4.00
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